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TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
 Receipts and Expenditures - -
OF THE ‘
C I T Y  O F  AUBURN
FOR THE
FISCAL Y E A R  ENDING FEBRUARY 28,
1894
TO G ETH E R  W ITH  O TH ER A N N U A L REPORTS A N D  PAPERS R ELATIN G  
TO T H E  A FFA IR S OF T H E  CITY.
>
AUBURN, ME.:
PRESS OF B r i d g e  “ THE PR IN T E R .”
1894.
CITY OF AUBURN.
I n B o a r d  of M a y o r  a n d  A l d e r m e n ,
March 19, 1894.
O r d e r e d , The Common Council concurring : That the 
City Clerk under the direction of the Committee on Printing, 
cause one thousand copies of the Mayor’s Address, together 
with the Reports of the several City Officers, to be printed for 
the use of the city.
Read and passed ; sent down for concnrrence.
WILLIAM E. LUDDEN, City Clerk.
I n C ommon  C o u n c il , |
March 19. 1894. \
Read and passed in concuirence,
J. H. NEAL, Clerk.
\MAYOR’S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen o f  the City Council:
We have assembled here to-day, and have taken upon 
ourselves a solemn obligation to faithfully perform the duties 
of the offices to which we have severally been elected. The 
management of the municipal affairs of our city has been 
entrusted to us by our fellow citizens, and we, gentlemen, 
have accepted the trust, and in doing so, the people have the 
right to expect from us, an honest, faithful and economical 
performance of every duty. Many times, no doubt, during 
your term of office, you will be called upon and expected to 
devote so much o f your time that the business of the several 
committees on which you may be placed, shall not suffer by 
your neglect. It will be my endeavor to co-operate with you 
in every commendable effort tending to the advancement of 
the city’s interest. The severe depression in business through­
out our land has cast a gloom over our fair city, and to-day 
we are suffering from the hard times; therefore, let us see to 
it that in the expenditure of the people’s money we receive 
100 cents of value in return for every dollar expended. I 
trust that we shall discharge every duty without fear or favor, 
acknowledging always our dependence on Him who controls 
our destinies. And with wisdom and fidelity let us discharge 
the responsible trust committed to us in such a manner that 
we may have the consciousness of having faithfully performed 
our duty.
I wifi now call your attention to the condition of the 
finances. Our entire indebtedness, aside from our water 
works debt, is $228,000.
I
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RESOURCES.
Uncollected taxes lor 1893, $29,737 75
Uncollected taxes, 1891 and 1892, 7,118 68
Amount due on tax deeds, 841 63
Amount due on sewer assess., 2,422 OC
Slattery note, 68 00
Total, o U-4 CO oo 06
Indebtedness less resources, $187,811 94
The Lewiston and Auburn railroad stock valued at
$74,900, which I think should be reckoned as available
resources of our city, would reduce our indebtedness
$112,911.64; $14,500 of 5 per cent, bonds fall due March 1st, 
1895, which will be your duty to provide for. A  detailed 
statement of the liabilities and resources of the city may be 
found in the following table:
S T A T E M E N T  OF A P P R O P R IA T IO N S , R E C E IPTS A N D  E X P E N D I­
TU R E S FOR T H E  Y E A R  ENDING FE B . 28, 1894.
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Highways.................................. 16000 00 1309 85 17309 85 21179 02 3869 17
Contingent.................................. 8000 00 21095 69 29095 69 38681 18 9585 49
Schools...................................... 16000 00 8403 84 24403 84 24218 56 155 28
High Schools............................. 5000 00 565 00 5565 00 5384 07 216 93
Fire Department....................... 5000 00 10 00 5010 00 4474 55 535 45
Police.......................................... 3150 00 3150 00 3821 61 671 61
Poor............................................ •1000 00 508 57 4508 57 5175 27 666 70
Street Lights............................. 4000 00 4000 00 4023 08 23 08
Permanent Improvements....... 3000 00 56 45 3056 45 4035 31 978 86
New Roads................................ 1000 00 1000 00 915 55 84 45
Park............................................ 150 00 150 00 66 58 83 42
Salaries....................................... 3700 00 3700 00 6298 34 2598 34
County Tax................................ 7742 55 7742 55 7742 55
Repairs on School Houses....... 1000 00 1000 00 1457 90 457 90
Interest....................................... 10000 00 10000 00 10356 68 356 68
Sewers......................................... 4000 00 1948 50 5948 50 6212 28 263 78
Discount on Taxes.................... 4500 00 4500 00 4483 10 16 90
Abatement on Taxes................. 2500 00 2500 00 4021 89 1521 89
New School House................... 4000 00 4000 00 8032 71 4032 71
State Tax.................................... 17871 38 17871 38 17871 38
Gravel Pit.................................. 1000 00 1000 00 1000 00
121613 93 33897 90 155511 83 179445 61 1092 43 25026 21
Total overdrawn $23,933.78.
i .
The appropriation of $150,000 made on account of water
works yvas raised by a temporary loan.
5CITY W A TE R .
During the past year, the city has purchased the water 
works from the Auburn Aqueduct Company. From the re­
port of the water commissioners, I find the following state­
ment of the receipts and expenditures o f the water works, 
between June 7, 1893 (the date of the purchase of the water 
works) and March 1, 1894.
m a y o r ’ s  a d d r e s s .
RECEIPTS.
Notes payable,
Water receipts,
Bonds of Auburn Aqueduct company 
assumed,
Bonds, issued by order o f city council, 
Miscellaneous receipts,
Coupons and interest,
Cash on hand,
EXPENDITURES.
$185,262 62 
19,997 09
58,700 00 
30,000 00 
21 50 
8,724 57 
804 36
Purchase of franchise, 
Construction,
Repairs,
Furniture and fixtures,
Expenses,
Water rents, overdue and unpaid,
$250,000 00 
30,068 36 
285 09 
507 80 
3,591 03 
1,830 69
Number of water takers, 2,369.
. /
For all details pertaining to the management of the Water 
Works, since its purchase by the city, I would refer you to 
the report of the water commissioners. I express the hope 
that the next Legislature will submit to the people an amend­
ment to the constitution of the State, exempting from the 5 
per cent, debt limit, all debts incurred in the purchase or
r tr*
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construction of municipal water systems. In this way our 
floating debt can be easily funded at a low rate of interest.
SCHOOLS.
Our public schools, we can point to with pride, as 
ranking with the very best in the State. I trust they may in 
the future continue to hold the high rank which they have 
attained. No appropriation of money can be made that will 
be productive of so much good, as that appropriated for the 
education of our children. The new schoolhouse in Pcrry- 
ville has been completed during the past year at a cost of 
$11,736.35.
In New Auburn a new school building is much needed 
and I trust this will receive careful consideration. For the 
amount expended for the support of our schools for the past 
year, I refer you to the report of the School Committee.
HIGHW AYS AND STREETS.
The repairs of our streets are always attended with large 
expense, requiring a continual draft from the appropriation.
Amount expended in the construction and re­
pairs of highways and streets during the past
year, $21,179 02
Appropriation, 16,000 00
Receipts from various sources, 1,314 85
Total, . $17,314 85
Overdrawn, 3,864 17
The Street Commissioner’s report will furnish you with the 
details of work done in his department.
NEW ROADS.
The Valley road, so called, running from Summer street 
to the road running past Mt. Auburn Cemetery, must be built 
this year.
m a y o r ' s  a d d r e s s .
SEWERS.
•i
I During the past year sewers have been built on Temple, 
South Goff, Newbury, Second, Pulsifer, South, Winter, Tur­
ner, Summer, Whitney and Cushing streets, the total being 
4,854 feet, at a cost of $6,212.28.
Sewers are much needed on other streets in the city, to 
which your attention will be called as soon as may be.
POLICE.
During the past year our police have been painstaking 
and vigilant in the exercise of their duties. One-third, at 
least, o f every twenty-four hours, we leave our places of bus­
iness and our homes to the care and watchful eye of our po­
lice. Auburn has always been favored with faithful, trusty 
men. I trust we may be as fortunate in the future, in the se­
lection of the police. The report of the Chief of Police will 
give you the details of the work done in this department.
FIRE DEPARTM ENT.
Our Fire Department is made up of honorable, sober 
men, who take pride in having their department prompt and 
efficient. The Chief Engineer, in his report, recommends
certain improvement, which you will carefully consider.
«
POOR DEPARTMENT.
We are ..assured from the Holy Writ that the poor we 
have with us always. It is gratifying to know that we have a 
good home for our poor and unfortunate. Mr. and/ Mrs. 
Newell have thus far managed the affairs of the home suc­
cessfully and prudently. They are kind in their treatment to­
ward the poor, which should be considered a worthy and 
commendable qualification for that position. The farm is 
one of the best in town, growing better each year under its 
present management.
7
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CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, gentlemen, permit me to say that I have in 
a brief manner endeavored to give you some idea of the 
condition of affairs in our city. May our labors together 
in the coming year be crowned with abundant success.
HILLMAN SMITH,
IFINANCIAL REPORT.
Gentlemen o f  the City Council:
I herewith submit to you the report of the receipts and 
expenditures of the City from February 28, 1893, to March 1, 
1894.
RECEIPTS.
As per Treasurer’s report, $181,385 23
EXPENDITURES.
HIGHW AYS.
To Allen, W. C., labor, $ 22 42
Austin, C. K ., labor, 2 25
Andrews, Hiram, labor, * 7 80
Allen, C. C., labor, 75
Arris, Frank, labor, 1 50
Adams, W. D ., labor, GO 3G
Auburn Drug and Chemical Co., supplies, 50
Atwood & Lowell, supplies, 10
Arris, N. K., labor, 6 00
Auburn Water Works, water rates 17 00
Allen, John B. & Co., labor and supplies, 8 62
Abbott, C., labor, * • 1 50
Anderson, IT. K., labor, 4 50
1 0 C ITY  OF A U BU RN .
Aubois, Serile, labor, ! $6 75
Barrill, Lewis, labor, 159 35
Bickerton, William, labor, 343 85
Bell, Joe, labor, 125 61
Bossie, Frank, labor, 66 75
Beauregard, Leon, labor, 21 00
Barrett, G. N., labor, 6 00
Brown, James, labor, 44 55
Bradbury, G. H., labor, 4 50
Briggs, F. A. labor, 1 20
Bisbee, H. R., labor, 12 87
Brown, William, labor, 2 69
Briggs, Nelson, labor, 6 26
Briggs, Seth, labor, 36 00
Bailey, O. D., labor, 54 00
Buckman, C. C., labor, 31 83
Bradbury, Benjamin, labor, 9 00
Banks, Charles, labor, 1 50
Blaisdell, Charles T., 10 50
Briggs, S. H., use of team, 46 20
Bridgham, C. B. & J. L., labor, 67 25
Bowie, Emerson, labor, 33 25
Bowie Roland, labor, 5 55
Brown, Alphonso, labor, 6 00
Brooks, George B., supplies, 170 14
Briggs, C. H., supplies, hay, 159 13
Bradbury, R. S., use of teams, 107 50
Briggs, C. H., use of teams, 391 00
Briggs, Ansel, labor, 26 90
Briggs, W . H., labor, 3 90
Briggs, Justus, labor, 34 80
Berube, Charles, labor, 7 50
Bodge, H. M., labor, 3 37
Brackett, E. I., services as veterinary surgeon, 26 00
Beliveau, Charles, labor, 6 00
Biskeau, Felix, labor, 21 00
Briggs & Skillings, labor, 13 80
Bradbury, G. H. A ., labor, 16 50
Bragdon, Sidney, labor, 2 70
Bailey, E. D. & G. O., labor, $68 65
Brcnker, Darius, labor, 2 25
Buckman, Samuel, labor, 20 92
Bray, A . B., labor, 16 00
Bearce & Clifford, labor, 2 25
Brown, David, labor, 3 00
Blanchard, W ., supplies, 1 00
Bearce, Wilson & Co., supplies, 14 00
Boice, S. I. labor, 9 00
Boice, C. I. labor, 2 25
Beals, Charles, labor, 9 75
Begin, Edward, labor, 3 00
Bassett, G. W. labor, 7 50
Bennett, James, services, 1 75
Bowley, H. W ., services, 3 50
Boomer, C. A ., services, 1 75
Bean, Alonzo, labor, 75
Brown, N. R. labor, 12 45
Bowie, Fred, labor, 60
Bigelow, C. E., labor, 36 50
Brooks, Joseph, labor, 7 87
Beals, W. C., labor, 1 20
Bean, Andrew J., labor, 17 85
Bailey, C. E., labor, 3 00
Bickerton, Ed, labor, 6 00
Berube, Thomas, labor, 3 00
Church, H. C., labor, 329 51
Carroll, Tom, labor, ' 365 25
Carey, Tom, labor, 9 75
Cote, Elie, labor, 3 30
Conant, A . B., labor, 12 00
Chaput, Joseph A ., labor, 25 25
Carroll, Paul,'labor 2 25
Conant Henry, labor 4 50
Conant, F. R. & Co., labor, 45
Cary, Albert, labor, 2 85
Cobb, George, labor, 14 75
Cobb, George W ., supplies, 7 50
Conant & Andrews, use of teams, 165 00
a u d i t o r ’ s  re p o r t . 11
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Cooper, Thomas, labor,
Cobb, W. H., labor,
Chesley, John, labor,
Crafts, E. P., labor,
Carrow, John, labor,
Carte, Jerry, labor,
Campbell, Cyrus, labor,
Curtis, Charles F. supplies, 
Conant & Andrews, supplies, 
Conant, A ., labor,
Carroll, Andrew, labor,
Conners, John, labor,
Clough, Phineas, labor,
Crashaw, John M., labor,
Crafts, M. T., labor and supplies, 
Crafts, Fred, labor,
Chandler, C^L., services, 
Crooker, F. E., repairing, 
Cushman, C., labor,
Clifford, John D., labor,
Currier, Frank, labor,
Chaput, E., labor,
Chaput, Arthur, labor,
Chesley, Leonard, labor, 
Cassavant, George M., labor, 
Carroll, Paul, labor,
Cobb, Walter, labor,
Dyer, D. L., labor,
Driscoll, William, labor,
Driscoll, Florence, labor,
Driscoll, Con, labor,
Dewin, George, labor,
Dill, Wallace P., labor,
Dill. S. H., labor,
Dill, William R., labor,
Douglass, E. C., labor,
Dodge, Elisha, labor,
Davis, Jasper, labor,
Duplin, Victor, labor,
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 13
Deshon, Archie, labor, $7 26
Dustin, Levi, labor, 4 00
Duffy, John, labor, 28 62
Dingley, John & Co., supplies, 32
Driscoll, Daniel, labor, 26 24
Duty, Tom, labor, 9 00
Davis, S. T., labor, 18 45
Dawes, A . J., labor, 44 62
Dillingham, George H., labor, 10 80
Davis, W. H., labor, 16 65
Davis, W. T ., labor, 11 08
Donnell, A. B., labor, 50
Dill, P. W ., labor, 28 00
Davis, Harding, labor, 4 50
Dingley, Frank YV., labor, 10 15
Daggett, A . S., labor and supplies, 3 37
Daicy, William, labor, 17 25
Davis, Herman, labor, 5 17
Dalware, Joseph, labor, 75
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor, 9 75
Dawes, W . A ., labor, 2 25
Downing, C. M., labor, 9 75
Dingley, William, labor, 1 15
Damon, William, labor, 3 90
Dyer, Emery W ., labor, 6 00
Dyer, Ernest, labor, 1 05
Dunn, Charles, labor, 3 50
Davis, Ebes S., labor, 2 00
Deshon, Archie, labor, 3 00
Dewin, Joe, labor, 1 50
Davis, Clarence, labor, 1 50
Emerton, J. C., labor, 105 25
Eveleth, Fred B., labor, 1 17
Elwell, S. J., labor, 35 51
Edwards, Charles, labor, 32 04
Elms & Hall, supplies, 35 42
Elwell, W . H., labor, 21 00
Edwards, Jonas, horse and collar, 175 00
Edwards, Chester, labor, 17 55
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Emerson, Thomas, services, 
Everett, S. U., labor,
Frank, A. C., labor,
Flagg, J. L., labor,
Field, George A., labor,
Field, D. P., labor and supplies, 
Fletcher, George B., labor, 
Flagg, J- M., labor,
Flagg* Allie, labor,
Ford, A. C., labor,
Ford, VV. J., labor,
Ford, James, labor,
Farnham, Freeman, labor,
Flagg, Charles, labor,
Fogg, N. S., supplies,
Freeman, George E., labor, 
Felker, John, labor,
Fickett, L. C., labor,
Fickett, George, labor,
Fortier, Ed, labor,
Flagg, J- supplies, hay, 
Fortin, Fred, labor,
Fortin, Joe, labor,
Fields, Robert A ., supplies, hay, 
Farrow, Fred, services, 
Fairbanks, George, labor,
Fields, Ernest E., labor,
Flagg, Alvin, labor,
Eoss, Drew, labor,
Fickett, Charles, labor,
Foster, A. P., labor,
Greenwood, Jerry, labor,
Gagne, Charles,
Gilbert, Ernest, labor,
Garcelon, J. P., labor,
Gore, Stanley, labor,
Gowell, J., labor,
Green, M. L., labor,
Gowell, Joseph, labor,
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 15
Goding, Mary E., labor,
Goding, Charles, labor,
Goding, Ezra, labor,
Gulliver, J. M., labor,
Gilbert, Fred, labor,
Greenleaf, E. M., labor and supplies, 
Groves, Irvin, labor,
Gore, E. W ., labor,
Goss, T. S., labor,
Goding, D. J., labor,
Goding, William H. H., labor, 
Gordon, J. N., labor,
Garcelon, John P., labor,
Garcelon, A. M., labor,
Gagneau, D., labor,
Glidden, G. P., supplies, hayf 
Goss, A . L. & E. F., supplies, 
Greenwood, Archie, labor,
Gore, L. D., labor,
Goss, Samuel, labor,
Gagneau, Ezra, labor,
Gilman, F. L., labor,
Gouchey, Joseph, labor,
Gee & Barker, refreshments, 
Greenleaf, C. E., services,
Goss, M. E., services, '
Gathrie, Daniel, services,
Gore, Arthur, labor,
Grover, John, labor,
Green, T. R., labor,
Plaskell,. Freedom, labor,
Hicks, C. E., labor,
Hanlon, Dennis, labor,
Hathaway, W . S., labor.
Hanson, L. D., labor,
Hill, Samuel, labor,
Hunnewell, W . S., labor, 
Hunnewell, W . L., labor, 
Hunnewell, Samuel, labor,
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Hunnewell, Daniel, labor,
Hayford, J. M., labor,
Hayford, W. I., labor,
Hall, Cyrus, labor,
Humphrey, W . H., labor,
Hicks, Henry F., labor,
Hicks, Chas., labor,
Hicks, John, labor,
Hall, Lyman, labor,
Hackett, Geo. W ., labor,
Hackett, Geo. P., labor,
Hodgkins, Edward, labor,
Hackett, Frank, use of teams,
Hunnewell, G. R., labor,
Ham, O. S., supplies, hay,
Haskell, J. C., supplies,
Harris, Arthur, labor,
Henderson, Geo. W ., labor and use of team, 
Holmes, W . W ., labor,
Hall & Knight, Hardware Co., supplies, 
Haskell, L. W . & Co., labor and supplies, 
Hines, Joe, labor,
Harriman, Randall, labor,
Harriman, John J., labor,
Hayes, Geo. labor,
Hall, YV. M., labor,
Howe, C. II., labor,
Haley, Clinton, labor,
Harriman, Herbert, labor,
Hunnewell, YV. H., labor,
Huse, YV. S., services,
Hines, George, services,
Hunnewell, G. G., labor,
Hersey, G. J., labor,
Hersey, Stephen, labor,
Hersey, Cyrus, supplies,
Jacobs, B., labor,
Jordan, Albert, labor,
Jones, Barnum, labor,
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 17
Johnson, H. E., labor, $16 05
Jordan, Wm. A ., labor, 10 25
Jordan, R. E., labor, 3 00
Jones, Frank, labor, 75
Jordan, Arad, labor, 9 75
Jenkins, Chas. L., supplies, straw, 5 85
Jones, Harry, labor, 2 40
Jordan, W. & Co., supplies, 22 43
Jenkins, C. F., services, 1 75
Jordan, Dominicus, labor, 3 00
Jordan, Enos, labor, 1 50
Jepson, Levi, labor, 4 50
Johnson, H. N ., labor, 17
Johnson, O. E. labor, 3 00
Kearns, Jas., labor, 335 82
Keen, Roland, labor, 30 63
Kirkpatrick, J. D., labor, 6 77
Keniston, Leroy, labor, 17 38
Keith, Charles, 16 25
Kinsley, Geo., labor, 4 50
Keith, Sanford, labor, 6 00
Kirkpatrick, Jos.* labor, 27 25
King, Fred, labor, 153 09
Keniston, L. J., supplies, hay, 159 76
King, Andrew, labor, 6 75
Kilgore, Frank, labor, 4 05
Keith, Orland, labor, 75
Knowlton, Chas., labor, 3 75
King, Joe, labor, 1 50
Kelley, Webster, labor, 3 00
LeClair, Jos., labor, 1 20
LeClair, Mitchell, labor, 7 05
Lawrence, A. E., labor, '21 15
Lowell, J. L., labor, 4 50
Leavitt, Leroy, labor, 14 70
Leavitt, E. A ., labor, 19 65
Leavitt, E. L., labor, 23 25
Littlefield & Gove, supplies, 1 73
Lew. & Aub. Elec. Lt. Co., lights at city stable, 37 93
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Levasseur, Benj., labor, 
Larrabee, Solomon, labor, 
Libby, M. H., labor,
Lovejoy, Warren, labor, 
Lovejoy, Elbridge, labor,
Libby, D. T., labor,
Libby, Scott, labor,
Libby, Calvin, labor,
Libby, Azariah, labor,
Linnell, N., labor,
Libby, O. S., labor,
Libby, Wm. B., labor,
Libby, G. C., labor,
Libby, Lester E., labor,
Libby, Leroy M., labor,
Libby, Wm. T., labor,
Libby, Justin F., labor,
Libby, George J., labor, 
Littlefield, Joshua, labor, 
Littlefield, P. H., labor, 
Larrabee, M. H., supplies, hay, 
Lawrence, A. P., labor, 
Laboute, Thos., labor,
Lord, L. F., labor,
Lambert, Isaac, labor,
Libby, Chas., labor,
Lander, F., labor,
Lander, Nahum, labor, 
Lewiston Journal, adv. notices, 
Libby, Will, services,
Leonard, C. A ., labor,
LeClair, Albert, labor, 
Lacourse, Nelson, labor, 
LeClair, Michel, labor,
Leonard, A. M., labor,
Lyford, F. H., labor,
Lawler, Thos., labor,
Moulton, Chas. H., labor, 
McCarthy, Mike, labor,
•J
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 19
Morin, Peter, labor, $141 74
Mayhew, Phillip, labor, 193 23
Minnehan, Chas., labor, 213 74
McKenney, Mathias, labor, 38
Martin, Lewis, labor, 1 20
Martin, Frank, labor, 35 30
Mayhew, James, labor, 85 50
Mayhew, Frank, labor, 229 21
Mills, Guy, labor, 49 35
Mills, Jay, labor, 21 70
Millett, M. E., labor, 4 05
Martin, Frank L., labor, 3 00
Martin, Fred, labor, 35 45
Merrow, Orren, labor, 3 70
Merrow, W . W ., labor, 5 10
Merrow, A . L., labor, 8 40
Merrow, W . M., labor, 4 80
McKenney, Chas., labor, 6 75
McKenney, Lester, labor, 11 70
McKenney, Chas. D ., labor, 13 75
Morrill, F. A ., labor, 60
Merrill, Ed, labor, 21 40
Moore, Lester, labor, 8 50
Morin, John B., labor, 11 37
Minnehan, Pat, labor, 67 87
McCarthy, Jerry, labor, 243 74
McCarthy, John, labor, 7 50
Mitchell, C. H., supplies, 60 00
Mayhew, Pat, labor, 18 75
Mayhew, Archeal, labor, 9 00
Mayhew, Archie, labor, 3 00
Merrow, Geo. F., labor, •8 70
Martin, A. H., labor, 5 70
Morrill, F. E., labor, 8 00
Morrill, Alonzo, labor, 1 50
Morgan, George, labor, 4 50
Metcalf, Cyrus, labor, 1 50
Morse, R. B., labor, 12 07
Minnehan, Peter, labor, 27 75
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Martin, James L., labor, .
Moore, Joseph, labor and supplies, 
McKenney, Lewis, labor,
Moore, Robert, labor,
Moody & Moulton, supplies,
Merrill & Webber, supplies,
Moore, Irvin, labor,
Martin, A. J. & M ood y , Geo., labor,
Marsh, Wm., labor,
Maine Central R. R. Co., freight,
Maley, Chas., labor,
McKenney, John D., labor,
McAllister, Isaac, labor,
Martineau, Louis, repairing,
Mitchell & Penney, supplies,
Maney, Pat, labor,
Mitchell, Henry, labor,
Merrow, Ned L., labor,
Mullen, Abraham F., services,
Maxwell, Geo. H., services,
Merrill, C. A., services,
Morse, Osgood, labor,
Merrill, Stephen S., labor,
Martin, Eugene, labor,
Merrill, Sidney, labor,
McKenney, William P., labor 
Marston, Edgar C., labor,
Mooney, Frank, labor,
Mercier, Joseph, labor,
Michaud, Andrew, labor,
McCarthy, Jerry 2nd, labor,
Niles, S. N., labor,
Nichols, Wm., labor,
Nadeau, Peter, labor,
Nash, F. A., labor,
New Eng. Tel. & Telephone Co., telephone, 
Street Commissioner’s office,
Nadeau, R., labor,
Newton, M- E-, labor,
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 2 1
Nevens, C. T., repairing, 
Newell, Geo., labor,
Nedeau, Francois, labor,
O’Neil, John, labor,
Ouelotte, Edward, labor, 
Ouelotte, Steven, labor,
Oliver, Napoleon, labor,
Oliver, Benj., labor,
Povier, Theo, labor,
Parrin, John, labor,
Pettengill, Carlton, labor, 
Perkins, James H., labor, 
Phillips, C. B., labor, 
Pettengill, Geo., labor, 
Plummer, Wm. labor,
Plummer, Wm. H., labor, 
Pingree, R. C. & Co., supplies, 
Prince, Henry, labor,
Phillips, F. F., repairing, 
Penney, A ., labor,
Perry, L. M ., labor,
Piper, Thos., labor,
Pettingill, A . D., labor,
Parsons, James, labor,
Paquette, Joe, labor,
Paquette, Ed, labor,
Pettingill, Victor, labor,
Penley, W. S., labor,
Penley, Carroll, labor,
Peables, J. L., labor,
Parsons, Geo., labor,
Packard, Fred, labor,
Parker, Maurice, labor,
Parker, E. FI., labor,
Parker, Rufus, labor,
Parker, Geo. H ., labor, 
Pollister, W . W ., labor, 
Paquette, Ben, labor,
Peables, Chas. A ., labor,
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Penley, Cyrus, labor, $7 12
Penley Seward, labor, 22 70
Penley, Royal, labor, 11 55
Prentiss & Howard, repairing sidewalks, 17 71
Packard, Francis, labor, 25 41
Pearl, L., labor, 30
Philoon & Brewster, supplies, 69
Poulin, Chas., labor, 6 00
Packard, Lucius, labor, 10 00
Packard, Albert, labor, 10  50
Pearl, E., labor, 3 60
Parker, A. S., labor, 67
Penley, N. H., labor, 21 33
Paul, Louis, labor, 17 50
Robinson, E. G., labor, 24 88
Robinson, S. R., labor, 69 00
Russell, Arthur, labor, 1 25
Ricker, J. YV., labor, 2 25
Reagan, Con, labor, 310 98
Robbins, Fred, labor, 42 77
Reagan, James, labor, 141 49
Roberts, James, labor, 51 00
Rice, Stephen, labor, 8 25
Royal, W . W ., labor, 10 50
Rowe, I. C., labor, 4 7  25
Record, Charles, labor 27 42
Ross, Rubin, labor, 3 7 5
Rounds, Edward, labor, 5 25
Rounds, David L., labor, 3 7 5
Robinson, Charles, labor, 27 08
Rideout, Benj., labor, 1 32
Russeau, E., labor, 1 20
Robinson, W. A. & Co., supplies, 5 5 3
Rounds, F. R., labor, • 3 38
Robinson, Frank, labor, 1 5 0
Robinson, Fred, labor, 8 50
Robinson, Myron, labor, 18  45
Ripley, Mathias, labor, g 19
Rolfe, William, supplies, 75
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 23
Rich, Eugene, labor, $1 60
Record, Pearl, labor, 6 00
Russell, M., labor, 5 85
Rollins, Geo. F., services, 1 75
Richards, Frank, labor, 2 85
Russell, Henry, labor, 1 50
Ray, C. H., labor, 6 00
Ray, Nathan V ., labor, 5 25
Richardson, H. B., labor, 12 06
Rollins, Frank, labor, 90
Russell, Dana, labor, 2 85
Ricker, S. B., labor, 1 50
Sullivan, John, labor, 3 00
Small, C. H., labor, 2 15
Staples, Geo. E., labor, 5 83
St. Ouge, Joseph, labor, 3 75
Steel, Alexander, labor, 13 60
Sawyer, Joseph, labor, 3 15
Small, Howard, labor, 1 80
Stillings, Virgil, labor, 13 25
Shaw, S. H., labor, 6 45
Stevens, Samuel, labor, 30 80
Strout, Harry, labor, 11 75
Stetson, David L., use of team, 25 00
Stevens, S. L., labor, 3 50
Small, S R ., labor, 2 00
Sampson, Thos., labor, 112 12
Strong, Felix, labor, 1 50
Sweeney, Dennis, labor, 112 87-
Sawyer, G. D ., labor, 22 50
Sawyer, Wim, labor, 11 25
Sturgis, Wm. P., labor, 7 70
Staples, H. P., labor, 2 40
Shaw, Edward, labor, 1 50
Stinchfield, J. T. W ., labor, 22 58
Stetson, Henry, labor, 17 00
Stevens, D. B., blacksmithing, 264 11
Sweeney, Eugene, labor, 3 75
Strout, Levi P., labor, 14 70
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Stevens, C. L., labor,
Sampson, Daniel, labor,
Stackpole, Chas., labor,
Sawyer, Chas., labor,
Sampson, Peter, labor,
Smith, H. R., supplies,
Sullivan, Jerry, labor,
Shorey, Eli, labor,
Small, D. II., labor,
Stanchfield, J. S., labor,
Soper, E. H., labor and supplies,
Strout, S. supplies,
Smith & Cook, supplies,
Starbird, Henry, supplies,
Starbird, Thos., supplies,
Stevens, D. B., supplies, hay,
Strout, A. A., labor,
Stevens, D. P., labor,
Stanchfield, E. N., labor,
Sawyer, E. H., trucking,
Storah, F. H. & Co., labor and supplies, 
Stevens, Harry, labor,
Storah, Fred H., services,
Stackpole, David, supplies,
Sampson, Danville, labor,
Staples, Africa, labor,
Snow, Allen, labor,
Small, Stephen, labor,
Stockman, Joseph, labor,
Stockman, S. H., labor,
Starbird, John, labor,
Swett, Orville, labor,
Tarr, Henry L., labor,
Townsend, Bert, labor,
Townsend, R. F., labor,
Townsend, Frank, labor,
Tufts, Alvin, labor,
Thurston, E. R., labor,
Thomas, Arthur, labor,
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 25
Tribou & Osgood, labor, $61 05
Taber, Geo. W ., labor, 135 19
Tibbetts, J. E. & Co., supplies, 800 33
Taylor Bros., repairing, 110 10
Thurston, Charles, labor and supplies, . 12 87
Thompson, G., labor, 15 30
Townsend, John Estate, labor, 4 00
Towle, O. E., labor, 2 25
Thurston, A. R ., labor, 3 00
Taber, Sherman, labor, 9 08
Toomey, Jerry, labor, 2 25
Verrill, Bert D., labor, 78 15
Verrill, E. C., labor, 45
Verrill, Martin L., labor, 23 85
Vassaii, Joe, labor, * 7 50
Verrow, Louis, labor, 173 11
Verrill, Joseph, labor, 16 50
Verrow, Joseph, labor, 53 99
Vosmus, Geo., labor, 6 41
Vosmus, Wm., labor, 7 67
Vickery, Freeman, labor, 9 70
Verrill, M. S., labor, 64 50
Verrill, Enoch, labor, 9 75
Verrill, W . H. H., labor, * 6 75
Verrow, Tom, labor, 24 25
Vosmus, M. H., labor, 16 46
Verrill, Fred E., labor, 3 30
Verrill, Arthur L., labor, 4 95
Varnham, Robert, labor, 5 70
Verrill, Daniel R ., labor, 10 20
Webb, A . M., labor, 146 25
Wither, J. Van, labor, 2 00
Woodbury, Thos. G., labor, 6 17
Woodbury, James G., labor, 1 17
Woodbury, Fred, labor, 1 17
Woodbury, Wm. G., labor, 3 87
Waterman, C. E., & G. W ., labor, 58 22
Walker, C. C., labor, 8 24
Willett, Ed, labor, s 106 12
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Whitman, H. O., labor, 
Whitman, A. R., labor, 
Whitman, A. D., labor, 
Wallingford, John, labor, 
Walker, John T., labor, 
Willis, Henry & Co., supplies, 
Wood & Walker, supplies, 
White, Charles, labor,
Whaley, Pat, labor,
Whitman H. S., labor, 
Whiting, Wm. N., labor. 
Wagg, Geo., labor,
Whittier, John, labor,
Webb, Eugene, labor,
Wallace, C. W ., labor, 
Waterhouse, W. P., labor, 
Waterhouse, E. E., labor, 
Ward, Guy L., labor,
Ward, Willard M., labor, 
Weymouth, li. J., supplies, 
Woodard, R., labor,
Woodard, Delbert, labor, 
Wagg, H. T., labor,
Wagg, H. S., labor, 
Woodward, Luke, labor, 
Wood, Chas., labor, 
Woodbury, J. T., labor, 
Wood, Napoleon, labor, 
Webb, Geo., labor,
Whiting, Henry, labor,
Total for highways,
CONTINGENT.
To Church, H. C., labor, 
Hicks, C. E., labor, 
Morran, Peter, labor,
$106 74 
104 23 
48 37
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 27
To Pouvier, Theo, labor, $92 99
Mayhew Phillip, labor, 87 35
Dewin Geo., labor, 13 50
Burnes, James, labor, 1 50
Knight, J. H., supplies and labor, 81 89
American Lt. & Power Co., wiring Auburn
Hall, 54 14
Metcalf, B. T ., drayage, 1 15
McCann & Verrill, rent and care of Court
Room, 156 49
Haskell, J. C., supplies, 34 15
Gifford, Geo. G., Insurance Premium, • 42 00
Smith, H. R., fuel Auburn Hall, 75 00
Briggs, C. H., fuel and. use of team, 102 00
Jones, John A ., labor, 10 20
Auburn Drug & Chemical Co., supplies, ' 1 75
Jenkins & Curtis, team hire, 19 50
Wood Robinson Co., supplies, 2 69
Auburn Gazette Co., printing, 82 20
Elms & Hall, supplies, 28 11
Jones,.John A ., surveying, 119 00
Merrill & Webber, printing and supplies, 663 58
Bradbury, J. H., janitor, 75 50
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor, supplies and
carting, 33 27
Bridge, Chas. A ., printing, 220 63
Kilbourn, W. R., City Messenger, 50
Haskell, L. W ., & Co., labor and supplies, 64 50
Ballard, S. K ., labor and supplies, 186 14
Gilmore, P.-P., State Liquor Agency, 9616 90
Noble, Frank L., services in Aqueduct Co. case, 585 05 
Chase, B. F., services in Aqueduct Co. case, 140 00 
Bearce, W. P. salary liquor agent, 2'00 00
Bearce, W. P., freight, supplies, etc., 97 22
Pollister, S. A ., supplies, 10 95
State Reform School, support Chas. Berry
and Clifton Smith, • 115 57
Lewiston Gas Light Co., lights Auburn Hall, 48 60 
Dyer, D. L., labor, - 36 26
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To Moulton, Chas. H., labor,
Kearns, Jas., labor,
Barrill, Lewis, labor,
Parrin John, labor,
Verrow, Lewis,
Gifford, Geo. G., recording births, deaths, 
oaths and marriages,
Sprague, S., copy of record,
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone 
Mayor’s office,
Osgood, C. H., Treas., over paid interest on 
L. & A: R. R.,
Stevens & Briggs, lease of gravel pit,
Auburn Aqueduct Co., repairs on hydrants, 
and supplies French St. School House, 
Gilbert, Fred, labor,
Storah, F. H., & Co., painting,
Bray, A. B., election clerk,
Dillingham, Geo. H  election clerk,
Allen, F. A,, election clerk,
Edmonds, J. Q., election clerk.
Holmes, D. B., election clerk,
Berry, A. B., election clerk,
Jones, Geo. E., election clerk,
Taylor, F. B., election clerk,
Jordan, C. C., election clerk,
Morton, H. R., election clerk,
Leavitt, F. L., election clerk,
Jones, O. W., election clerk,
Lamb, A. P., election clerk,
Robinson, A. L., election clerk,
Hartwell, Frank, election clerk,
Libby, Frank N., election clerk,
Field, Geo. A., election clerk,
Noyes, Wm. S., election clerk,
Strout, E. G., election clerk,
Phillips, O. C.,election clerk,
Dexter, C. W ., election clerk,
Foster, J- N , election clerk,
To Rollins, Geo. F., election clerk, $2 50
Hunton, J. B., election clerk, 2 50
Haskell, Albert, election clerk, 2 50
Pulsifer, J. R., election clerk, 2 50
Murphy, Jerry, election clerk, 2 50
Pulsifer, James A., election clerk, 2 50
Little, Horace, election clerk, 2 50
Farrow, F. E., election clerk, 2 50
Alden, B. L., election clerk, 2 50
Cloutier, Joel, election clerk, 2 50
Tibbetts, Chas. S., election clerk, 2 50
Wagg, H. J., election clerk, 2 50
Merrill, S. P., election clerk, 2 50
Thibault, Peirre, election clerk, 2 50
Guild & Sawyer, dusting and laying carpet, 4 00
Stetson, Samuel, labor, 2 35
Robinson, W. A ., & Co., supplies, 1 00
Bearce, Wilson & Co., supplies, 22 98
Wood & Walker, supplies, 1 50
Greenough, W. A ., & Co., supplies, 9 00
. Neal, Mrs. C. A ., binding index, 3 00
Ludden, W . E., indexing city records, 100 00
Andrews, W . G., team hire, 1 50
Pingree, R. C., & Co., supplies, 9 00
Garcelon, Louisa V., sheep killed, 6 00
Cassavant, Geo. M., allowed for watering
trough 3 00
McCarthy Mike, labor, 19 50
Ellingwood, Ralph, labor, 25 00
Rich, Eugene, filing saws, 5 40
Atwood, Arthur C., labor, 38 50
Wagg, H. J., labor, ] 00
Barnard, PI. C., labor, 52 50
Burnside Post, appropriated for Memorial
Day, 175 00
Bolster, W. W ., services in Aqueduct Co..
case, 408 65
Auburn Savings Bank, use of ward room, 5 00
Sweeney, E. F., labor, 12 00
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 29
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To Andrews, Geo. B., M. D., recording births
and deaths, $1 75
Beede, J. W ., M. D., recording births and
deaths, 5 75
Sails, A ., M. D., recording births and
deaths, 3 50
Royal, Herbert C., clerk hire, board of
assessors, 48 65
Robinson, S. R., assessor, 12 00
Miller & Owen, insurance premium, 195 00
Gordon, L. M., supplies, 16 45
Bell, Joe, labor, 3 37
Carrow, John, labor, 7 50
Groves, Erwin, labor, 1 50
Minnehan, Chas., labor, 27 37
McCarty, Jerry, labor, 36 74
Donham, G. M., Pub., supplies, 9 00
Dingley, J., & Co., supplies, 38
Eveleth, E. G., expenses to Portland and
Augusta, 12 60
McCann & Verrill, supplies, 16 00
Pulsifer, A. M., services in Aqueduct Co.
case, 165 70
Pulsifer, James A., services in Aqueduct
Co. case, 57 02
Pulsifer, Mary H., type writing, 7 00
Cobb, John F., insurance premiums, 112 50
Cummings, C. W., insurance premiums, 45 00
Jordan, N. I., insurance premiums, 171 24
Roak, Geo. M., supplies, 4 78
Ludden, F. E. expenses to Augusta, 4 80
Mullaney, J. F., team hire and services, 52 90
Lewiston Journal, printing, advertising etc., I l l  79
Lewiston Daily Sun, printing, advertising,
etc., 21 05
Raymond & Guptill, supplies, 1 50
McCarty, John, labor, 1 50
Mayhew, Frank, labor, 45 61
Shorey, Eli, labor, 5 25
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 31
Driscoll, Dan, labor, $7 12
Willett, Ed, labor, 1 50
Levissour, Ben]'., labor, 7 87
Sampson, Peter, labor, 2 25
Mayhew, Archeal, labor, 1 50
Ludden, Wm. E., recording births, deaths
and marriages, 123 40
Manley, Abel, labor, 1 00
Garcelon, C. E., auctioneering, 14 00
Gilmore, W . H., posting notices, 3 00
Garcelon, C. E., Jr., repairing lochs, 5 00
Latham, Ina, clerk hire, board of assessors, 30 00
Martel, L. J., M. D., recording births and
deaths, 8 00
Austin, F. L., gravel pit, 100 00
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., resident tax deeds
purchased by city. 755 01
Peables, A . M. Dr., paid for cleaning
vault, 4 00
Estate of N. Turner, rent of Liquor Agency, 110 00
Allen, Geo. A ., supplies, 2 00
Thomas, Elmer I., plans, specifications, • 67 50
Sampson, Thos., labor, 13 12
Verrow, Joseph, labor, 1 12
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 4 50
Shields, John E., labor, 28 00
Mitchell, C. H., supplies, 1,896 36
Peables & Garcelon, supplies, 6 17
Jenkins, Samuel, supplies, 235 00
Hanson, I. W ., copy of deeds, 31 00
Small, Reuel, copy of deeds, 23 00
Ross, John, labor, 8 00
Tubbs, A . A., labor and supplies, 3 01
Garcelon, Don, labor, 12 75
Whitman, H. O., allowed for watering
trough, 3 00
Bradford, Conant & Co., supplies, 3 50
Bradbury, R. S., team hire, 44 50
Field, Geo. A .; labor, 75 00
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O’Neil, John, labor, $46 50
Paquette, Ben, labor, 33 74
Greenwood Jerry, labor, 12 74
King, Fred, labor, 6 37
McCarty, Jerry, 2nd, labor, 43 50
Paquette, Ed, labor, • 43 50
Lowe, Wm., labor, 2 00
Russell, Dana, labor, 16 00
Libby, Chas., labor, 6 00
Garcelon, Donald D., City Messenger, 10 00
Buck, V. P., labor, 30 00
Douglas, E. C., labor, 56 40
Petengill, W . W., use of land for rifle range, 25 00
Williams, Chas. E., recording births and
deaths, 13 25
Burleigh, M., allowed for watering trough, 5 00
Goss, E. F., supplies, 2 60
Lara, Daniel, member Board of Health, 50 00
Woodman, Geo. S., member Board of
Health, 50 00
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., paid State Treas.,
dog license, 707 00
Woodman, P. M., salary, Liquor Agent, 175 00
Woodman, P. M., Agent, supplies, 78 99
Jones, Paul, labor, . 9 00
Tarr, Henry L., labor, 24 66
Vcrrow, Thos., labor, 75
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 16 12
Reagan, Con, labor, 14 25
Driscoll, Wm., labor, 15 00
Cole, Leroy, labor, 27 00
Lovejoy, G. W., labor, 10 00
Emerson, S. L., team hire, 26 50
Kershaw, R. M., contract, 600 00
Penley, Albert M., supplies, 30
Letourneau, A. A., M. D., recording births
and deaths, 4 50
Marvell & Ranks, supplies, 5 80
Jordan, Frost Lumber Co., supplies, 133 70
ITo Board of Fire Engineers, inspecting buildings, 
Morton, Harry R ., assisting Board Reg., 
Benson, Henry C., assisting Board Reg., 
Flagg, J. L., sheep killed,
Stevens, S. S., sheep killed,
Auburn Water Works, water rates,
Carroll, Andrew, labor,
Fields, G. H. & Co., labor and supplies, 
Peables, A . M ., M. D ., recording births 
and deaths,
Blaisdell, James, recording births and deaths, 
Philoon,'C. E., recording births and deaths, 
Jenkins, W . B., supplies,
Ross, Rubin, labor,
Barney, L. H., labor and supplies,
Pulsifer, N. G. H., rent of lockup,
Bailey, H. H., assisting Board Reg.,
Little, Brown & Co., supplies,
McCann, Geo. E., Chairman Board Reg., 
Millett, Frank E., assisting Board Reg., 
Hodgdon, Geo. B., assisting Board Reg., 
Verrill, A . E., assisting Board Reg.,
Royal, Herbert C., janitor,
Gifford, Geo. G., member Board Reg., 
Kelleher, P. H., member Board Reg., 
Murphy, Jeremiah, assisting Board Reg., 
Berrio, James W ., Interpreter for Board 
Reg.,
Davis, Walter C., assisting Board Reg., 
Kelleher, J. E., use of team,
Kelleher, J. E., assisting Board Reg., 
Latham, Ina M., typewriting,
Mitchell, Benj., serving notices,
Buck, V. P., and Taylor, F. M ., expenses 
to Boston,
Hunton, J. B., Agent, insurance premiums, 
People’s Herald, advertising,
Bradbury, R. S., sprinkling, season 1893,
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t .
Dingley, J., Jr., expenses, Augusta, Boston, etc., 44 60 
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To Auburn Water Works, repairs on hydrants, $104 70
King, A . B., repairs on hydrants, 51 06
Donovan, D. H., painting signs, 52 50
Jordan, C. W., labor, 38 50
Donovan, J. A., M. D., examining insane, 3 00
French, A. L., M. D., recording births and
deaths, 75
Strickland, S. P., M. D., recording births
and deaths, 4 75
Gulliver, James, labor, 46 33
Driscoll, Florence, labor, 15 00
Connors, John, labor, 10 50
Driscoll, Con, labor, 5 25
Gilbert, Ernest, labor, 3 00
Boice, C. I., labor, 1 50
Daicy, Wm., labor, 6 00
Carroll, Thos., labor, 1 50
Ouelette, Ed, labor, 7 50
Mitchell, Henry, labor, 1 50
Pouilette, Chas., labor. 3 00
Garcelon, J. P., labor, 75
Derwin, J., labor, 1 50
Bickerton, Wm., labor, 1 50
Greenleaf, E. M., labor and supplies, 36 00
Libby, C. I., labor, 1 00
Stone, A. S., labor, 1 00
Wood, Henry, labor, 67
Marston, G. E., labor, 67
Blethen, Chester, labor, 1 00
Haskell, L. W ., labor, 2 00
Hackett, Frank, use of team, 25 00
Conant & Andrews, use of team, 29 75
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., paid on city debt, 10,000 00 
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., supplies and ex­
penses to Augusta, 21 60
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., collecting water
rents, 100 00
Eveleth, E. G., Coll., collector for 1892, 761 84
Dillingham, Thos., painting signs, etc., 38 90
To Vosmus, S. A ., recording births and deaths, $ 1 00 
Larrabee, W. S., serving notices and team
hire, 66 90
Coan, E. S., M. D., recording births and
deaths, ' 4 50
Cobb, Andrew, W . P., monthly reports, 10 00
White & Carter, services, 25 00
Hill, Samuel, allowed for watering trough, 3 00
Goss, A. L., services at Augusta, 23 30
' Goss, Elery F., services at Augusta, 23 30
Pulsifer, A . M., services on sewer abate­
ments, 2 00
Peables, J. W ., services on sewer abate­
ments, 2 00
Harris, N. W ., services on sewer abate­
ments, 2 00
Hodgkins & Foss, supplies, 1 25
Weeks, W. H ., printing, 2 50
Miller & Gray, supplies, 50
Allen, F. A ., services at Augusta, 20 60
Toothaker, R., repairs, 17 00
Smith, Hillman, services at Augusta, 13 42
Ford, J. F., allowed for watering trough, 6 00
Coombs, G. M., plans, specification, 35 00
Rendall, D. H., labor and supplies, 8 93
Baker, Baker & Staples, services in Aque­
duct Co. case, 850 00
Kershaw, Chas. E., Jr., labor as clerk and
filling register,. 34 50
Cobb, Andrew W . P., filling register, 12 00
Goss, W. W ., filling register, 12 00
Dustin, Geo. A ., filling register, 12 00
Royal, H. C., filling register and assisting / •
board of registration, ' 22 00
Beals, B. F., officer for board of registration, 7 00
Bradbury, J. H., officer for board of regis­
tration, 17 50
Lew. & Aub. El. Lt. Co., lights court room, 22 00
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 35
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Lew. & Aub. El. Lt. Co., lights mayor’s
office and police station, $48
Reagan, Jas., labor, 34
Total for Contingent, $38,681
SCHOOLS.
Stetson, W. W ., teaching, $1575
Simmons, Eliza F., teaching, 468
Paul, May E., teaching, 360
Ham, Lizzie I., teaching, 360
Rideout, Mary E., teaching, 360
Cobb, Josie L., teaching, 360
Young, Millie, teaching, 342
Brown, Mary, teaching, 342
Bridgham, Maud, teaching. 192
Briggs, Hattie, teaching, 300
Merrill, Thirsa, teaching, 282
Josslyn, Effie, teaching, 288
Bunker, Flora R., teaching, 360
White, Albia S., teaching, 354
Roak, Belle, teaching, 342
Carroll, Mamie, teaching, 300
Curtis, Nettie, teaching, 282
Cornish, Lizzie, teaching, 204
Smith, Daisy, teaching, 264
Ingersoll, Sarah E., teaching, 360
Pinkham, Belle, teaching, 300
Whitney, Fannie E., teaching, 264
Latham, Maud, teaching, 264
Walker, Nellie M., teaching, 114
Hackett, Flora, teaching, 102
Brown, Bertha, teaching, 264
Cobb, Addie, teaching, 282
Walker, Emma, teaching, 102
Smith, Ida L., teaching, 264
Cummings, Laura, teaching, 216
Prince, Agnes, teaching, 300
Merrill, Alice, teaching, 264
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t . 3 7
Mower, N. L., teaching, CO10 30
Hayes, Lizzie, teaching, 330 00
Packard, Alice M., teaching, 84 00
Crafts, Lucy D., teaching, 282 00
Taber, Emma, teaching, 84 00
Hersey, Annie L., teaching, 78 00
Young, Bersis, teaching, 225 00
Wilson, Margie L., teaching, 360 00
Whitman, Adella, teaching, 56 00
Hathaway, Sadie, teaching, 246 00
Vail, Lulu, teaching, 234 00
Bearce, Etta, teaching, 258 00
Houghton, Nellie, teaching, 84 00
Spaulding, Rilla, teaching, 78 00
Horton, Maggie, teaching, 182 00
Cary, Alice, teaching, 264 00
Nye, Alice, teaching, 81 00
Stevenson, Winifred, teaching, 78 00
Berry, Angie, teaching, - 246 00
Williams, Ethel, teaching, 84 00
Young, Annie, teaching, 264 00
Brown, Leora, teaching, 246 00
Payne, Mamie, teaching, 270 00
Triekley, Alice, teaching, 159 00
Edgecomb, Eva, teaching, 84 00
Libby, Ella, teaching, 114 00
Maxwell, Hattie E., teaching, 168 00
Mason, Annie, teaching, 168 00*
Whitman, Addie, teaching, 16 00
Miller, Alice M., teaching, 98 00
Chapman, Leonie, teaching, 156 00
Johnson, Annie, teaching, 84/ •50
Lyford, Sadie, teaching, ,7 00
Marrow, Edith, teaching, 156 00
Neal, Lottie, teaching, 161 00
Dagneau, Ella, teaching, 91 00
Libby, Ella, teaching, 143 00
Small, Lottie, teaching, 156 00
Carville, Althea, teaching, 168 00
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Chase, Gertie M., teaching, $98 00
Dow, Acldie, teaching, 192 00
Peables, Carrie L., elocutionist, 151 00
Small, C. S., teaching, 75 00
Willard, Helen, teaching, 65 00
Davis, E. F., teaching, 70 00
Hall, Daisy, teaching, 65 00
Packard, Helena, teaching, 56 00
Whitman, Mrs. H. A., teaching, 21 00
Howe, Roscoe, care of room, 5 00
Pen ley, Edith, care of room, 10 00
Howe, Henry, care of room, 5 00
McAusland, Lena, care of room, 5 00
Briggs, Clarence, care of room, 5 00
Milliken, Mellie, care of room, 5 00
Lowell, Walter, care of room, 5 00
Hood, Myra, care of room, 5 00
Merrow, Omar, care of room, 10 00
Hersey, Annie, care of room, \ 13 00
Hall, Forest, care of room, 5 00
Tracy, Lizzie, care of room, 5 00
Crafts, Percy, care of room, 5 00
Bearce, I. A ., care of room, 18 85
Hunnewell,'Willie, care of room, 5 00
Cobb, Willie, care of room, 5 00
Mixer, Dannie, care of room, 5 00
Small, John, care of room, 5 00
Gerrish, Ralph, care of room, 5 00
Nash, Roscoe, care of room, 5 00
Willard, James, care of room, 5 00
Parker, Leon, care of room, 5 00
Davis, S. H., janitor, 351 00
Davis, W. H., janitor, 262 00
Jackson, Freeman, janitor, 288 00
Manley, A. F., janitor, 30 00
Littlefield, Guy, care of rooms, 16 00
Chandler, Cyrus, care of rooms, 13 00
Dillingham, Harry, Gare of rooms, 3 00
Penley, Fred, care of rooms, 3 00
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Downing, Helen, care of rooms, $3 00
Dagneau, Lizzie, care o f rooms, 3 00
Bunker, Darius, care of rooms, 3 00
Robinson, Ethel, care of rooms, 8'‘00
Townsend, Bertha, care of rooms, 3 00
Hathaway, Bertha, care of rooms, 8 00
McAucland, Mary, care of rooms, 13 00
Cuinner, Ida, care of rooms, 13 00
Verrill, Elmer, care of rooms, 8 00
Spaulding, Rilla, care of rooms, 3 00
Vail, Lulu, care of rooms, 3 00
Hunt, Fred, care of rooms, 3 00
i
Eveleth, Norris P., care of rooms, 13 00
Cobb, Nellie, care of rooms, 8 00
Parker, Archie, care of rooms, 13 00
Davis, Herbert, care of rooms, 13 00
Frank, Carroll, care of rooms, 13 00
Martin, Eugene, care of rooms, 3 00
Crafts, Lucy D.,'care of rooms, 13 00
Lyseth, Earl, care of rooms, 13 00
Hunnewell, Addie, care of rooms, 8 00
Penley, Mrs. N. H., cleaning room, 3 00
Easter, Samuel, janitor, 195 00
Hall, VV. F., care of rooms, 1 25
Bearce, Irving, care of rooms, 12 50
Manley, A. F., cleaning vault, 2 00
Merrow, W. VV., cleaning vault, 3 00
Eveleleth, J. VV., cleaning vault, 12 00
Davis, S. H., cleaning rooms, 59 50
Larrabee, Esther, cleaning rooms, 5 00
Pollister, S, R., cleaning rooms, 3 00
Jackson, Freeman, cleaning rooms, 12 00
Goss, Mrs. S. C., cleaning rooms, i c* O 00
Staples, Mrs. Geo. E., cleaning rooms, 7 00
Morrill, May, cleaning rooms, 1 20
Beals, Mrs. Mary, cleaning rooms, 3 00
Cobb, Mrs. T. D., cleaning rooms, 3 00
Nash, Fred A., cleaning and repairs, 2 00
Verrill, Mabel, cleaning room, 2 50
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To Hathaway, Sadie, cleaning room,
Bisbee, M. L., Miss, cleaning room, 
Crafts, M. F., cleaning vault,
Cumner, F. M., cleaning vault,
Briggs, C. H., fuel,
Smith, H. R., fuel,
Bailey, Geo. W., fuel,
Johnson, O. E., fuel,
Libby, G. C., fuel,
Rice, James D., fitting wood,
Clough, Joseph H., fitting wood,
Lakin, D. A., fitting wood,
Whitman, H. S., fuel,
Libby, Justin F., fuel,
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel,
Hunnewell, W. S., fuel,
Small, S. R., fuel,
Martin, Eugene, fitting wood,
Martin, Fred L., fitting wood,
Ellis, William H., fuel and fitting same, 
Rounds, F. R., fuel,
Hanson, L. D., fitting wood,
Frank Carroll, fitting wood,
Conant & Andrews, fuel,
Cushman, Ara, Company, fuel,
Packard, L., fuel and fitting same, 
Ward, Guy, fitting wood,
Libby, Moses L., fuel,
Allen, W. C., fuel and fitting same, 
Stearns & Reed, fuel,
Emerton, J. C., fuel, ,
Fletcher, Geo. B., fuel,
Bailey, T. A., fuel,
Bradbury, G. PI. H., fuel,
Metcalf, B. F., fuel,
Plodgkins, W. H., fitting wood, 
Lindsay, Chas. P., fitting wood,
Merrill, S. S., fitting wood,
American Book Co., supplies,
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To Heath, D. C. & Co., supplies, $131 66
Ware, William & Co., supplies, 91 92
Emerton, J. C., labor and supplies, 18 £4
Haskell, L. W . & Co., labor and supplies, 88 29
Nash, Fred A ., labor and supplies, 3 00
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor and supplies, 38 79
Larrabee, J. F., labor and supplies, 7 30
Atwood & Lowell, supplies, 1 37
Hammett, J. L., supplies, 41 90
Haskell, J. C., supplies, 84 56
Merrill & Webber, supplies and printing, 95 20
Bridge, Chas. A ., supplies and printing, ' 105 95
Elms & Hall, supplies, 54 89
Vickery, J. P. & Co., supplies, 9 51
Wood-Robinson Co., supplies, • 24 81
Frank, A . C., labor, 4 00
. Stetson, W . W ., postage, express, etc., 64 82
Ginn & Co:, supplies, 93 74
Goodell Company, supplies, 10
Knight, J. H., labor and supplies, 25 33
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone
Grammar school, . 42 80
Greenleaf, E. M., labor and supplies, 18 86
Tubbs, A . A ., labor and supplies, 10 87
Ballard, S. K., labor and supplies, 9 60
Strickland, S. P., labor and supplies, 17 28
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., paid freight, 80
The Assessors, census of schools, . 37 50
Emerson, S. L., team hire, Stetson, 14 00
Strout, R. M., conveyance, 50 00
Heath, E. G., supplies, 7 80
Lippincott, J. B. & Co., supplies, 18 25
Flanagan, A., supplies, 1 60
Raymond & Guptill, supplies, : 1 92
Barrett, G. N., labor, . . 1 98
Miller & Gray, supplies, . 3 60
Bates & Ellsworth, labor and supplies, 7 19
McIntosh, J. B., trucking, 13 00
Jordan, Frost & Co., supplies, . 15 50
<5
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Smith, Fannie C., diplomas,
Kellogg, E. L., & Co., supplies, 
Lowell & Lowell, supplies, ,
Fowles, A. W., & Co., supplies, 
Pollister, S. A ., supplies,
Bartlett, F., & Son, supplies,
Curtis, Chas. F., supplies,
Brooks, Geo. B., supplies,
Libby, D. T., grading lot,
Peables & Garcelon, supplies,
Cobb, L. A ., supplies,
Hicks, C. E., labor,
Paquette, Ben, labor,
Povier, Theo., labor,
Sullivan, Jerry, labor,
Larrabee, Soloman, labor and supplies, 
Silver, Burdett & Co., supplies, 
Educational Pub. Co., supplies, 
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., supplies, 
Wiggin, W  H , supplies,
Dingley, John, & Co., supplies, 
Edwards, Chas. E., labor,
Hall, A. B., supplies,
Holmes, J. B., supplies,
M. C. R. R. Co., freight,
Merriam, G. & C. Co., supplies, 
Sherwood, Geo., & Co., supplies, 
Gately, E., & Co., supplies,
Milton Bradlay Co., supplies,
King, Geo. F., & Merrill, supplies, 
Robinson, W. A. & Co., supplies, 
Pingree, R. C., & Co., supplies, 
Thurston, Chas.. supplies,
Stetson, S., supplies,
Kirkpatrick, J. D., labor,
Leonard, A. W., labor,
Holden, Pat. Book Cover Co., supplies, 
Bradford, Conant & Co., supplies,
Goss, A. L. & E. F., Co., supplies,
To U. S. Furniture Co., supplies, $155 80
Frazar, Geo. B., supplies, 50
Auburn Water Works, water rates, 180 63
Young, Edgar, supplies, 3 75
Storah, F. H., & Co., supplies and labor, 1 00
Miller & Gray, supplies, 1 60
Cobb, W . S., labor and supplies, 2 00
Crafts, E. P., labor and supplies, 1 65
Verrill, Martin L., labor and supplies, 2 00
Hodgkins, S. D., supplies, 1 40
Penley, Albert M., supplies, 11 38
Wills, Geo. E., cleaning clocks, 1 25
Swall, G. L., conveyance, 23 00
Prop. Lewiston Journal, printing, 1 43
Bailey, H. H., labor, 35
Trask, Wm., supplies, 2 75
Hodgkins & Foss, supplies, 5 22
Skillings, Fred M., conveyance, 28 00
Dillingham, G. H., conveyance, 14 00
Allen, John B., & Co., labor and supplies, 10 74
Curtis, W . B., Jr., labor, 3 50
Webb, E. E., labor, 1 10
Whitman, A . R., labor, 5 35
Bisbee, H. R., labor, 1 50
Durgin, W . G., labor, 1 25
Jordan, S. B., labor, 4 00
Hackett, F. A ., labor, 2 50
Clough, P., trucking, 4 00
Crowell, Thos. Y ., & Co., supplies, 20 00
Hall & Knight Hardware Co., supplies, 20
Curtis, W . D., labor, 3 00
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Total for Schools, $24,248 56
HIGH SCHOOL.
To Moody, J. F., teaching, $1,699 94
Larrabee, F. W ., teaching, 216 66
Mclntire, Laura, teaching, 606 33
Rolfe, Maude, teaching, , 606 33
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To
To
Larrabee, Florence, teaching,
Hill, Chas. S., teaching,
Hodgkins, S. D., janitor,
Haskell, J. C., supplies,
Atwood & Lowell, supplies.
Pingree, R. C., & Co., supplies,
Haskell, L. W ., & Co., labor and supplies, 
Pollister, S. A., supplies,
Bearce, W. P., Agt., supplies,
Lew. & Aub. Elec. Lt. Co., lights,
Smith, Fannie C., diplomas,
Cushman, Ara, Co., fuel,
Moody, J. F., express, etc.,
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor,
Wiggin, W. H., supplies,
Elms & Hall, supplies,
Robinson, W . A ., & Co., supplies,
Neal, Mrs. C. A ., rebinding,
Bradford, Conant cSr Co., supplies,
Auburn Water Works, water rates,
Peables, Carrie L., elocutionist,
Carman, Thompson Co., labor and supplies, 
Rankin, N. E., writing roll of honor, 
Woodman, P. M., Agt., supplies,
Penley, A. M., & Co., supplies,
Total for High School,
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Church, H. C., labor,
Hicks, C. E., labor,
Tarr, Henry L., labor,
Moulton, Chas., labor,
Libby, C. I., janitor,
Haskell, L. W., & Co., supplies and labor, 
Marston, G. E., trucking hose,
Brooks, Geo. B., supplies,
Atwood & Lowell, Supplies,
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Smith, Hillman, supplies, $26 77
Whitney, F. R., repairing wires and
changes, 108 81
Whitney, F. R., services, 200 00
Towle, F. M., janitor, 566 60
Smith, H. R., fuel, 529 92
Bisbee, F. E., supplies, 6 40
Elms & Hall, supplies, . 27 50
City of Lewiston, supplies and labor, 205 39
Lovejoy, S. H., blacksmithing, 10 95
Bridge, Chas. A., supplies and printing, 3 50
Lewiston Gas Lt.Co.,lights at engine house, 57 20
New England Tel: & Tel. Co., telephone
Engine House, 43 40
Pierce & Ranks, supplies and labor, 84 42
Manchester Locomotive Works, supplies
and labor, 20 75
Tay'or Bros., repairing, 65 80
Crooker & Wakefield, supplies, 12 00
Keene, O. S., painting, 4 90
Wood & Walker, supplies, 134 65
Merrill & Webber, supplies, 12 25
Davis & Buttler, supplies, 1 20
Kearns, Jas., labor, 5 00
Auburn Foundry Co., supplies, 6 40
Sawyer, F. W ., labor at Hersey fire, 1 50
Bailey, Carroll E., labor at Hersey fire, 2 50
Day, Joseph H., supplies, 17 40
Nevens, C. T ., storage and repairs, 10 75
Storah, F. H., & Co., labor and supplies, 7 84
Briggs, C. H., fuel, 3 00
Allen, Geo. A ., supplies, 2 50
Smith & Cook, supplies, 6 35
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor and supplies, 66 51
Libby, W . A ., & Co., labor and supplies, 187 05
Laidlaw, Robert M., supplies, 1 50
Dyer, Daniel L., labor, 35 00
O’Neil, Chas., labor, 64 38
O’Brien, John, labor, 25 00
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Gilbert, Albert M., labor,
Paule, Frank, labor,
McGillicuclcly, T., labor,
Newman, Oliver, & Co., supplies,
M. C. R. R. Co., freight,
Hunt, C. P., extra labor,
Jordan, Frost Lumber Co., supplies, 
Pingree, R. C., & Co., supplies,
Conant & Andrews, use of horse,
Bradbury, R. S., use of barouche,
Wiggin, W. H., supplies,
Atwood, Arthur C., assistant engineer of 
steam fire engine,
Callahan, Cornellius, Co., supplies,
New England Gamewell Co., supplies, 
Wood, Robinson Co., supplies,
Robinson, W. A., & Co., supplies,
Martin & Wyman, refreshments,
Donovan, D. H., labor and supplies,
Lew. & Aub. El. Lt. Co., supplies,
Brackett, E. I., services as V. S.,
Auburn Water Works, water rates,
Revere Rubber Co., supplies,
Davis, F. G., and others, supplies,
Moulton, Chas. H., supplies,
Stevens. D. B., blacksmithing,
Bearce, Wilson & Co., fuel,
Carless, P. S., refreshments,
Mitchell, Thos. P., supplies,
Towle, O. E., labor,
Atwood, Arthur C., labor,
Dresser, P. J., refreshments,
Hodgkins & Foss, supplies,
Street Department, Board of Fire Dept., horse 
Fogg, Geo. M., supplies,
King, A. B., labor and supplies,
Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Co., supplii
Total for Fire Department, $4,474 55
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POLICE.
To Maxwell, L., services, $ 67 00
Jenkins, W. B., services, 273 92
Mullaney, J. F., services, 600 00
Shields, John E., services, 600 00
Newell, Israel, services, 391 67
Larrabee, W. S., services, 660 00
Higgins, E. O., services, 541 67
Lew. & Aub. El. Lt. Co., lights, 7 50
Larrabee, W. S., supplies, 10 00
Cross, James W ., services, 52 77
Goss, M. E., services, 15 31
Taylor, V. B., services, 87
Thompson, E. L., services, 4 37
Allen, Geo. A ., services, 65 24
Tower & Lyon, supplies, 24 80
Miller & Gray, supplies, 50
Pulsifer, N. G. H., rent of lockup, 24 00
Dorman, H. P., supplies, 16 00
Robbins, John W ., services, 12 25
Shields, James, services, 29 75
Maxwell, Geo. PI., services, 50 74
Pingree, R. C., & Co., supplies, 7 50
Dunham, L. C., services, 24 50
Horne, J. F., services, 1 75
Pluse, W. S., services, 8 75
Greenleaf, C. E., services, 15 75
Hayes, Stephen, services, 10 50
Lunt, W. F., services, 7 00
Lord, N. B., services, 7 00
Ellenwood, Ralph, services, . 1 75
Dresser, Freemont, services, 1 75
Morton, Harry, services, 10 50
Church, H. C., services, 8 75
Daicv, Geo. C., services, 1 75
Smith, J. A ., services, 10 50
Skillin, W . W ., services, 8 75
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Swift, E. A. services, 
Bragg, C. J., services, 
Emerson, C. S., services, 
Newell, Z. T., services, 
Burgin, T. H., services, 
Bradbury, J. B., services, 
Taylor, F. R., services, 
Brackett, L. O., services, 
Johnson, G. B., services, 
Kimball, C. A., services, 
Metcalf, B. F., services, 
Merrill, D. D., services, 
Lane, H. S., services, 
Storah, F. H., services,
Hollway, F. H., services, 
Willis, H. E., services, 
Wyman, Arthur, services, 
Marston, Geo. E., services, 
Greenleaf, E. M., services, 
Rollins, Geo. F., services, 
Bailey, W. H., services, 
Hackett, E. E., services, 
Carver, J. W., services, 
Mitchell, H. J., services, 
Gathrie, Dan’ l, services, 
Jones, E. J., services,
Cole, Harry, services, 
O’Brine, Jas. A., services, 
Carey, W. S., services, 
True, A. E., services, 
Jordan, J. G., services, 
Cummings, S. A., services, 
Soule, J. H., services,
Total for police, $3,821 61
POOR.
To Maine Insane Hospital, support:
Mrs. H. M. Smith, $131 48
Mary Winslow, 133 80
Diantha Woodside, • 154 13
Martha A. Hill, 139 99
Geo. Webb, 38 33
Amelia Bisbee, 263 15
Samuel Rich, 210 62
Abner J. Merrill, 145 36
George H. Turner, 130 77
Mrs. R. L. Conant, 150 06
Merl L. Davis, 131 43
Abbie E. Bailey, 228 89
Edna E. Dunham, 25
Alcander, Fairbanks, 9 73
Flora A . Brabson, 80 62
To Briggs, Chas. H., supplies furnished:
Chas. Danforth, 6 50
C. K. Wood, 6 10
Mrs. Mary McVey, 9 25
Mrs. Dyer, 1 88
John Kenniston, 1 50
Herbert B. Penney, 1 50
Mrs. Richardson, 1 75
Daniel Jackson, 6 38
J. N. Maloon, 4 50
---------- Johnson, • 3 75
Mike McCarty, 3 38
To Town of Harpswell, supplies furnished :
Chas. E. Coombs, 52 50
To Strout, W. W ., board of S. S. Packard, 28 00
To Gilmore, G. A ., rent of F. E. Soule, 12 70
To Dunham, L. C., board of David Clough, 52 29
To Ross, John, board of Herbert Ross, 73 56
Creedens, Mrs. D. J., board of minor chil­
dren, 144 00
1
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To Crane, F. E. & Co., coffin, $ 3 00
Woodman, P. M., rent of house, Mrs.
Barnard, 92 70
Farrington, S., rent of house, Katie Dill, 25 50
Chase, Mrs. E. J., rent of house, Geo.
Dyer, ’ 66 00
Mclntire, Mrs. R. A., rent of house, B. F.
Clark, 99 00
Maloon, George, board of Clough children, 208 84
Donnell, A. B., rent of house, Miss John­
son, 66 00
Brooks, Geo. B., supplies at City Farm, 16
Wood & Walker, supplies at City Farm, 5 40
Atkins, Edgar, labor at City Farm, 166 00
Newell, Lottie, labor at City Farm, 130 72
Newell, Z. T., Supt. of City Farm, 500 00
Reed, C. H., expenses of sending pauper
to R. I., • 4 33
Jenkins, Samuel, supplies for City Farm, 100 00
Garcelon, C. E., care of John Fernald, 4 00
Taylor Bros., supplies for City Farm, 6 50
Bowden, Charles, labor at City Farm, 56 70
To Smith, H. R., supplies furnished :
Mrs. Dill, 5 00
14 Second St., 2 00
Fernold, 11 25
J. Kenniston, 9 00
D. Jackson, 18 14
To Miller & Gray for supplies furnished :
Mrs. S. A. Dyer, 9 50
John Albison, 9 00
A. S. Doughty, 12 00
To Crafts, E. S., for supplies furnished :
Lizzie Russell, 4 14
To Wakefield, Idell F., for supplies furnished :
A. S. Doughty, 9 46
Record, Solomon Mrs., labor for Mrs. Wood, 4 25
Carmam, Thompson Co., labor at City Farm, 4 58
Stevens, D. B., blacksmithing for City Farm, 28 64
ITo Storah, F. H., & Co., supplies, labor,
Woods bouse, $ 7 65
Central Me. Gen. Hospital, board and treat­
ment, of Dennis Sweeney, 41 00
Perkins, S. H., cleaning vault, Woods
house, 3 00
Smith, A . B., care of Joseph Talbot, 5 00
Soule, A . P., nursing at F. E. Soule’s, 20 00
To Fowles, A. W. & Co., supplies furnished:
F. E. Soule, 1 20
To Jordan, Dora, Mrs., board and nursing
N. K. Arris, 10 00
Me. Industrial School, support of Louise
Thompson, 29 25
To New Gloucester, town of, supplies furnished :
• J. N. Strout, 50 41
To Gray, Town of, supplies furnished :
Mrs. Robert Titus, 13 04
To Dresser & Millett, supplies furnished :
John Kenniston, 28 32
To Libby & Trask, supplies furnished :
John Albison, 1 50
To Stearns & Reed, supplies furnished :
Mrs. Dill, 4 01
A. S. Doughty, 3 75
Chas. Danforth, 5 03
< ----------Dyer, 3 25
Mrs. C. K. Wood, 8 00
Mrs. McVey, 3 75
To Tubbs, A . A ., labor and supplies at Mrs.
Woods, 10 32
To Stearns"& Reed, supplies furnished :
G. H. Maloon, / 7 00
F. W. Willett, - 6 00
To Curtis, Chas. F., supplies furnished:
Thos. Piper, 17 69
-— - - - Osburn, 14 79c ____
To Sawyer, John A ., supplies furnished :
Anna Fruen, 3 00
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To Sawyer, John A., supplies furnished :
John Kenniston, $ 5 99
To Merrill & Webber, supplies : 4 25
To Penley, A. M., & Co., cash paid for board
trans. pauper, 4 00
Cash paid for sending Mrs. Dill to Massa­
chusetts, 8 66
Supplies furnished :
Joseph Rox, 1 78
Mary McVev, 1 92
Cash paid for sending transient pauper to
Canada, 59 55
Supplies furnished
Mary Richards, 1 50
Mrs. Wood, 5 50
A. B. Parker, 15 19
Chas. Danforth, 23 90
N. J. Maloon, 3 34
B. A. Johnson, 2 00
Expense to Portland, 2 45
To Stevens, J. M., expense to Gray, 3 15
Expense to Oxford, 1 75
Expense to Portland, and New Gloucester, 3 35
To Verrill,'A. J. & Co., grave stone for C. K.
Wood, 40 00
To Penley, A. M., & Co., supplies furnished :
N. K. Arris, 3 10
Carrie Thurber, 1 97
To Bearce, W. P., Agent, supplies furnished:
Lizzie McCarty, 1 43
To Moody & Moulton, supplies furnished :
Mrs. M. M. Morrell, 2 25
Mertie Russell, 1 25
To Aub. Drug & Chem. Co., supplies furnished:
Mrs. Wood, 60
City Farm, 1 30
To Auburn Water Works, water rent, 7 50
To Robinson, W, A- & Co., supplies furnished ;
City Farm, 2 87
To Robinson, W . A ., supplies furnished :
Mrs. Wood, ' $ 4 70
John Keniston, 80
F. E. Soule, 14 98
----------Arris, 4 10
----------Geroux, 3 50
----------Burnard, 85
To Bartlett, F., & Son, supplies furnished :
Minnie Morrill, 5 8i
Mrs. Wood, 6 23
City Farm, 22 32
To Bennett, Fred, use of hack to City Farm, 2 00
To Wiggin, W . H., supplies furnished :
Mrs. Russell, 3 00
To Roak & Plummer, supplies furnished :
Casket and robe, Jas. Harlow, 11 50
Casket, Archie Boutant, 7 00
Casket and robe, Linwood Barbour, 10 50
Casket, etc., Josiah Talbot, 20 50
Casket, Lucia J. Nevers, 11 50
Casket, F. E. Soule’s child, 18 50
Casket and hack, French child, 6 50
To Penley, Arthur W ., supplies furnished :
John Kenniston, 6 07
To Laberge, Laurent, supplies furnished :
Cyperion Ouilette, 1 23
To Dingley, J., & Co., supplies furnished :
------ Verrill, 2 00
City Farm, 16 01
John Kenniston, 7 20
Mike McCarty, 4 46
------ McVey, 1 06
To Stearns & Reed, supplies furnished :
Daniel Jackson, Miller Street, 3 25
------Maloon, 3 50
To Smith & Cook, supplies furnished :
City Farm, 10 23
F. E. Soule, 2 70
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To Bearce, Wilson & Co., supplies furnished:
F. E. Soule,
City Farm,
To Woodman, P. M., Agt., supplies furnished : 
Mrs. S. A. Dyer,
N. K. Arris,
City Farm,
To Peables & Garcelon, supplies furnished :
M. T. McCarty,
Mrs. McVey,
C. H. Smith,
Herbert B. Perry
John Kenniston,
To Cushman, B. G. W ., medical services;
Mrs. Morrison,
To Symmes, J. C., supplies furnished :
J. A. McKenna,
To Alden, Bert L., & Co., supplies furnished :
S. Ritenberg,
Gaudette,
Chenelle,
S. A. Dyer,
Albinson,
To Town of Lisbon, casket Delphine Saindon,
To Penley, F., supplies furnished :
City Farm,
To Vickery, J. P., & Co., supplies furnished :
City Farm,
To Bradford, Conant & Co., supplies furnished : 
City Farm,
To Haskell, L. W., &Co., supplies furnished: 
City Farm,
To Goss, A. L. & E. F., Co., supplies furnished: 
City Farm,
To Cobb, L. A., supplies furnished:
City Farm,
To Bailey, Geo. W., supplies furnished :
A. B. Parker,
Mrs. Wood,
To Bailey, Geo. W ., supplies furnished :
Chas. Danforth,
B. F. Clark,
Mrs. McVey,
Mrs. Richards.
Mrs. Hammond,
Sam Guthier,
To Beede, J. W ., M. D., medical visits:
F. E. Soule, child,
To Williams, Chas. E., medical visits:
------ Flu-in, child,
To Libby, E., & Son, rent ofMrs. Barnard, 
Total for Poor,
• I  . t
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
To Jones, John A ., surveying,
Hicks, C. E., labor,
Church, H. C., labor, . •
Minnehan, Chas., labor,
Mayhew, Philip, labor,
Verrow, Joseph, labor,
Moran, Peter, labor,
McCarty, Mike, labor,
Groves, Irvin, labor,
Gilbert, Elias, labor,
Hanlon, Dennis, labor,
Perrin, John, labor,
Povier, Theo., labor,
Reagon, jas., labor,
Reagon, Con., labor,
Greenwood, Jerry, labor,
Bisshaw, Phelix, labor,
Briggs, C. H., use of team,
Con-ant & Andrews, use of team,
Carrow, John, labor,
Dawes, A ., labor,
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Driscoll, Florence, labor,
Storey, Eli, labor,
Kearns, Jas., labor,
Barrill, Lewis, labor,
King, Fred, labor,
Sweeney, Dennis, labor,
Gulliver, J. M., labor,
Libby, W . A ., & Co., labor and supplies, 
Philips, F. F., repairing tools,
Decker, H. S., curbing,
Brooks, Geo. B., supplies,
Field, G. H., & Co., supplies,
McCarty, Jerry, labor,
McCarty, John, labor,
Nadeau, R., labor,
Driscoll, Con., labor,
Driscoll, Wm., labor,
Driscoll, Dan, labor.
Greenwood, Archie, labor,
Bickerton, Wm., labor,
Gilbert, Fred, labor,
Dyer, Dan L., labor,
Tarr, Henry L., labor,
O’Neil, John, labor,
Minnehan, Pat, labor,
Minnehan, Peter, labor,
Willett, Ed., labor,
Sullivan, Jerry, labor,
Beauregard, N., labor,
Verrow, Lewis, labor,
Paquette, Joe, labor,
Mayhew, Frank, labor,
Levasseur, Benj., labor,
Parsons, Geo., labor,
Dill, Wm. R., labor,
Bradbury, R. S., use of team,
Bell, Joe, labor,
Dusty, Thos., labor,
McCarty, Peter, labor,
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Sampson, Peter, labor,
Lemieux, Edward, labor,
Lewiston Monumental Co., curbing, 
Hall & Knight Hardware Co., supplies, 
Field, George A ., labor,
Sampson, Thos., labor,
Croston John, labor,
McIntosh, J. B., labor,
Paquette, Ben., labor,
Beromerbe, Joseph, labor,
Briggs, Seth, labor,
Hall, Cyrus, labor,
Moore, L. P., labor,
Conant, Henry, labor,
Bradbury, Benj., labor,
Garcelon, J. P., labor,
Dill, Win. R ., labor,
Stetson, Henry, labor,
Ross, Rubin, labor,
Penley, Ferd, labor,
Jones, Paul, labor,
Robinson, S. R., labor,
Robinson, Chas. E., labor,
Rounds, F. R ., labor,
Webb, A. M ., labor,
Wagg, Geo., labor,
Adams, William, labor,
Edwards, Chas., labor,
Prentiss & Howard, concrete walk, 
Haskell, L. W ., & Co., supplies, 
Emerton, J. B., supplies,
Eastman, W . A ., repairing tools, 
Highways, labor,
Marston, G. E., trucking,
Total for Permanent Improvements,
8
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SEWERS.
Jones, John A., surveying, $196 00
Goss, Joseph, labor, 168 00
Barrell, Lewis, labor, 107 61
Reagan, James, labor, 12 75
Bell, Joe, labor, 90 23
Berube, Charles, labor, 54 74
Beliveau, Charles, labor, 24 37
Berube, Octave, labor, 25 50
Bershaw, Felix, labor, 38 50
Bradbury, R. S., use of team, 8 00
Carte, Jerry, labor, 25 50
Cowett, Joseph, labor, 8 63
Driscoll, Daniel, labor, 26 99
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 40 50
Greenwood, Jeremiah, labor, 52 87
Garcelon, J. P., labor, 3 00
Gilbert, Joseph, labor, 13 50
Gilbert, Thomas, labor, 13 50
Driscoll, Florance, labor, 42 00
Hines, Joseph, labor, 25 50
Hackett, Frank, use of team, 16 00
Minnehan, Peter, labor, 52 12
Minnehan, Patrick, labor, 55 49
Jones, Paul, labor, 75 00
King, Fred, labor, 42 00
Cocha, Joseph, labor, 9 00
Teabou, Dana, labor, 9 00
Mayhew, Archeal, labor, 25 50
Minnehan, Charles, labor, 85 86
McCarty, John, labor, 26 24
Minnehan, Daniel, labor, 75
McCarty, Patrick, labor, 10 31
Morin, Ed., labor, 10 87
Paquette, Ed., labor, 42 74
Paquette, Joe, labor, 4 50
Povier, Theo., labor, 24 37
a u d i t o r ’ s  r e p o r t .
Perrow, John, labor,
Shorey, Eli, labor,
Sweeney, Eugene, labor,
Sampson, Peter, labor,
Sampson, Pat, labor,
Sullivan Dennis, labor,
Verrow, Joseph, labor,
Mue, Charles, labor,
Willett, Ed., labor,
Sampson, Thomas, labor,
Fields, G. H., & Co., supplies,
Auburn Foundry Co., supplies,
Libby, W . A ., & Co., labor and supplies, 
McCarty, Jerry, labor,
Carrow, John, labor,
Driscoll, William, labor,
Dunn, Charles, supplies,
Dingley, John, & Co., supplies,
Maley, Charles, labor,
Levasseur, Benj., labor,
Whitehouse, David,
Paquette, Benj., labor,
Morin, Peter, labor,
Whaley, Pat, labor,
Church, H. C., labor,
Hicks, Ed C., labor,
Driscoll, Con., labor,
Kearns, Jas., labor,
Mayhew, James, labor,
McCarty, Jerry, 2d, labor,
Gagneau,-Ezra, labor,
Verrow, Johie, labor,
Verrow, Thos., labor,
Beromerbe, Joseph, labor,
Croston, John, labor,
Teabou, Dana, labor,
Nadeau, R ., labor,
Landers, Richard, labor,
Casey, Michael, labor,
i
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Fortier, Fred, labor,
CO 50
Perry, Peter, labor, 7 50
Casavier, James, labor, 3 00
Gucha, Sam, labor, 2 62
Gaudit, Napoleon, labor, 10 50
Garner, Herbert, labor, 4 87
Philips, F. F., repairing tools, 38 80
Field, Geo. A., labor, 6 75
Ouilette, Ed, labor, 22 50
Reagan, Con., labor, 2 25
Joslyn, B. H., labor, 19 93
Casavor, Joseph, labor, 9 00
Kearns, James, (boy) labor, 3 00
McCarty, Mike, labor, 27 75
Gilbert, Fred, labor, 3 00
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 16 50
Tarr, Henry L., labor, 30 31
Burke, Con., labor, 24 00
Leatree, Aston, labor, 75
Hall & Knignt Hardware Co., supplies, 70 47
Haskell, L. W ., & Co., supplies, 5 00
Elms & Hall, supplies, 11 25
Clookey, Jerney, labor, 5 25
Klusener, A., labor, 21 75
Rulyet, Chas., labor, 25 50
Simmons, Lewis, labor, 24 00
Simmons, Thos., labor, 25 50
Hanlon, Ed, labor, 21 00
Gonyer, Fred, labor, 20 25
Bidorn, Jos., labor, 26 25
Follen, Ed, labor, 26 25
Dervoin, Geo., labor, 21 00
Speakman, Jas., labor, 20 25
Parade, Thos., labor, 21 75
Gilbert, N. S., labor, 5 25
Sweeney, John, labor, 13 12
Carroll, Andrew, labor, 15 00
Burgo, Jerome, labor, 9 75
Mayhew, Napoleon, labor, 20 25
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Gonyer, Ezra, labor,
Burger, Leon, labor,
Daicy, Wm., labor,
Bearce & Clifford, use of steam drill, 
Brooks, Geo. B., supplies,
Lovejoy,, S. H., repairing tools, 
Hayden, Chas., labor,
Verrow, Louis, labor,
Gilbert, Ernest, labor,
Clookey, Frank, labor,
Greene, Frank, labor,
Nadeau, Peter, labor,
Legendre, Ed, labor,
Duryer, Jos., labor,
Curry, Nelson, labor,
Jones, D. W ., labor,
May hew, Phil, labor,
Gulliver, James, labor,
Dyer, Daniel L., labor,
May hew, Frank, labor,
Ross, R., labor,
Haskell, L. W. & Co., supplies, 
Decker, H. S., supplies,
Goss, A. L. & E. F. Co., supplies,
Total for sewers,
NEW STREETS.
To Jones, John A ., surveying, 
Gulliver, Jas. M., labor, 
Dyer, Dan’l, L., labor,
Tarr, Henry L., labor, 
Briggs, C. H., use of teams, 
Kearns, Jas., labor,
King, Fred, labor,
Gilbert, Fred, labor,
May hew, Frank, labor,
Mu ley, Chas., labor,
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McCarthy, Jerry, labor, $10 50
McCarthy, Mike, labor, 9 75
Verrow, Joseph, labor, 3 00
Verrow, Tom, labor, 10 50
Shorey, Eli, labor. 4 50
Sullivan, Jerry, labor, 4 50
Sweeney, Dennis, labor, 3 00
Bickerton, Win., labor, 1 50
Driscoll, Florence, labor, 5 62
Driscoll, Wm., labor, 15 75
Field, Geo. A., labor, 8 25
Hanlon, Dennis, labor, 8 25
Reagon, Con., labor, 6 00
Church, H. C., labor, 10 65
Hicks, E. C., labor, 11 31
May hew, Phillip, labor, 11 25
Perrin, John, labor, 9 00
Paquette, Ben, labor, 12 00
Lavesseur, Ben, labor, 7 50
Greenwood, Jerry, labor, 3 00
Verrow, Lewis, labor, 10 50
Pouliott Chas., labor, 4 50
Minnehan, Chas., labor, 3 00
Barrill, Lewis, labor, 3 00
Povier, Theo., labor, 6 75
Bell, Joe, labor, 6 75
O’Neil, John, labor, 3 75
Sampson, Thos., labor, 2 25
Ouilette, Ed, labor, 1 50
Driscoll, Con, labor, 5 25
Moran, Peter, labor, 1 50
Highway Department, labor, 503 68
Total for new streets, $915 55
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NEW SCHOOL HOUSE.
To
Jones, John A ., surveying, $14 00
Sturtevant, C. K ., labor, 10 00
Smith, H. R., fuel, 10 75
Smith Heat & Ventilating Co., labor and
supplies, 1,829 56
Dinsmore & Greenleaf, labor and supplies, 3,823 37
Thomas, Elmer I., plans, specifications, etc., 283 00
Field, Geo. H. & Co., labor and supplies, 24 40
Chase, J. H., labor and supplies, 201 72
Marston, G. E., trucking, 10 00
Hammett, J. L., supplies, 178 30
Auburn Foundry Co., supplies, 4 20
Lane, Geo. W . & Co., supplies and labor, 596 52
U. S., School Furniture Co., supplies, 616 00
Ballard, S. K ., labor and supplies, 20 16
Marvel) & Ranks, supplies, 2 55
Brooks, Geo. B., supplies, 72
Bradford, Conant & Co., supplies, 197 30
Hall, A . B., supplies, 13 50
Elms & Hall, supplies, 56 87
Allen, John B., labor, 139 79
Total for New School House, $8,032 71
REPAIRS ON SCHOOL HOUSES.
Gore, Stanley, labor and supplies, $ 7 50
Howard, A . A ., & Son, labor and sup­
p lies," 44 50
Ballard, S. K., labor and supplies, 559 25
Pingree, R. C., & Co., supplies, 43 51
Tubbs, A . A ., labor, 125 40
Rendall, D. H ., labor and supplies, 49 32
Webber, A. B., labor and supplies, 95 47
Jones, D. W ., labor and supplies, 258 19
Knight, J. H., labor and supplies, 7 50
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Merrill, S. S., labor and supplies, 
Kirkpatrick, J. D., labor and supplies, 
Keith, C. M., labor and supplies,
Webb, Eugene E., labor and supplies, 
Durgin, Benj. R., labor and supplies,
M. C. R. R. Co.,'freight,
Douglass, E. C., labor and supplies, 
Jordan, Frost Lumber Co., supplies, 
Whitehouse Bros., labor and supplies, 
Lawrence, Alfred E., supplies,
Smith, John B., & Co., labor and supplies, 
Millett, M. E., labor and supplies, 
Woodbury, G. W., labor and supplies, 
Clough, Phineas, trucking,
Rounds, Edward, labor,
Total for Repairs on School Houses,
SALARIES.
Mitchell, J. W., judge Municipal Court, 
Bolster, W. W., Mayor,
Ludden, W. E., City Clerk,
Eveleth, E. G.,City Treasurer,
Pulsifer, James A., City Solicitor, 
Cushman, B. G. W., City Physician, 
Penley, A. M., Overseer of Poor,
Stevens, J. M., Overseer of Poor,
Whitman, H. O., Overseer of Poor,
Pleath, E. G., assessor of taxes,
Latham, A. B., assessor of taxes,
Robinson, S. R., assessor of taxes,
Field, D. P., Street Commissioner,
Neal, J. H., Clerk Common Council, 
Peables, A. M., Dr., Secretary Board of 
Health,
Qobb, Andrew W. P., Auditor, 1^25._jQQ—
Haskell, L. W ., Chief Engineer Fire De­
partment, 100 00
To Morse, L. O., First Assistant Engineer Fire
Department, $50 00
Greenleaf, C. E.,Second Assistant Engineer
Fire Department, 50 00
Miller, A . W ., Third Assistant Engineer-
Fire Department, 50 00
King, A . B., Engineer Fire Engine, 125 00
Fairbanks, A. E., Fireman Fire Engine, 50 00
Bailey, C. E., Treas., Hook and Ladder (
Co., 800,00 o
Libby, F. W ., Treas., Hose Co., 1,333 34 / ~
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Total for Salaries, $6,298 34
PARK.
To Hodgkins, S. D., labor, $57 68
Lucus, C. H., repairs on lawn mower, 8 90
Total for Park, $66 58
STREET LIGI-ITS.
To Lew. & Aub. Electric Light Co., lights, $4,006 33
Crafts, E. S., supplies, 5 90
Osgood, Isaac, supplies, 10 85
Total for Street Lights, $4,023 08
COUNTY TAX.
To Eveleth, E. G., Treas., tax of 1893, $7,742 55
Total for County Tax, $7,742 55
INTEREST.
To Eveleth, E. G., Treas., interest on bonds, $9,565 00 
Eveleth, E. G., Treas., interest on tempo­
rary loans, 791 68
Total for Interest, $10,356 68
P
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ABATEMENT ON TAXES.
To Eveleth, E. G., Coll., abatement on taxes, 
Kinsley, D. W., Coll., abatement on taxes,
Total for Abatement on Taxes, 
GRAVEL PIT.
To Eveleth, E. G., Trcas., cash paid L. A. YV. 
P. Co.,
DISCOUNT ON TAXES.
To Kinsley, D. W., Coll., discount on 1803 
taxes,
STATE TAX.
To Eveleth, E. G., Treas., tax for 1893, 
RECAPITULATION.
$1,866 52 
2,155 37
$4,021 89
$ 1,000 00
$4,483 10
$17,871 38
Total receipts for the year ending Feb. 28,
1894, $181,385 23
Total expenditures for the same, 179,445 61
Cash in Treasurer’s hand, $1,939 62
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY.
O W N E D  B Y  T H E  C IT Y .
Stock in Lewiston & Auburn Railroad, $74,900 00
Lot near the Park, 1,000 00
Old Grammar School-house lot, 1,000 00
City Stable and lot, 1,500 00
High School Building and Park, 30,000 00
Auburn Hall and lot, 20,000 00
Engine blouses and lots, 9,000 00
Gravel lots, 4,000 00
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Old Poor Farm, $400
Poor Farm, stock and fixtures, 12,000
Twenty-four School-houses outside the city, 11,000
Six School-houses in the city, 12,000
Grammar School-house, lot and furniture, 25,000
Armory and lot, 2,000
Steam Fire Engine, hose, etc., 5,000
Hook and Ladder Truck, 750
Hose Wagons, 500
Hose for hydrants, 100
Lot of land in rear of Roak Block, 1,000
Two safes in Treasurer’s office, 400
Ten horses in road department, 2,500
Four double dump carts and harnesses, 400
One single dump cart and harness, 20
Four sleds, . 150
One derrick, 100
Four road machines, 800
Four snow plows, 75
Two sets of double harnesses, 30
One express wagon, “ 40
Tools, etc., 175
One street sweeper, 200
New Auburn School-house lot, 4,000
Old School-house lot on upper Court street, 400
Stone Crusher and Engine, 1,800
New School-house, Perryville, 12,000
Water Works and property purchased with it, 350,000
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
Total, $584,140 00
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STATEMENT
Showing amounts o f  the several appropriations, the re­
ceipts added, the payme?its made from  them a?id the 
excess or deficiency o f  each.
Ap
pr
op
ri
at
io
ns
.
Re
ce
ip
ts
.
Ex
pe
ns
es
.
Ba
la
nc
e.
O
ve
rd
ra
w
n.
Highways.................................................... 16000 00 1309 85 21179 02 3869 17
Contingent................................................... 8000 00 21095 69 38681 18 9585 19
Schools......................................................... 16000 00 8403 84 24248 56 155 28
High Schools.............................................. 5000 00 565 00 5381 07 216 93
Fire Department........................................ 5000 00 10 00 4474 55 535 45
Police........................................................... 3150 00 3821 61 671 61
Poor............................................................. 4000 00 508 57 5175 27 666 70
Street Lights............................................... 4000 00 4023 08 23 08
Permanent Improvements......................... 3000 00 56 45 4035 31 978 86
New Roads.................................................. 1000 00 915 55 84 45
Park............................................................. 150 00 66 58 83 42
Salaries......................................................... 3700 00 6298 34 2598 34
County Tax.................................................. 7742 55 7742 55
Repairs on School Houses......................... 1000 00 1457 90 457 90
Interest........................................................ 10000 00 103.56 68 356 68
Sewers.......................................................... 4000 00 1918 50 6212 28 263 78
Discount on Taxes...................................... 4500 00 4483 10 16 90
Abatement on Taxes.................................. 2500 00 4021 89 1521 89
New School House..................................... 4000 00 8032 71 4032 71
State Tax.................................................... 17871 38 17871 38
Gravel Pit......... e........................................ 1000 00 1000 00
121613 93 33897 90 1794-15 61 1092 43 25026 21
Total overdrawn $23,933.78.
A. W. P. COBB, Auditor.
REPORT OF THE CITY TREASURER.
Ge?ttlemen o f  the City Council:
I herewith present my account as City Treasurer for 
year ending Feb. 28th, 1894.
RECEIPTS.
cash in treasury, March 1, 1893, $1,264 89
D. W. Kinsley, taxes of 1893, 104,081 13
E. G. Eveleth, taxes of 1891
and 1892, 18,640 31
State, school fund and mill tax, 8,373 02
Tuition, common schools, 8 00
Books, sold, 12 37
Old furniture sold, 9 20
Grass sold, 1 25
State, account free High School , 375 00
Tuition, High School, 188 00
Books destroyed, High School, 2 00
W . P. Bearce, liquor sold, 8,298 15
P. M. Woodman, liquor sold, 5,047 16
P. M. Woodman, empty liquor
vessels sold, 29 23
W. P. Bearce, empty liquor ves­
sels sold, 26 50
O’ Brion, & Maxwell, empty 
liquor vessels sold, 20 00
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Rental, L. & A. R. R., $4,394 00
Rental, Auburn Hall, 159 00
Rental, hall at No. Auburn, 10 25
County fines and costs, Auburn
Municipal Court, 768 75
A. E. Verrill, fines and costs,
Auburn Municipal Court, 142 25
City Clerk, dog license, 707 00
City Clerk, licenses, 99 75
W. S. Larrabee, licenses, hacks
and carriages, 66 00
State, railroad and telegraph
tax, 257 73
State, rent of Armory, 200 00
State, sheep killed, 26 00
Tax deeds and interest on same, 122 20
E. G. Eveleth, interest on taxes
of 1891 and 1892, 323 92
Stevens & Briggs, rent of gravel
pit, 40 00
Verrill & Hutcninson, return
on insurance, 7 80
J. G. McMurray, Pcrryville
schoolhouse, 270 00
Premium on bond issue, 80 00
Sewer assessments paid, 1,676 00
Sewer permits paid, 255 00
S. K. Ballard, for labor, 13 50
Old pipe sold, 4 00
Bills transferred from Street De­
partment to Permanent Im­
provements and New Roads, 903 53
D. P. Field, gravel sold and
labor done, 212 20
Fire Dept., board of horse, 144 00
Lewiston Gas Co., for labor, 32 37
Bearce & Clifford, for labor, 9 75
Auburn Motor Co., for gravel, 6 00
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County for labor, $5 50
Dingley Foss Shoe Co., for sand, 1 50
Old hose sold, town of East
Livermore, 10 00
F. L. Dingley, for labor, 51 45
Town of Yarmouth, support of
Hannah M. Smith, 210 19
City of Augusta, support of F.
E. Soule, 59 68
Estate of Geo. Webb, support
of Geo. Webb, at Augusta, 38 33
Town of Norway, support of
S. S. Packard, 28 00
Mrs. Jane Moore, rent of Gid-
dings place, 18 44
State, support of Plattie Brann,
State pauper, 16 00
S. Morrison, balance of note, 5 00
C. H. Record, rent of pasture, 2 50
Nathaniel Davis, support of Merl
Davis at Augusta, 131 43
Temporary Loan, 23,500 00
$181,385 23
DISBURSEMENTS.
By Mayor’s warrants paid :
Repairs on streets and high-
ways, $21,179 02
Contingent expenses, 38,681 18
Building sewers, 6,212 28
Permanent improvements, 4,035 31
Support of common schools, 24,248 56
Support of High schools, 5,348 07
Support of poor, 5,175 27
Support of Fire Department, 4,474 55
Support of police, 3,821 61
New streets, 915 55
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New schoolhouse, $8,032 71
Salaries, 6,298 34
Street lights, 4,023 08
Care of Park, 66 58
Repairs on schoolhouses, 1,457 90
Interest, 10,356 68
State tax, 17,871 38
County tax, 7,742 55
Gravel pit, 1,000 00
Discount on taxes, 4,483 10
Abatement on taxes, 4,021 89
Cash in Treasury, March 1‘ )
1894, 1,939 62
$181,385 23
During the year $16,000 five per cent. Bonds have been 
refunded by an issue of four per cent, for the same amount.
State Pensions have been paid amounting to $1,182 00
For burial of soldiers, 35 00
Which amounts have been reimbursed by the State.
Assessment of taxes for 1803, 
Supplementary assessment, 
Sewer assessments for 1893,
$130,170 78 
3,398 10 
1,566 25
LIABILITIES AND RESOURCES.
LIABILITIES.
The indebtedness of the city Febuary 28, 1894 was as 
follows:
For outstanding bonds bearing interest at five per cent., 
due as follows:
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June 20, 1894, 
Dec. 15, “
Jan. 1, 1895, 
Aug. 1, 1897,
$700 00
5.000 00 
8,800 00
5.000 00
$19,500 00
For outstanding bonds bearing interest at four per cent., 
due as follows:
July 1, 1897, $10,000 00
u 1900, 15,000 00
Jan. i, 1902, 15,000 00
July 2, 1903, 25,000 00
4 4 1, 1.904, 23,500 00
u 1905, 15,000 00
<4 1906, 18,000 00
4 4 1907, 10,000 00
4 4 1909, 14,000 00
4 4 1910, 13,000 00
4 4 1911, 13,000 00
Jan. 1, 1912, 4,000 00
July 1, 4 4 7,000 00
June 1, 1923, 16,000 00
Temporary loan made in antici­
pation of taxes,
Water loan bonds 4 per cent., due 
May 20, 1913,
Auburn Aqueduct Co., bonds as­
sumed 5 per cent., due Tan.
1, 1904,
Notes issued on account of purchase 
and improvement. of water 
works,
$198,500 00
23,500 00 
$241,500 00
30,000 00
58,700 00
185,262 62 
$514,462 62Total liabilities,
i o
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RESOURCES.
Lewiston & Auburn R. R. stock, $74,900 00
Balance of 1893 taxes, uncollected, 29,487 75
Balance of 1891 and 1892 taxes, un­
collected, 7,118 68
Balance due on tax deeds, 841 63
Balance due on 1893 sewer assess­
ments, 1,452 50
Balance due on former sewer assess­
ments, 969 50
Note of F. E. Slattery, 68 00
Cash in Treasury, March 1, 1894, 1,939 62
-------------  $116,777 68
Water works, 350,000 00
Total resources, $466,777 68
Debt less resources, $47,684 94
E. G. EVELETH, Treasiirer.
I have examined the accounts of the City Treasurer, for 
the year ending February 28, 1894, and find them properly 
vouched for, and hereby approve the same.
ANDREW W. P. COBB, Auditor.
f
I»
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Report of Board of Water Commissioners.
To the City Council o f  the City o f  Auburn :
G e n t l e m e n  :— The Board of Water Commissioners 
herewith submit their annual report:
The Board was duly organized July 31, 1893.
Jerome B. Hunton was elected Clerk of the Board 
August 1, 1893, and on November 6th Albert Haskell was 
elected Superintendent.
August 2, 1893 the commissioners procured an office for 
the transaction of business in the Mechanics Savings Bank 
Block at a rental of $300 per annum, and properly furnished 
the same with a suitable safe and other furniture.
A  proper system of book-keeping was in due time 
adopted, and thus far is proving very satisfactory.
On June 7, 1893 the city became owner of the Auburn 
Aqueduct Company’s property, since which time the water 
works have been very much, and permanently improved, 
especially by putting in a 24 inch pipe from Wilson Pond to 
the gate house on the Poor Farm, a distance of 3,000 feet.
Proper connections have been made for distribution of
the water from the gate house by 10 inch and 12 inch pipes.
Water was introduced through these pipes on the 10th 
day of December last, since which time there has l>een a
suitable and abundant flow of water to al'l water takers and
for city purposes, which has proved exceedingly satisfactory 
to the Board, and especially so to the water takers.
In no case has there been any serious complaint for want 
of proper supply, from any source.
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The Board prepared an ordinance regulating the pro­
ceedings of the Board for supplying the City of Auburn with 
pure water and defining the duties of Superintendent and 
Clerk, also an ordinance regulating the duties and liabilities 
of plumbers in .connection with water pipes in the City of 
Auburn, which have been duly approved by Hon. C. W. 
Walton, Judge of the Supreme Court of Maine.
• The cost of the additions and improvements which have 
been made since the city became owner of the property is 
$30,068 36.
Following is a statement of the receipts and expenditures 
of the Water Works between June 7, 1893 and March 1, 
1894.
RECEIPTS.
To notes payable, $185,262 62
Water rents collected, 19,997 09
Bonds of Auburn Aqueduct Co.
assumed, 58,700 00
Bonds issued by order of City
Council, 30,000 00
Miscellaneous receipts, 21 50
Total, $293,981 21
EXPENDITURES.
purchase of Franchise, etc., $250,000 00
Construction, 30 068 36
Repairs, 285 09
Furniture & Fixtures, 507 80
General Expenses, 3,591 03
Coupons and Interest, 8,724 57
Cash on hand, 804 36
Total, $293,981 21
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The adjustment of the account of all receipts and expen­
ditures properly had and incurred by the Auburn Aqueduct 
Company between Sept. 19, 1891 and June 7, 1893 is in the 
'hands of the Court, by virtue of Section 11 of “ an act to 
! supply the City of Auburn with pure water,”  and approved 
February 19,1891. The whole matter under this Section is 
referred to Chief Justice Peters and Ruel Small, esq., and 
arrangements are made for a hearing in the latter part of the 
present month, or the first of April.
The amount of water rents due Nov. 1,
1893, and unpaid is
The amount of Water rents due and payable 
prior to Nov. 1, 1893 and still remain­
ing unpaid is
Total amount overdue and unpaid
The total number of water takers is 2,1
For further information in relation to water takers, refer­
ence is made to the detailed report of the Superintendent 
which is herewith transmitted.
The condition of the water works, and land, and other 
property connected therewith, is very satisfactory.
All damages for lands taken for the use of the water 
works have been adjusted for the sum of $100.
The damage, if any, for taking water from Wilson Pond, 
which is claimed by the Union Water Power Company has 
not been -adjusted, and in all probability will have to be 
settled in the courts.
All bills for expenditures by the Board have been 
approved by a majority of the Board, and examined by the 
Auditor, and approved by the Committee on Accounts, before 
being paid.
The water rates have been fixed by the Commissioners 
and approved by the City Council, and so fixed as to pay 
annually all expenses for operating the works, and for repairs, 
together with interest on all moneys expended for purchase or 
extension of said water works, and not less than one per cent.
$1,593 15
247 54
$1,830 69
369.
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of the principal expenditures incurred, in compliance with the 
Act to supply the city with pure water.
In establishing the water rates, in some cases they have 
been slightly increased, but in a large majority of cases they 
have been decreased from the rates formerly charged by the 
Auburn Aqueduct Company.
The books of the Auburn Aqueduct Company have been 
carefully audited by the order of the Board, with a view to 
ascertaining the probable correctness of the account of receipts 
and expenditures incurred by the said Company between 
Sept. 19, 1891 and June 7, 1893, as filed in court by the said 
Company. This work has been done in a very careful and 
efficient manner by Mr. F. W Hunton and will aid very 
materially in the hearing before the referees.
The Commissioners thus early in their work have no 
particular suggestions that they deem of sufficient importance 
to make in this, their first annual report.
In closing this report we feel it due to the Clerk and the 
Superintendent to state that they have discharged their several 
duties to the general satisfaction of the Board.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
W. W. BOLSTER,
A. L. GOSS,
E. S. PAUL,
H. G. FOSS,
R. M. MASON,
A. M. PULSIFER,
S. K. BALLARD,
Board o f  Water Comviissioners.
Auburn, March 1, 1894.
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Report of Superintendent of Water Works.
I
,1
To the Board o f  Water Co?nmissioners :
G e n t l e m e n  : The report o f the Superintendent of the 
Auburn Water Works from the 7th of November, 1893, to 
March 1st, 1894, is herewith respectfully submitted.
The books of the former Superintendent not being kept 
with reference to a yearly report, I am unable to make any 
report previous to November 7th.
The 3,000 feet of 24 in. pipe at the lake with well, gate­
house and strainers, are all in working order, and with the 
exception of completing the gate-house and filling in the deep 
cut and grading around the same, it is completed. A  com­
parison of the water service from .last season proves that our 
engineer, Mr. M. M. Tidd, has solved the problem of the 
Auburn Aqueduct Co., the previous owners. The cost of 
the improvements are about $25,500 which is under Mr. 
Tidd’s estimate of $30,000. The water from the new pipe 
was let on to the city December 10th.
P U M P IN G  S T A T IO N .
We have for fire service and domestic service on the/high 
lands of the city a reservoir o f 592,175 gallons capacity/ sup­
plied by two Worthington Pumps rated at one million gallons 
each for twenty-four hours, with two upright boilers of thirty- 
five horse power each. The pumps are in good condition 
one of the boilers is getting quite old, but still does service a s 
a spare boiler and in fires when we run both pumps. It would 
be economy to take out the old boiler and have a large hori-
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zontal boiler set in its place. The reservoir seems to be in 
good condition ; it was washed out and painted in July, 1893, 
the paint was not as it should have been and is now nearly all 
washed off.
Gas has been put into the boiler and engine rooms, boiler 
No. 2 and the steam pipes covered with asbestos covering, a 
wash stand with hot and cold water in engine room, a rail 
around stairs, two lights of glass in door o f boiler room, two 
sight feed oil cups on pumps, changed drips on pumps, and 
the sewer, which was of cement pipe and broken down, re­
placed with cast iron soil pipe.
Mr. Rand, our engineer, has repainted both pumps. The 
float that was supposed to ring the electric bell when the 
reservoir was pumped full has been replaced by a float in oil 
and it works very nicely. The room over the work shop is 
being finished off for a tenement, and a roll-way door is being 
put into the boiler room. The old gate between the high and 
low service, which has been out of repair for two years has 
been replaced by a new gate; the gate between the 10 in. and 
12 in. pipe at the station has been repaired, these were very 
important gates as there is no other connection below the upper 
end of Turner street.
HYDRANTS.
The hydrants of the city have been thoroughly repaired 
and when they were inspected in January they were all in 
good condition ; one hydrant was broken at the Auburn Stove 
Foundry fire and repaired immediately. The fire department 
have had all the water for fires that was wanted and are pleased 
with the new service.
L IS T  O F H Y D R A N T S  A N D  LO C A TIO N .
No. 1 Center street, near Henry Noyes house, low service.
2 Center street, near box 87, low service.
3 Center street, corner Turner, low service.
4 Turner street, corner Rowe street.
5 Turner street, corner Dennison street.
6 Turner street, near Ira Fitz’ house.
7 Turner street, near box 83.
8 Turner street, near Dan Stevens’ shop.
9 Summer street, comer Rowe street.
10 Parker street, corner Summer street.
11 Blake street, corner Winter street.
12 Winter street, near Jordan’s house.
13 Winter street, corner Dennison street.
14 Gamage Ave., corner Dennison street.
15 Highland Ave., near E. S. Paul’s house.
16 Highland Ave., near Mrs. Crowley’s house.
17 Fern street, corner Lake street.
18 Lake street, junction Upper Court.
19 Maple street.
20 James street, near John Mullaney’s.
21 Goff street, near George Brown’s.
22 Goff sti-eet, corner Grant street.
23 Manley street, corner Willow street.
24 Manley street, opposite Temple street.
25 Hampshire street, corner Oak street.
26 Union street, corner Hampshire street.
27 Union street, corner School street.
28 Court street, corner Goff street.
29 Court street, north side near M. C. R. R.
30 Court street, south side near M. C. R. R. park.
31 Court street, near Auburn Hall.
32 Court street, near Elm House.
33 Washington street, near watering trough.
34 Washington street and Minot Avenue.
35 Washington street, opposite Foundry.
36 Washington street, beyond box 124.
37 Hutchins street, near Hutchins Box Shop.
.38 Drummond street, foot of R. R. street.
39 Drummond street, top of Drummond Hill.
40 Elm street, foot of Spring street.
41 Elm street, foot of Pleasant street.
42 Academy street, corner High street.
43 Spring street, near Shaw’s Boarding-house.
44 Spring street, foot of School street.
45 Spring street, near Ivory Bowie’s.
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46 Pleasant street, corner Hampshire street.
47 Pleasant street, corner Court street.
48 Pleasant street, corner Drummond street.
49 Pligh street, opposite Dr. Philoon’s.
50 High street, corner Elm street.
51 No. Main street, opposite Cracker Factory.
52 Main street, near Hersey Block.
53 Main street, front Roak Block.
54 Main street, corner Elm street.
55 Main street, foot of E. L. Park.
56 Main street, opposite L. W. Haskell’s house.
57 So. Main street,corner Pulsifer’s, near Pulsifer’s store.
58 So. Main street, near F. A. Haskell’s house.
59 Laurel Ave., corner Laurel street.
60 Laurel Ave., opposite J. O. Foss’s house.
61 First street, opposite rear French sisters.
62 Broad street, corner Second street.
63 Broad street, corner Fifth street.
64 Fourth street, corner Cook street.
65 Cook street, corner Sixth street.
66 Cook street, Corner Eighth street.
67 Cook street, corner 24th street near Bolster’s.
H Y D R A N T S  N O T ON C IT Y ’ S H A N D .
68 Ara Cushman Co. yard, near west wing.
69 Ara Cushman Co. yard, near Box Shop.
70 Androscoggin County, near jail fence.
71 Ferd Penley, between boiler house and wool shop.
M E TE R S.
A thorough investigation of the meter service has been 
made and the meter changed, leveled up and repaired. At 
the inspection the 1st of February they were all in good con­
dition. Number of meters in use November 1st, 14 ; number 
.new set, 13. We still have quite a number of services that 
should have meters. All of the meters set are Crown Meters.
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All of the services and street mains that we could learn 
of that had frozen up the year before and could be lowered, 
we attended to with three exceptions, and should have made 
those safe if we had had more time. Number o f services 
lowered, 10; number feet of street mains lowered, 200; and 
the sprinkler service at the Fitz Bros. Last Factory, 250 feet 
of 6 in. pipe. A  large number of services and street mains 
had been lowered previous to November 1st. We have had 
some trouble with frozen services, mostly on Summit street. 
Number of services thawed out this winter. 9.
The 1st of December careful inspection of the high ser­
vice disclosed an excessive waste of water, and to quite an 
extent it has been remedied.
No. of houses on high service, 230
of families on high service, 301
of factories all on meter, 8
of water closets, 151
of bath tubs, 69
of bibbs, 841
of horses and cows, 160
of inhabitants, 1,237
Average amount of water used per
day by meters, 13,100
Average used per inhabitant for
month of November, 119
Average used per inhabitant for
month of .December, 67
Average used per inhabitant for
month of January, 65
Average used per inhabitant for
month of February, 63
With the amount of water now being pumped, we have 
been enabled to dispense with an assistant engineer.
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L IS T  OF W A T E R  T A K E R S  A S SHOWN BY SE R V IC E  BOOK OF 
T H E  AUBU RN W A T E R  W O R K S .
Total number of water takers, 
As follows, viz.:
2,358
Total number of families at $7 per year, 1,253
Total number of families at $6, 905
Stores, specials, extras, etc., 200
Water closets, 1,419
Bath tubs, 259
Hose, 477
Horses and cows, 722
Hydrants used by city, 68
Hydrants used by A. Cushman Co., 2
Hydrants used by county, 1
Total amount of service book for ensuing year (including 
meters) $29,577.50.
Number of tenements, etc., sealed or shut off in streets by 
request of owners: Tenements, 61 ; bath tubs, 7 ; stables, 4; 
carriage store house, 1 ; blocks, 2.
Number of seals taken off'or water let on, 18.
TOOLS ON HAND NOV. 7, 1893.
One Vice, $6 00
One Vice, 4 00
One Pipe Vice, 5 60
Two Nail Hammers, 50
Two 3 ft. Chain Tongs, 6 87
Nine Common Pipe Tongs, 2 91
Two 24 inch Stilson Wrenches, 3 00
One 18 inch Stilson Wrench, 1 00
One 10 inch Stilson Wrench, 64
One 18 inch Rouse Wrench, 1 00
One 12 inch Monkie Wrench, 35
One No. 4 Walworth Stock, 8 25
Two 1 inch to 2 inch Die Stocks, 10 00
Two Die Plates, 2 1-2 and 3 inch. 4 50
Two 1-2 to 1 1-4 Die Stocks, 6 75
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One small, broken stock, $1 00
One Clark Ratchet Stock, 2 75
One 3 inch Pipe Cutter, 
,One 2 inch Pipe Cutter,
1 75
57
One 3 Wheel Pipe Cutter, 1 50
One 3 Wheel Pipe Cutter, small, 1 12
One Small Pipe Cuttei1, 50
One Jarecki Die Stock, old, 5 00
Fourteen No. 1 Dies, 8 No. 2 Dies, 15 No. 3
Dies, 62 81
One small Ratchet Drill, 5 40
One small Ratchet Drill, 4 80
One 2 inch Tap, one 1-2 inch Tap, one 11-4 inch 
Tap, one 1 inch Tap, one 3-4 inch Tap, 
one 1-2 inch Tap, three 1-2 inch Drills, two 
3-4 inch Drills, 1 inch Drill, three 1 1-4 
inch Drills, two 2 inch Drills, three Center
Punches, one Reamer, 16 30
Two Oilers, 30
Eighteen Pipe Cutter Wheels, 2 70
Stove and Pipe, 8 00
Two Earth Augers, 5 00
One Gallon Oil Can, 10
Wood in Shop, 10
Three large Hammers, 2 25
One Compass, Saw, 35
One Splitting Saw, 85
Four Cold Chisels, 1 20
One Cast Iron Pipe Cutting Chisel, in handle, 85
Five Diamond Point Chisels, 1 50
Four Caulking Irons, i; 40
One Small Stone Drill, i{ 50
Two Jute Irons,
1
70
One Ratchet Bit Stock, l 50
One Extension Bit, 65
Four 1 inch Bits, l 20
Six 3-4 inch Bits, and smaller, l 50
One 1-8 inch Drill, 35
One Washer Cutter, 75
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Fourteen Round Point Shovels, $7 00
Two Square Shovels, 1 00
Six Long Handle Shovels, 3 00
One Gnfb Ax, 1 00
Five Picks, 6 25
One Street Maul, 50
One Mallet, 85
Two Stone Workers’ Spoons, 50
One Stone Hammer, 50
Thirteen Shut-off Rods, 16 25
One Tapping Machine and Fixtures, 50 00
One Grindstone, 5 00
One Wheelbarrow, 3 00
Six Water Pails, 60
One 3 Gallon Can, 50
One 1 Gallon Can, 25
One Large Crate, 3 00
One Small Crate, 2 25
One Ax, old, 50
Stove for melting lead, 5 00
One Kettle for melting lead, 50
One Ladle, 75
Scales, 8 00
One Set of Blocks, 5 00
Rope, 2 00
Six Mops, 60
Three Sponges, 30
Seven Lanterns, 3 50
$286 68
TOOLS, ETC., AT PUMPING STATION.
Four Gauge Glasses, $ 40
One 10 inch Monkey Wrench, 1 00
One 24 inch Monkey Wrench, 3 00
Two S Wrenches, 75
Two Socket Wrenches, 1 00
Four Bran Drip Pans, 5 00
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Four Tin Drip Pans, $ 40
One Short Ladder, 1 0 0
/Three Office Chairs, 3 0 0
One Roll Top Desk, 25 0 0
One Lantern, 50
One Hoe, 25
Three Pokers, 75
Two Shovels, 1 0 0
One Broom, 25
One Eight Quart Tin Pail, 2 0
One Wood Pail, 15
One Pulp Pail, 30
One Mop, 15
One Scrub Brush, 10
Ninety-five Boiler Tubes, about, 15 0 0
Eight Rubbers for Guage Glasses, 1 0
One Horse, 75 0 0
One Harness, 2 0 0
One Pung, 1 0 0 0
One ExprSss Wagon, 1 0 0 0
One Street Blanket, 5 0 0
One Rubber Blanket, 2 50
One Stable Blanket, 1 0 0
One Halter, 35
One Whip, 50
$165 65
STOCK A T  PUMPING STATION.
One Box Washing Powder, $ 15
Twenty-five lbs. Waste, 2 0 0
Five Gallons Machinery Oil, 1 50
Four Gallons Cylinder Oil, 3 2 0
Hay, 11 50
Oats, 4 0 0
Corn, 2 0 0
About 5 Tons Coal, 31 75
About 2 1-2 Cords of Wood, 1 0 0 0
$66 00
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TOOLS BOUGHT SINCE NOV. 7, 1893.
One Vanderman Vise, with Bender, $5 25
Two 1 1-4 inch, two 1 inch, two 3-4 inch tongs, 6 46
Two 24 inch Stilson Wrenches, v
Two 18 inch Stilson Wrenches, > 12 25
Two 10 inch Stilson Wrenches, )
One 24 inch Monkey Wrench, 1 25
One 12 inch Monkey Wrench, 50
One 6 inch Monkey Wrench, 25
Two Files, 50
One Shop Ax, 1 00
One Level, 50
One Nail Hammer, 50
One Square, 1 25
One Hand Saw, 1 15
Set of Armstrong Dividers, 12 00
Two Screw Drivers, 80
Two Nipple Holders, • 4 50
One Crow Bar, 1 25
$59 41
STOCK IN WORK SHOP.
Brass Goods and Valves, $247 00
Jute Caps and Fuse, 4 50
Meters and connections, 745 80
Galvanized Iron Pipes, 151 09
Tarred Pipe, 13 98
Galvanized Fittings, 149 88
Plugs and other Castings, 37 20
Lead, 147 32
Nine Corporations, 13 50
$1,510 27
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We have also quite an amount of cast iron pipe and 
fittings of which I have taken no account, they being under a 
large amount of ice and snow.
Respectfully submitted,
ALBERT HASKELL,
Superintendent.
Auburn, March 1, 1894.
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REPORT OF OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
To the City Council o f  Auburn :
G e n t l e m e n :—We herewith submit to you an account 
of our doings as Overseers of the Poor for the municipal year 
ending February 28, 1894, which is as follows:
The amount appropriated by the City Council 
for the support of poor and insane per­
sons, and salary of overseers was $4,000 00
Received from other towns and State for supplies 
furnished paupers as follows:
From the town ot Yarmouth, $210 19
Norway, 28 00
City of Augusta, 59 68
State, 16 00
Mrs. Geo. Webb, 38 33
Simon Morrison, 5 00
C. H. Record, 2 50
Ann J. Moore, # 18 44
Nathaniel Davis, 131*43
$509 57
Total receipts, $4,509 57
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EXPENDITURES.
For the support of insane persons, $2,136 87
Supplies furnished Almshouse, 843 12
Superintendent and wife at
Almshouse, 500 00
Support of persons off farm 
who have settlement in 
city, 1,318 23
Support of persons off farm 
who have settlement in 
other towns, 102 17
Support of persons who have
no settlement in the State, 204 29
Miscellaneous expenses, 13 89
Total expenditures, $5,118 57
There are now due the city the following sums:
From the town of Minot, $ 3 94
Detroit, 14 84
Brunswick, 3 50
Durham, 321 66
Lisbon, 16 20
City of Lewiston, 98 59
T. F. Keefe, 39 00
$497 73
The following statement shows the account of the Poor 
Department with the city for the year commencing March 1, 
1893, and ending February 28, 1894 :
Appropriation by City Council, 
Rec’d from other towns, 
Due from other towns,
$4,000 00 
509 57 
497 73
$5,007 30
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Paid for support of insane persons, $2,136 87
Support of poor, 2,967 81
Miscellaneous expenses, 13 89
$5,118 57
Overdrawn, $111 27
We have now upon the farm 2 horses, 14 cows, 2 year­
lings. 1 bull, 5 shoats, 2 hogs, 1 two-horse dump cart, 1 two- 
horse wagon, 1 ox cart, 1 one-horse wagon, 1 harness, 2 sets 
double harnesses, 1 mowing machine, 1 horse rake, 3 plows, 
1 plow-sulky, 3 harrows, 25 hens, 50 bu. corn, 8 bu. barley, 
16 bu. oats, 2 bu. peas, 8 bu. beans, 25 bu. potatoes, 5 bu. 
beets, 2 bu. turnips, 30 tons hay, 2 tons straw, 46 tons ice, 
30 cords wood, 15 lbs. tea, 1 bbl. pork, 1 bbl. vinegar, 6 
tons coal.
There are now on the farm 14 paupers, average number 
for the year 15.
There has been two deaths and one birth on the farm.
Though times have been hard and many persons out of 
employment, the appropriation has been overdrawn only one 
hundred and eleven dollars and twenty-seven cents.
We recommend that the sum of four thousand five hun­
dred dollars be appropriated for the ensuing year.
The services of Mr. and Mrs. Newell, who have served 
us so faithfully in the past, have been engaged for another 
year.
A. M. PENLEY,
J. M. STEVENS,
H. O. W HITMAN,
Overseers o f  the Poor.
Messrs. Overseers o f  the Poor :
I herewith submit to you an account of my doings as 
superintendent o f the City Farm for the municipal year end­
ing February 28, 1893, which is as follows :
93R E P O R T  O F O V E R S E E R S  O F T H E  P O O R .
1893 DR.-
March. 1. Cash on hand, $ 61 00
I 1. Cash for 69 lhs. butter, 19 25
5. “  3 doz. eggs, 66
6. “  1 cow, 27 00
10. i “  518 lbs. pork, 51 80
17. . u 2 cows, 90 00
April 2. “  2,000 lbs. straw, 10 00
May 19. “  1 churn, 12 00
June 1. “  labor, 4 00
1. “  2 bu. potatoes, 2 00
20. Cash balance on calf, 80
August 14. Cash for 2 calves, 6 50
Sept. 12. “  labor, 28 42
October 4. “  1 pr. oxen, 115 00
6. “  15 barrels, 3 00
9. “  board Mrs. Keefe, 39 00
28. “  1,393 lbs. sweet
corn, 26 26
Dee. 6. “  labor, 8 00
15. “  exchange bulls, 5 00
27. “  board Mr. Clif­
ford, 10 00
1894
Feb. 13. “  1 calf, 4 50
14. “  1-2 bu. corn, 40
14. “  wintering colt, 20 00
14. “  4,471 in. cream, 520 1^
1893 cr.
Paid J. P. Vickery & Co., grain, $195 53
S. L. Young, shoes,
S. F. Haskell, clothing,
H. Smith, groceries,
A. M. Penley, groceries, 
Peables & Garcelon, groceries,
39 35 
9 80 
10 22 
72 84 
34 74
$1,064 70
/
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Paid Elms & Hall, hardware, $11 07
H. S. Whitman, cow, 35 00
Isaac Tucker, oxen, 102 50
T. C. Creamery, butter, 12 52
S. N. Everett, pigs, 8 00
A. W. Fowles, dry goods, 32 24
Jno. Dingley, groceries, 8 55
E. T. Stevens, groceries, 36 77
S. Macomber, groceries, 21 75
A. B. Cushman, clothing, 25 05
Mitchell & Penney, groceries, 7 52
O. Holway & Co., flour, 24 00
J. M. Stevens, tobacco, 9 98
M. A. Curtis, onions, 2 25
G. B. Brooks, hardware, 74
Philoon & Brewster, groceries, 27 98
S. P. Verplast, meats, 14 53
G. W. Cobb, clothing, 2 37
F. L. Austin, labor, 7 75
R. Keene, pigs, 7 00
Bradford, Conant & Co., sawing, 2 65
E. E. Adkins, labor, 24 00
L. Jennings, butter, 71 01
Ellen Doten, nursing, 13 00
Atwood & Lowell, groceries, 16 84
F. Penley, lard, 5 91
C. F. Curtis, flour, grass seed and
fertilizer, 84 72
Incidentals, 56 94
$1034 62
Cash on hand, $30 08
Due as follows:
Hauling wood and one month’s cream,
February, $71 57
Board Mrs. Keefe, 39 00
$100 57
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Farm products exchanged for goods :
427 lbs. pork, $32 02
1 225 lbs. pork, 16 88
210 lbs. pork, 15 75
176 lbs. pork, 13 24
240 lbs. beans, 8 71
40 lbs. butter and beans, 12 93
$99 53
Products of farm :
Barley, 22 1-2 bu.
Oats, 125 bu.
Potatoes, 100 bu. '
Ears corn, 350 bu.
Sweet corn, 1,393 lbs.
Carrots, 50 bu.
Beans, 20 bu.
Beets, 20 bu.
Turnips, 25 bu.
Apples, 50 bu.
Peas, 3 bu.
Pork, 2,155 lbs.
Hay, 80 tons.
Cream, 4,979 inches. 
Respectfully submitted,
Z. T. NEWELL, Supt.
REPORT OF STREET COMMISSIONER.
To the Mayor and members o f  the City Government o f  the 
City o f  Auburn :
G e n tle m e n  :— I herewith submit to you a statement of 
my expenditures as Street Commissioner for the year ending 
Februarj' 28, 1894.
STREETS AND HIGHWAYS.
Expenditures:
Repairs on Streets and Highways,
Appropriation,
Receipts:
For board ot Fire Dept, horse,
Received from other sources,
Received from Permanent Im­
provements and New Road 
Departments,
-------------  $17,314 85
$16,000 00
144 00 
267 32
903 53
$21,179 02
Overdrawn, $3,864 17
The property of the Street Department is as follows:
Eleven horses and harnesses, $1,900 00
Five double dump carts, 300 00
One single dump cart, 30 00
Six double sleds, 180 00
Five road machines, 600 00
One derrick, 50 00
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Five snow plows, $100 00
One street sweeper, 10 00
Old harnesses, 30 00
One single harness, 25 00
One stone crusher, 2,000 00
Miscellaneous tools, 300 00
Total, $5,525 00
NEW ROADS AND SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation, 
Expended:
$1,000 00
Grading Union street, $ 90 00
Grading Spring street extension, 135 00
Grading Highland Avenue and
building sidewalk on same, 33 75
Grading Winter street, 82 50
Building Clarke street, 54 00
Building Harvard street extension, 
Building sidewalk, Danville June-
54 25
tion, 121 60
Building sidewalk, Gamage Ave., 
Building sidewalk, Washington
80 65
street, 51 30
Grubbing Hotel Road, 63 00
Labor on Upper Court street, 149 50
$915 55
Balance, $84 45
PERMANENT IMPROVEMENTS.
Expended:
Curbing set and flagging laid, 
3,281 feet,
Stone culvert on Goff Hill,
Stone culvert, West Auburn, 
Three stone culverts, North River 
Road,
$3,339 11 
26 00 
24 00
180 75
13
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Bridge on South River Road, $118 50
Bank wall on Miller street, 42 68
Bank wall on Second street, 34 47
Bank wall on Spring street, 33 00
Bank wall on Broad street, 31 50
Labor on Upper Court street, 205 30
$4,035 31
Appropriation, 3,000 00
Rec’d of F. L. Dingley for labor, 51 45
Rec’d from other sources, 5 00
$3,056 45
Overdrawn, $978 86
SEWERS.
Sewers have been laid on the various streets during the 
past year as follows : viz :
Temple street, 250 ft. 8 in. pipe, 
2 catch basins,
South Goff street, 484 ft. 12 in.
pipe, 4 catch basins, 
Newbury street, 390 ft. 8 in. pipe, 
2 catch basins,
Second street, 234 ft. 8 in. pipe, 
2 catch basins,
Second street, 44 ft. 12 in. pipe, 
Pulsifer street, 44 ft. 12 in. pipe, 
Pulsifer street, 234 ft. 8 in. pipe, 
2 catch basins,
South street, 142 ft. 8 in. pipe, 2 
catch basins,
Winter street, 530 ft. 12 in. pipe,
2 catch basins,
Turner street, 480 ft. 15 in. pipe,
3 catch basins,
Summer street, 290 ft. 15 in. pipe, 
1 catch basin,
$193 35 
711 43 
280 65 
285 93
285 93
151 12 
412 42 
545 40 
349 30
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Whitney street, 1,092 ft. 12 in.
pipe, 6 catch basins, $848 90
Cushing street, 640 ft. 24 in. pipe,
1 catch basin, 2,147 85
$6,212 28
Appropriation, $4,000 00
Sewer assessments paid, 1,676 00
Sewer Permits, 255 00
Labor done for S. K. Ballard, 13 50
Old pipe sold, 4 00
$5,948 50
Overdrawn, $263 78
Respectfully submitted,
D. P. FIELD,
Street Commissioner.
REPORT OF CHIEF ENGINEER.
To the Honorable Mayor and City Council o f  the City o f
Auburn :
In conform ity with mv duties I make the following re­
port and recommendations as Chief Engineer of Fire De­
partment for the year ending March, 1894.
There is in the department one steam fire engine, one 
two-horse hose reel, two one-horse hose wagons, one hose 
pung, one hook and ladder truck, and one horse that is en­
tirely under the control of the department. We have about 
6,000 feet of serviceable hose, and pipes, spanners, stretchers, 
ladder straps, smoke protectors, etc., to fairly well supply the 
needs of the department.
During the year the engine has been repaired with new 
valves for the pumps, and a relief valve for the use of stop noz­
zles. There has been three Callahan nozzles and two rubber 
flexible pipes bought, which now gives a stop nozzle for all 
streams that would be required at an ordinary fire. There 
has been twelve rubber coats, six rubber smoke protectors, 
besides other articles needed, purchased from time to time as 
required. The department has also added to its apparatus 
two nickeled and three painted Lindgran-Mehan four gallon 
chemical fire extinguishers with pump for recharging.
A  double swing harness has been procured for the hose 
reel so that now each horse used on the fire apparatus is sup­
plied with that style of harness.
The fire alarm system has been entirely changed about 
during the year, five new Gamewell boxes have been added
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and the old style gongs or tappers changed for those requiring 
less battery power. All the alarm boxes beginning with eight 
ajre now north, and those beginning with nine are south' of 
Court street, which will give a chance for those that may 
hereafter be added numbered above one hundred for the hills 
or outside districts. The boxes have also been supplied with 
key boxes so that by breaking the glass the key may be had 
without the delay of awakening neighbors to obtain one. I 
wish to call your attention to the fact that there are sections 
which need to have boxes now and would recommend that one 
be put farther out on Washington street, one on Lake and 
Fern streets or that vicinity, and one over Prospect Hill near 
residence of Hon. W. W . Bolster.
The hydrants now set are all in good working condition, 
but the city stands much in need of others, especially so in the 
section below Little River bridge where so many large four story 
wooden tenement houses have been erected, and that part of 
the city over Goff Hill which takes a iong time for the appar­
atus to reach even after the alarm has been given, and in view 
of the present extremely low price of materials, it seems to me 
that this present year the city should make an appropriation 
for hydrants so that one may be set at each of the following 
places, to wit. :
One on the corner of Granite and Fern streets.
One on the corner of Upper Court and Granite streets.
One on the corner of Upper Court and Summit streets.
One on the corner of Upper Court and Haskell streets.
Three on Western Avenue if pipes are laid this year. 
One on Minot Avenue near Fitz Bros. Co.
One on the corner of First and River streets.
One on the corner of Second and Gill streets.
One on the corner of Second and Dunn streets.
One on the corner of Third and Cook streets.
One on the corner of Fourth and Dunn streets.
One on the corner of Fifth and Pulsifcr streets.
One on the corner of Sixth and Broad streets.
One on the corner of Sixth and Barker streets.
One on the corner of Willow and Pine streets.
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One on the coi ner of Pearl and Pine streets.
One on French near school house and corn factory.
One on the corner of Turner and Summer streets.
Two or more on Gamage Avenue between the Dennison street
hydrant and Five Corners near brick school house.
During the year past no new hose was bought. The 
department had at the first of the year 950 feet of Eureka hose 
not in use because the threads were cut different from the hose 
in use. The couplings were milled over so as to run without 
trouble, and we thus avoided having to purchase any. The 
city should buy about 1000 feet this year of double jacket hose 
of some good make, of which there are quite a number on the 
market to select from.
There was bought during the year a tap and die for fire 
hose, and also a set of tools for connecting on the couplings, 
so that hose can now be (and in fact have been during the 
year) repaired by the janitor of the engine house without extra 
cost to the city.
My experience the past winter convinces me that the 
heating apparatus should be changed so as to give better re­
sults. There has been about 30 tons of coal burned, and yet 
in extreme cold weather, or when there has been a large amount 
of hose to be dried, we have been obliged to set up a stove and 
run a wood fire in the lower part of the house. This took 
about two cords of fitted hard wood.
I am well aware that only a certain amount can be done 
in any municipal year, and that many things which are wanted 
in all the different departments have to wait over for lack of 
funds, but I trust the council for the current year will consider 
the necessity of more fire apparatus. There is, in my opinion, 
need of more in a city like this, covering so much territory. 
The time taken to make the run, and the small number of men 
at hand on the start, gives the fire a chance to gather that head­
way that perhaps may be beyond the power of the department 
to control. I therefore recommend that a hose reel or wagon 
be purchased for the New Auburn section, and a company of 
ten men be organized in that section as a hose company. I 
also feel it essential that the city have rubber blankets to cover 
goods in stores or furniture in dwellings.
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There has been, during the past year, 31 calls upon the 
Fire department, 23 by general alarm and 8 by telephone. The 
latter were for chimneys burning out, brush fires, rubbish near 
river wall which needed looking after, and thanks are due 
the parties who thus called as it accomplished all that was 
required and made a great saving in expense to the street de­
partment as well as the men who would be called from their 
work. -
The total amount of loss by fires was about $36,000 ; the 
insurance on the same was within two or three hundred dol­
lars of covering the losses.
The total amount of hose laid at fires was 30,600 feet.
The general alarms responded to were as follows: To
w it:
April 29th, box 93, house on First street, cause, unknown. 
May 9th, box 86, Hersey Block, Main street, cause, un­
known.
May 10th, Chiefs’ call, Bearce & Wilson’s shed, cause, 
sparks from engine.
June 14th, box 86, Heath building, Court street, cause, 
unknown.
June 21st, box 93, Laplant’s housed Third street, cause,
• oil stove.
July 4th, box 82, Thompson’s stable, . Coburn street, 
cause, lightning.
July 12th, box 85, Tobacco store, Court street, cause, 
lamp.
July 21st, box 85, Fickett’s house, Pearl street, cause, 
oil stove.
July 21st, box 89, A . Knights, Main street, cause un­
known.- I
July 28th, box 86, wood pile, upper Main, cause, incen­
diary.
• Sept. 19th, box 85, Ladd’s store, Upper Court, cause, 
lamp dropped.
Nov. 11th, box 95, G. T. freight shed, cause, unknown.
Dec. 2nd, box 81, Pollister Block, Court, cause, lamp
> ~
exploded. .
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Dec. 9th, box 95, Maine Investment Co., Main street, 
cause, defective flue.
Dec. 11th, box 91, A. B. Latham’s, Spring street, cause, 
chimney burned out.
Dec. 14th, box 94, Stove Foundry, cause, unknown.
Dec. 15th, box 94, Stove Foundry, cause, from debris.
Dec. 18th, box 81, Ahern store, Main street, cause, over 
heated stove.
Jan. 10th, box 81, Elm Block, Court street, cause, steam 
pipes.
Jan. 28th, box 84, Wilbur House, School street, cause, 
chimney burned out.
Jan. 28th, box 81, H. R. Smith’s building, Court street, 
cause, unknown.
Feb. 18th, Box 81, Maine Hotel, Main street, cause, un­
known.
Feb. 24th, box 84, Mrs. Bearce’s house, Goff street, 
cause, chimney burned out.
In conclusion, I wish to thank the Committee on Fire 
Department for aid in having my wishes carried out, to His 
Honor, the Mayor, and Council for granting all the favors 
asked for the Department, and to the Department for the man­
ner in which they have supported me throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
L. W. HASKELL,
Chief Engineer.
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REPORT OF CITY SOLICITOR.
To the Honorable City Council o f  the City o f  Auburn :
I have the honor to submit herewith my report as City 
Solicitor'for the year just ended.
The case of John Bolton vs.. City of Auburn stands upon 
the docket of the S. J. Court of this county in the same con­
dition as reported by my predecessor in office.
The case decision of R. R. Combs on petition of Muni­
cipal Officers of Auburn for approval of grade crossing, on 
extension of Spring street, was dismissed from docket in 
April, 1893.
The suit Auburn vs. Yarmouth for $78.77, pauper sup­
plies furnished H. Maria Hitchcock, entered in the April term 
of the S. J. Court, resulted in favor of the city. The defend­
ant paid the sum sued for and costs, has reimbursed the city 
for sums since expended, and has assumed the care of the 
pauper.
The case Auburn vs. Y . M. C. A. entered in our S. J. 
Court in January, 1893, was argued before the presiding jus­
tice the following April, and sent to the Law Court on report. 
This was a suit for taxes assessed upon the Y. M. C. A . 
building for the years 1891 and 1892. The Y . M. C. A. 
claimed exemption from taxation for its entire property. The 
contention of the city that that portion of the property owned 
by the Association, but not actually occupied and directly used 
for Association purposes, is properly subject to taxation, was
14
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sustained by the full bench. This decision has an importance 
beyond our own limits, as firmly establishing a principle in 
this State.
As long ago as February, 1885, a petition of A . M. Fogg 
and others was presented to the County Commissioners for the 
opening of a ro.^ d from Summer street up through the gully 
to Bird Flat.
On June 3d, 1885, a hearing was given and it was ad­
judged that common convenience and necessity did not require 
the location prayed for. From this decision an appeal was 
taken January 18th, 1886, and a committee duly certified by 
the S. J. Court reversed in toto the decision of the County 
Commissioners, who thereupon under the law located the 
way. Auburn was allowed three years within which to open 
the way. The three years expired March 31st, 1890. The 
city still having neglected to open the way was liable to in­
dictment for its neglect to do so.
In the April term, 1893, an indictment was entered against 
the city in September, 1893, the city demurred to the indict­
ment on technical grounds. The demurrer having been over 
ruled and the indictment sustained there seems to be nothing 
left for the city to do but build the road this season.
There is pending also the suit of James Wood in equity 
vs. City of Auburn and the Auburn Water Commissioners, 
in the S. J. Court. The bill was filed December 11th, 1893. 
A  temporary injunction was granted, restraining the city from 
shutting off the water from the tenements of the plaintiff'. The 
city has filed its answer.
The suits of George A. Pulsifer for $500, Nellie M. 
Pulsifer for $2,000 and Eben J. Pulsifer for $200, all for 
injuries received in the same accident upon Broad street in 
New Auburn, were entered in the Supreme Court in Sep­
tember, 1893, and will probably be tried the coming April.
During the year there has been much litigation between 
the Lewiston and Auburn Horse Railroad Co. and the cities 
of Lewiston and Auburn, the questions involved being the 
relative rights of the municipalities and of the Railroad Co. in 
the streets. The Railroad Co. contended that it had the right to 
remove snow and ice from its rails at all seasons of the year
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without regard to the question as to whether, by so doing, it 
rendered the streets unsafe and inconvenient for public travel,
I and that it was not in the power of the municipalities toI
prevent the Railroad Co. from keeping its rails bare all the 
year round ; the cities holding the reverse of these propositions. 
These contentions were happily settled in. the case of the 
indictment against the city of Auburn, tried in the January 
term, 1894, before Judge Walton. The presiding justice held 
the law to be in substance, that whether the removal of snow 
and ice from the track of the Horse Railroad Co. created a 
defect in the streets or not was a matter entirelv within the 
discretion of the Municipal Government, and if, in their judg­
ment, such removal created or would create a defect in the 
streets, they not only had the power to prevent its being done 
or to repair the defect in case it had already been created, but 
that it was the duty of the municipality to exercise this power.
By an act of the Legislature of Maine, approved Febru­
ary 19th, 1891, a charter was granted to the city of Auburn, 
giving the city the right to take water for municipal and do­
mestic purposes. The said charter was not to take effect, 
however, unless the city within fifteen months from the 
approval of said act offered, in writing, to purchase all the 
property, franchises, rights and privileges of the Auburn 
Aqueduct Co., and unless in case of the acceptance o f said 
offer by the Aqueduct Co., the city should pay the price to be 
agreed upon or determined according to the method pre­
scribed in said act.
On June 29th, 1891, the city gave the Auburn Aqueduct 
Co. a written notice offering to buy its property, franchises, 
rights and privileges, except its cash assets. The city and the 
Aqueduct Co., failing to agree upon the price to be paid 
therefor, upon the petition of the city of Auburn, the / court, 
on the 16th day of October, 1891, appointed a commission 
consisting of Hon. Chas. W . Walton, Lucelius A . Emery, 
James A. Weston, Franklin A . Wilson, and Weston F. 
Milliken to appraise the property under the provisions of said 
act of 1891.
On December 8th, 1891, the commission met at the 
Court House in Auburn and gave a hearing lasting four days,
I
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upon the question submitted to them. On the third Tuesday 
of January, 1892, the report of the commissioners was filed. 
The commission, as appears by said report, appraised the 
property as worth on the 19th day of September, 1991, (the 
date agreed upon b}' the parties as of which the property should 
be valued) the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 
On January 27th, 1892, the Auburn Aqueduct Co. filed ob­
jections to the confirmation of the report of the commissioners, 
the main objection being that the value placed upon the 
property by the commissioners was too small ; the report was 
nevertheless confirmed pro forma, whereupon the Aqueduct 
Co. filed exceptions and the case was marked for the Law 
Court.
In the September term of 1892 the exceptions of the 
Auburn Aqueduct Co. were withdrawn. A  special judgment 
was given on the case November 11th, 1892, confirming the 
finding of the commissioners and the case was retained upon 
the docket for further proceedings under .Sec. 11, Chapter 82 
of the private and special laws of 1891. It was now incum­
bent on the city within two calendar months from date of the 
entry of said judgment (i. e. November 11, 1892) to notify 
the Auburn Aqueduct Co. of the city’s willingness to purchase 
the plant at the price thus fixed. Pursuant to a vote of the 
City Council passed November 21st, 1892, the Mayor notified 
the Auburn Aqueduct Co. on December 9th, 1892, of the 
city’s willingness to purchase. On December loth. 1892, a 
proposition of the Auburn Aqueduct Co. dated Decenber 10th 
was presented to the City Government by which the company 
offered to reconstruct its works during the year of 1S93 under 
the direction of an engineer to be approved by the City 
Government. The City Council passed a resolve at the same 
meeting declining to accept the offer.
The proposition for the city to purchase a controling 
interest in the stock of the Auburn Aqueduct Co. met with no 
better success. The crises came on the 17th day of February, 
1893, when this proposed deal was rejected by an overwhelm­
ing majority of the city council.
In the mean time the two months within which the 
Auburn Aqueduct Cp- could avail themselves of the city’s
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oiler to purchase at the appraisal of the commissioners had 
expired, and the city found itself unexpectedly in the posses­
sion of a franchise of its own free of all conditions.
The Auburn Aqueduct Co. now found themselves in a 
trying position. The proposition for the city to acquire a 
controling interest in'the stock of this company having so un­
expectedly miscarried, they found not only that the time within 
which they could accept the city’s oiler had expired, but that 
in consequence of their not accepting it the close of the 9tn 
day of February, 1893, saw Auburn in possession of an un­
conditional charter; a charter equally as good if not superior 
to their own. With this charter they were now confronted.
Then it was that the act of the Legislature, Chapter 560 
of the Private and Special Laws of 1893 was concocted and 
put through the legislature backed by the influence of a power­
ful lobby. This act took effect upon its approval, March 24th, 
1893.
It provided for the suspension of the city’ s charter and its 
ultimate repeal, if upon the acceptance by the Aqueduct Co. 
of the city’s oiler to purchase at the appraisal (an oiler which 
had ceased to exist on the 9th day of February) within ten 
days of the approval of the act and the filing and approval of 
deeds of transfer, the city should fail to pay, or cause to be paid 
within thirty days from the approval of said deed, by a justice 
of the Supreme Judicial Court, $100,000 of the purchase price 
and within sixty days thereafter the balance of the price $91,- 
700. The bonded indebtedness of the Company, $58,700, was 
also to be assumed and paid by the city.
The Aqueduct Co., relying upon the constitutional lim­
itation of municipal indebtedness, thought that the money could 
not be raised, and that the city’s failure to raise it would throw 
the property back into their hands and that the city, under the 
first and second Sections of the Act of 1893, would lose the 
charter which became vested in it on the 9th of the preceeding 
February.
Nor were they to rely alone upon the inherent difficulty 
of the task which now confronted the city, for on the 24th day 
of May, 1893, a bill in equity was served upon the city of 
Auburn, William W , Bolster, then mayor, James A  Pulsifer,
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the city solicitor, the Auburn Aqueduct Co., and Eben G. 
Eveleth, treasurer of the city of Auburn. This bill was signed 
by eleven tax payers of the city of Auburn, Lucius Packard, 
Greenleaf D. Willard, Almon B. Donnell, Daniel Lowell, 
H. B. Bisbee, Robert A. Varnum, J. L. Lowell, F. A. Ger- 
rish, George Hanson, A. Libby, and Daniel Briggs. It prayed 
for an injunction restraining the said city or its said officers 
from accepting the deed of the Aqueduct property, the deed 
which was held by the Clerk of Courts as an escrow and which 
had received the approval of Judge Walton. It asked that the 
said Bolster, Pulsifer, and Eveleth be perpetually enjoined 
from borrowing money on the credit of the city of Auburn, to 
be used in payment or part payment of the consideration set 
forth in said deed or from paying any money therefor from the 
treasury of the city of Auburn.
A hearing was had at Augusta, May 26th, 1893, before 
Hon. T. H. Haskell, assisted by other members of the bench, 
at which hearing the injunction was denied, and on the fol­
lowing day was paid $100,000 as the first installment toward 
the purchase of the Aqueduct property. Notwithstanding the 
strenuous efforts of the Aqueduct Co. and its co-adjutors to 
injure the city’s credit and hinder and embarrass in every way 
the labors of those charged with the raising of this large sum 
of money, on the 7th day of June, 1893, just one month and 
two days from the approval of the deed by Judge Walton, was 
paid the last installment, $91,700, and the city received the 
deed, and the people became the sole owners of their water 
supply.
The great learning, eminent ability, and strong, broad 
minded sence of justice of Judge Walton was a tower of 
strength to the people’s cause in the time of direst need. The 
result of this case reflects lasting honor upon his career and 
increases his title to our respect and affection.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES A. PULSIFER,
City Solicitor.
IREPORT OF CHIEF OF POLICE.
Auburn, Me., March 1, 1894.
To the Honorable Mayor and Aldermen o f  the City o f  
Auburn :
G e n t l e m e n :
I have the honor to submit, as Chief of Police, the fol­
lowing doings of the Police Department for the year ending 
February 28, 1894.
The number of complaints made before the Municipal 
Court for the year are shown in the following table :
Intoxication, 293
Vagrants, tramps, idle and disorderly
persons, 112
Assault and battery, 25
Intent to cheat and defraud, 23
Larceny, 19
Taking logs from river, 5
Trespass, 5
Unlawful assembly, 4
Ball Playing, 4
Fast driving, 3
Arson, 3
Adultly, . 3
Obstructing street, 2
Obstructing sidewalk, 1
Cruelty to animals, 1
Common runaway, 1
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Resisting officer, • 1
Disturbing religious meeting, 1
Contempt of court, 1
Eves chopper, 1
Selling cigarettes to minors, 1
Malicious mischief, 1
Fornication, 1
Nuisance, 1
Bicycle riding on sidewalk, 1
514
Seizure of intoxicating liquor, 7
Search and seizures, 5
526
Two persons during the year have been taken to the 
Insane Assylum, and two boys have been taken to the State 
Reform School.
Respectfully submitted,
W. S. LARRABEE,
Chief o f  Police.
f REPORT OF LIQUOR AGENT.
To the Honorable Mayor and Members o f  the City Govern­
ment:
G e n t l e m e n  :— I herewith submit my report as Liquor 
Agent for the City the current year ending Feb. 28, 1894.
CR.
By liquors on hand March 1, 1894, $760 62
Cash paid City Treasurer, 13,348 74
Cash paid City Treasurer for
casks sold, 55 73
Empty casks on hand, 10 00
DR.
To liquors on hand March 1, 1893, $863 05
Liquor bought from March 1,
1893 to March 1, 1894, 9,648 76
Agent’s Salary, 375 00
Freight, trucking, fuel, etc., 141 21
U. S. License, 25 00
Rent of store, 120 00
NetProfit,
$14,175 09
$11,173 02 
$3,002 07
About one quarter of sales have been to Non Residents. 
Respectfully submitted,
P. M. WOODMAN, City Agent.
i5
. REPORT OE C U V  PHYSICIAN;,
To the Mayor and City Council:
I herewith submit my report as City Physician for the 
year ending March 19, 1894. Very few calls have been made 
at the city farm, hut more than the usual number o f poor 
people have been treated at the city’s expense. The whole 
number attended is twenty-three and the number of calls made 
is one hundred and fifty-three. At usual prices the expense 
to the city would be $214.50.
Two deaths have occurred at the city farm, one from 
consumption, the other from chronic heart disease. There 
have also been two births.
Respectfully' submitted,
B. G. W. CUSHMAN,
City Physician.
REPORT OF BOARD OF HEALTH.
To the Honorable City Council o f  the City o f  Auburn:
G e n t l e m e n  :— The Board o f Health present the fol­
lowing report:
There have been seventy-two complaints made to the 
Board during the year, of nuisances ; all of which have been 
carefully looked after by one or more members of the Board. 
With but one or two exceptions our advice has been kindly 
received and the unhealthy premises made cleanly. We have 
on several occasions where no complaint has been made, 
requested occupants to clean up their yards and stables. In 
every instance they have complied with our request.
During the year we have had the pleasure of seeing new 
sewers laid on Winter, Summer, Turner, South Goff, Temple, 
South, Whitney, Second, Newbury and Pulsifer streets. 
Quite a large number of houses on these streets have entered 
the new sewers. Seventeen entries have been made into old 
sewers.. __ ,
The number of cases of typhoid fever reported during the 
year is 17, with no deaths; scarlet fever thirty-one, no deaths; 
diphtheria 18, with 2 deaths. Our efforts to properly quaran­
tine and disinfect contagious diseases, have met with no oppo­
sition. The City Government and Street Commissioner have 
assisted us in our work in every possible way their means 
would admit.
There are many suggestions we might make, but our
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experience the past year leads us to the belief that at the 
proper time if we ask we shall receive the hearty co-operation 
of all interested.
Respectfully submitted,
#  DANIEL LARA,
GEORGE S. WOODMAN. 
ANDREW M. PEABLES.
Board o f  Health.
REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF VINEGAR.
To the Honorable Mayor and members o f  the City Govern­
ment :
The amount of labor required of “  The Inspector of Vin­
egar” during the year has been very light indeed. In fact, 
nothing in the line has been offered, and, therefore, I presume 
the acid that has been retailed by the grocers of our city has 
pleased the taste of the customer.
With due appreciation of the responsibility of my office, 
I herewith faithfully submit my annual report.
Yours respectfully,
O. W. JONES,
Inspector o f  Vinegar.
REPORT OF SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
To the City Council o f  the City o f  Auburn :
SCHOOL BUILDINGS.
The .School Committee are happy to report the comple­
tion of the Perryville school-house during the last year; it is 
well constructed and conveniently arranged; it was built none 
loo soon, as it is already occupied nearly to its full capacity. In 
New Auburn there is a serious lack of school accommodations ; 
there is a pressing call for a suitable lot and.a new school- 
house. The lot purchased by the city tor this purpose two 
years ago is unsuitable. The probable cost ought to be added 
to the usual estimates of the ordinary expenditures for the 
ensuing year for the erection of a suitable and proper school- 
house in this growing section of our city, where all the present 
suitable accommodations are packed with pupils.
The school buildings of the city have been very much 
improved during the year by repairs that have been made, and 
are now in very good condition, but still subject, in some cases, 
as a matter of economy, to further improvements.
SCHOOLS.
Not overlooking the great importance of our school sys­
tem our schools are being managed with the strictest regard 
for economy. To carry forward the work in our schools 
efficient and competent female teachers are in the main em­
ployed and nearly all of them are residents of our city.
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The Auburn schools havehad ,a successful year’s work,' 
and are now in a quiet and prosperous condition, the reports 
concerning them being almost without exception favorable. 
In connection herewith, the Committee submit the able report 
of the Superintendent of Schools'for more particular informa­
tion respecting their management, methods and merits, who, 
of course, has had larger opportunities of observing them all, 
and of estimating their relative excellence, than any member of 
the. Committee.. Looking to his report for details, we have 
only to consider here .arty features ;of our school system that 
may appear, deserving of comment'.. Our public schools offer 
an ’excellent- education, free of charge, to every child in the 
c.ity who is able to remain long enough to complete the course. 
Unfortunately, only an insignificant fraction of the whole 
number of children reap the full advantages of the system. 
The children leave, not because, even in their own opinion or 
in that of their parents, they have learned enough, but because 
circumstances will not allow them to remain longer, because 
their services are needed at home, or in some occupation in 
which they can earn a pittance for their own support.
The absence of friction or disturbance in our schools dur­
ing the past year, with harmony -and good feeling instead, 
speaks well of the good discipline and condition that has 
prevailed. . . . . .  . .
The spirit of progress, the methods used, and the work 
done within the past,ten years have placed our schools among 
the foremost in the state. With good and efficient teachers we 
shair.neyer have floor schools, but with good teachers, good
accommodations, school buildings properly constructed and 
arranged, we can have in the highest sence good schools.
In the assignment of teachers the Committee have made it 
a point to select the best teachers with due regard to perma- 
neney. Old teachers who have proved themselves competent 
have been selected instead of new ones ; other things being
equal, residents of the city have been chosen. 
The school's have been free from ebip demics the ' past
year.
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HIGH SCHOOL.
The high school building is an honor and an ornament 
to Auburn, it is among the first of its class in the state. There 
has been no change in the building the past year. The school 
is now under the efficient management of Professor J. F. 
Moody as it has been in the past eight years. Upon the res­
ignation of Frank VV. Larrabee, Charles L. Hill was appointed 
assistant teacher. There has been no change in the course 
of study during the year, the course is such that a good pre­
paration can be obtained, by those desiring it, to enter any 
college in New England. At the close of the last year a class 
of forty-eight graduated from the school, the largest that ever 
graduated in any one year, seventeen of whom entered the 
various colleges in the state.
The school still merits the usual high commendation 
heretofore given it.
FINANCES.
The following is a financial statement which gives the 
amount of money received and expended for schools during 
the past year:
H IG H  SCHOOT-.
Appropriation,
Received from state, 
Tuition,
For books destroyed,
Paid teachers,
Janitor,
For fuel,
Water rates,
Books,
Labor, v
Supplies, >
Repairs, )
$5,000 00 
375 00 
188 00 
2 00
--------------  $5,565 00
$4,069 22 
520 00 
30 94 
50 00 
373 89
304 02
--------------- $5,348 07
Not expended, $216 93
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COMMON SCHOOLS.
Appropriation, 
Received from state, 
Tuition,
Books sold, 
Furniture sold, 
Grass sold,
Paid teachers, 
Janitors,
For cleaning, 
Fuel,
Books,
Team hire, 
Water rates, 
Census, 
Printing, 
Labor, 
Supplies,
Not expended,
$16,000 00 
8,373 02 
8 00 
12 37 
9 20 
1 25
$24,403 84
$17,720 80 
1,484 60 
137 20 
2,290 18 
553 56 
14 00 
180 63 
37 50
1,830 09
$24,248 56 
$155 28
Respectfully submitted,
W . W . BOLSTER,
For the Committee.
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REPORT OF SUPT. OF SCHOOLS.
To the Superintending School Committee;
I herewith submit my ninth annual report of the Public 
Schools of the City of Auburn.
BUILDINGS.
Extensive and much-needed repairs have been made on 
and in the schoolhouses at Danville Junction, Danville Cor­
ner, West Auburn Primary, North and West Auburn Gram­
mar, North Auburn Primary, East Auburn and Gowell’s. 
New seats are needed at the Hotel Road, Littlefield’s, Rowe’s, 
Woodman’s and Auburn Plains schoolhouses. Several of the 
buildings need painting, and numerous small repairs. The 
Webster yard is still ungraded and the city is disfigured by 
the fence that surrounds it. The water closets at Chamber- 
lain and Douglas schools menace the health of teachers and 
pupils. All the buildings in the city need to be cleaned 
during the long vacation ; many need whitewashing.
BOOKS.
One of the first duties of the new committee will be to 
take into consideration the matter of replacing the badly worn 
geographies and arithmetics with new ones. The books now 
in the hands of the children cannot be used longer than the 
present school year. The pupils have been able to do the
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1 work without loss of time by changing books from one room 
to another, but these economies cannot be continued much 
1 longer as all parts of the books are very much worn. The 
committee continues its record of very low expenditure for 
books, etc. \ The amount expended for the past year was 
$553.56 or 28 cents per pupil. 1
SUGGESTIONS AND OUTLINES FURNISHED
TEACHERS.
For the past two years the reports ©f the Committee and 
Superintendent have been sent to all the patrons of the schools. 
Evidence is not wanting to prove that they have been read to 
a greater extent than was anticipated. The parts of these 
documents that gave some account of what the schools are 
doing and how the work is done, seem to have aroused the 
greatest interest. These facts furnish me with an excuse, if 
any is needed, for recording here the following outlines and 
directions that have been given the teachers during the 
year.
It is not best for your school or you that all of your time 
be given to your, school work, but no teacher can do her duty 
who does not give to it her first and best thought and effort.
To be a successful teacher one must visit schools and 
study them; read educational books and papers and study 
them ; study her pupils and their needs and the subjects she 
teaches; read some of the best books, study the forms of 
nature about her and be familiar with current discussions and 
events; devise, adapt and adopt methods of instruction ; be 
alert, receptive, acquisitive, reflective and responsive; love 
her work and put her best effort into it ; have an interest and 
fill a place in the community in which she lives; have an 
ideal and strive to attain to it.
Do not waste time in the routine work of the school or 
recitations. Curtail preliminaries, abridge introductions. 
Start when you begin. Get at the gist of the lesson. Spend 
your time and strength on important facts. Stop when you 
get through and then attend to something else, promptly.
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Give definite questions and brief, lucid explanations. So 
train pupils that they will use the words and sentences that 
will best express the answer desired.
A teacher can be guilty of no greater mistake than to 
permit pupils to recite in halting, rambling, indefinite state­
ments. This evil is aggravated if the teacher’s questions are 
vague, or irrelevant, or her explanations are illogical, diffuse 
or pointless.
She must hold herself and her class to the topics under 
consideration. She must so train herself and her pupils that 
she can get at the work at once, stick to the text, finish each 
part in its order and summarize the essential points before 
closing the recitation. By example and precept make pupils 
feel that dawdling is a grievous offense.
Have some particular object to accomplish by each les­
son. See that you accomplish it. Clinch at least one point 
in every recitation. Make the children feel that they have 
added something to their store of knowledge and best of all 
that they have gained strength and inspiration for further 
effort.
Put the most careful thought into training pupils how to 
work and always strive to so conduct your recitations as to 
develop the power of application.
Do not allow your pupils to feel that you will do their 
work or thinking if they fail'to do it.
So far as you can find time have the children study the 
outlines of the history of Auburn, Maine and the United 
States. This work must necessarily be quite elementary in 
most of the schools. If the pupils have access to the neces­
sary books and if they are directed and encouraged in their 
reading and if a few minutes each day are given to question­
ing them on what they have read you will find that in a short 
time the salient facts are selected and fixed in their memories.
Plan for such systematic written work as will make it 
easy for pupils to express in writing what they know and 
think, and render them familiar with the use of capital letters 
and punctuation marks, and give them correct ideas as to in­
denting, spacing, margins and clear, appropriate English.
v
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Instruction in oral reading is important but training in 
receptive reading is much more valuable.
It is of the first importance that pupils should read 
(silently) some of the choice writings of the masters of Eng­
lish undefiled until they catch the spirit of the author, become 
saturated with his ideas and are able to appreciate the work 
for its beauty of expression, richness of thought and the warm 
life blood that flows through it.
Instruction in oral reading in the public schools should 
only attempt to so train the children that they can place the 
printed page before the listener as he would see it if he were 
using his eyes instead of his ears.
Do not aspire to have your pupils acquire that form of so 
called “ elocutionary reading”  that is as painful to the listener 
as it appears to be fascinating to the one who does the vocifer­
ating.
Will you take notes when you visit schools and be ready 
to report the points that you observe that you commend ?
Will you take the time to write out the details of some 
work that you particularly enjoy and of which you are making 
a special feature ?
Will you make a list of the words that your pupils most 
frequently mispronounce.
Judge your pupils by the best things they do. Assign 
the best possible motives for what they do and say. Cultivate 
the habit of judging and feeling kindly toward your pupils.
Study your pupils for the purpose of finding some way in 
which you can help them. The least attractive often need 
your counsel and sympathy the most.
Resist so far as possible the impulse to feel angry toward 
pupils. Feel and express pleasure that your pupils so con­
duct themselves as to permit you to commend them.
Find time to talk familiarly with your pupils. Show an 
interest in them and the work and trials that interest them. 
Make them feel, by feeling a genuine concern for them, that 
you are their friend, companion, guide ; that they have rights 
and privileges as well as duties.
Respect the individuality of the individual. Let him 
see that he has a separate place in your thought and care and
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that lie stands or falls on his own merits ; that he must do his 
work in his own way. Encourage him to have a way of 
doing things. Adapt the discipline to the pupil. Do not 
feel that you have done your duty until your management of 
a child tends to fit him to manage himself.
There are two main purposes to be sought in school 
work :
1st.—To give the power to see, feel, express and do.
2d.—To gain the mastery of some facts.
The first is a sine qua non ; the second is important but 
will follow largely as a result of the first.
While it is true that it is not what a child learns but 
what he becomes that measures his progress, yet it is no less 
true that what he becomes depends largely on what he learns.
By precept and example strive to make it a controlling 
thought with your pupils that their happiness depends upon 
their making others happy, and that what we do to or for 
others concerns us vastly more than what others do to or for 
us.
The report of the Superintendent for 1893 contains 
detailed directions of the work required and suggestions as to 
methods to be used. See pp. 10-17, 19 and 20, and 30-33.
It is important that you spend the most of your time and 
effort on the subjects mentioned below.
Insist on the penmanship in all written work being the 
best that the pupils can do. Urge them to adopt a round, 
legible hand without shading or flourishes.
Drill on the spelling of the words the pupils will use in 
conversation and written communications. Test their know­
ledge of the terms used by having them put the words in sen­
tences of their own construction.
In reading, drill on the words used until they can call 
them readily at sight in any connection. Have the printed 
page so read that the listener can see it with his ears. Devote 
some time to sight reading. For this work select text that is 
easier than the lessons that they study and on which they are 
drilled.
In language, strive to so train your children that they can 
speak and write correct and vigorous English. Facility, ac­
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curacy and definiteness are the ends sought in this study. If 
your pupils cannot talk and write'good English you are doing 
less for them than you ought.
In geography do not fail to have the pupils see the things 
about which they are studying, see representations of them, 
make models',of them or see them with their intellectual eyes. 
Words without ideas and images behind them are the most 
worthless of all rubbish.
Illustrate and explain the processes in addition, subtrac­
tion, multiplication, division and fractions by the use of ob­
jects. Verify, test and exemplify all definitions. Drill on the 
oral combinations and the processes until they are thoroughly 
mastered and until they can be performed rapidly, accurately 
and understandingly.
If any of your classes do not come up to this standard in 
oral combinations,— drill on them. If any of your classes can 
not write and read numbers as readily as they can write and 
read words,—drill on them. If any of your classes are not 
thoroughly familiar with the processes in addition, subtrac­
tion, multiplication and division, and cannot perform the 
mechanical work promptly and correctly,— drill on them. If 
any of your classes do not understand fractions and cannot 
use them as easily as they do whole numbers,—drill on them.
These suggestions apply with equal force to all the fun­
damental principles of the subjects that you teach.
Your success and usefulness as a teacher are measured by 
the thoroughness with which your pupils master the elements 
and principles of the subjects studied. If you can do but 
little, do that little well. Do not waste your time and the 
energies of your pupils on work that is far beyond their abili­
ties or scholarship. Review, and continue to review until the, j
pupils know and can use what they are studying. Do not fail 
to have the first steps and processes made so familiar that the 
children will know them so thoroughly that they can use them 
under all circumstances and at a moment’s notice. Be content 
with nothing less than having each pupil think out and apply 
in all possible ways the principles that will be of use to him 
in any walk in life.
The ability to spell the words in common use and to use
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these words understandingly and skillfully, the power to pull 
the pith out of what is read and judge of its merits, a perfect 
familiarity with the fundamental rules of arithmetic, and some 
definite idea of what the world is and what the people in it 
have done and are doing, are indispensable to every citizen in 
a civilized community. Strive to so conduct your work that 
your pupils will, by their own efforts, secure for themselves 
these blessings.
If you can so train your pupils that they will study intel­
ligently and can kindle in them a love for study, and can breed 
in them the habit of close, continuous application, you will be 
entitled to be ranked as a pre-eminently successful teacher.
ITEMS FOR IMPROVEMENT.
During the year 1892-93, I made a careful study of the 
schools for the purpose of deciding upon the points on which 
I would ask the teachers to make a special effort to have the 
children strive to improve. The year’s study in this subject 
and a large mass of notes were condensed into the seven short 
sentences found below and the brief comments that follow 
them. These were printed on small cards and given to each 
pupil. The teachers were asked to call attention to these re­
quests and endeavor to develop a personal and school enthu­
siasm to excel in each of the particulars mentioned. They 
were asked to call attention promptly to any violation of these 
injunctions and were urged to be still more alert to speak in 
hearty approval of every honest effort made to improve in the
particulars enumerated.
« *■
Stand and sit erect.
Move promptly and quietly.
Speak distinctly and gently.
Study more than text books.
Master what you study.
Be courteous and thoughtful.
Be diligent and trustworthy.
On the opposite side of the above card the following note 
was printed.
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A u b u r n , M e ., Jan., 1, 1894.
Will you read or repeat the above once each day ? Will 
you make an earnest effort to do the things there mentioned 
better than you did them last term? I am sure that you will 
be greatly benefited if you try to improve in these several 
ways. I am equally sure that you will always remember with 
pleasure every effort that you make to do more and live better 
than you did yesterday. These requests and suggestions are 
made by your superintendent,
W. W . S t e t s o n .
And your teacher,
GENERAL EXERCISES.
The exercises given below were compiled by the teachers 
of this city and are used in our schools. A  glance at the list 
will give one an intelligent idea of the scope and character of 
the work our schools are doing outside of routine lines.
D e v o t io n a l .— Scripture responsive exercises. Bible quo­
tations alphabetically given. Memorizing short chapters. 
Bible questions.
S in g in g .—Motion songs, illustrating the different occupa­
tions.
R o l l  C a l l .— Facts, items or incidents instead of response.
G e o g r a p h y .— Swift’s lessons. Questions from cards. 
Geography matches. Geography games. Chart exer­
cises. Use of moulding board. Moulding schoolyards, 
streets, states, counties, and different bodies of land and 
water. Local geography.
A r it h m e t ic .— Colburn’s Mental Arithmetic. Rapid oral 
combinations. Analysis of problems. Making change 
by use of toy money. Problems in actual measurement 
by the pupils. Number building with pegs and with
17
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figures and signs on cardboard. Use dominoes, making 
all the combinations possible with them. Number 
games.
L a n g u a g e .— Correcting common expressions. Expressions 
of courtesy used. Sentence building with words on 
cardboard. Different kinds of sentences found in read­
ing lesson.
P a t r io t is m .—Patriotic songs and selections. Observe holi­
days and birthdays of distinguished Americans. Sketches 
of noted men and events in our history. Stories and in­
cidents illustrating bravery, self-sacrifice and struggles of 
boys who attained distinction in spite of adverse circum­
stances.
P honics .—Drill on sounds of letters. Drill on words mis­
pronounced. Vocal gymnastics, according to the Mon­
roe system.
R e a d in g .— Such stories as will inspire the pupils with love 
for the brute creation. Books from the public library. 
Short stories read by the teacher and reproduced by the 
pupils, orally or in writing. Mention something by the 
same author, besides the piece read. Reading about 
cities. Picture stories. Current events read from daily 
and weekly papers by the teacher, and discussed with the 
pupils. Record of books read by pupils with outlines 
and comments.
H isto r y .—Swift’s lessons. Names of presidents and some­
thing about each. History matches. Important dates. 
Sketches of important men in history.
D r a w in g .—Maps. Original designs. Figures previously 
drawn. Fill out figures partly drawn.
L it e r a t u r e .—Short sketches of authors. Pictures of authors 
and other noted persons brought in by pupils. Sketch of 
person for whom the building is named. Character 
games. Memory gems—prose and poetry. Selections 
from the standard authors. Complete poems of standard 
authors memorized.
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S p e l l in g .— Matches. States and Territories. Objects in
the school room. Months and days. Mixed letters for 
making words. Words often misspelled.
M is c e l la n e o u s .— Civil government of city, county, state and 
nation. Elements of Physiology. The evil effects of all 
stimulants and narcotics upon the human system. Les­
sons on form, color, weight, size. Location of places 
and buildings. The principles of agriculture. Lessons 
in Physical culture. Lessons in modeling. Lessons on 
Mineralogy. Lessons in Botany. Lessons in Zoology. 
Lessons in Philosophy. Making simple experiments 
before pupils. Talks on natural phenomena noticed by 
the pupils. Paper weaving, folding and cutting. Sew­
ing cards. Winding colored yarns. Putting puzzles 
together. A , B, C mottoes. Walking about the room 
with books on heads to secure erect position. Busy 
work tiles. Stick laying in a variety of forms. Soak a 
handful of peas over night and use with toothpicks in 
making squares, triangles, prisms, etc. Lessons on the 
names, dates and meanings of the different holidays. 
Lessons in Astronomy. Lessons in Natural History 
using Prang’s and other pictures. Time by the clock. 
Talks about common things and subjects of interest to 
the pupils. Queer queries. Questions asked and an­
swered by pupils. Items and objects of interest brought 
in by pupils. Copying of quotations. Write the name 
of each pupil on a slip and have the pupils copy. Exer­
cises appropriate for the birthdays of noted men. Morals 
and manners. Conduct in the home, school, public 
places, in the street, etc. Treatment of elders, superiors, 
etc. ___
'  i
OUTLINES FOR CLASS W ORK.
Appreciating the great injury that would be done' pupils 
by limiting their work to text books, and the matter discussed 
in them, I have prepared lists of topics in Nature Studies, 
Geography and History. They are intended to aid teachers 
and pupils in taking broader and better views of school work
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and to make the recitations something more than a lifeless 
recital of isolated facts. It is believed that they have helped 
to stimulate pupils to observe, read, study and seek for more 
forcible forms of expression.
TOPICS FOR NATURE STUDIES.
PLANTS.
1. O bserve
Form.
Parts.
Arrangement.
Structure.
Uses of parts to plant. 
Uses of plant to man.
2. E x a m in e . 
and
D e sc r ib e .
Seeds.
Roots.
Stems.
Leaves.
Branches.
Buds.
Flowers.
Fruits.
The above work should be elementary, the object being 
to lead the pupils to observe, contrast and compare.
3. R o o t .
Kinds.
Rootlets.
Structure.
Shape.
Uses.
.4. S t e m .
Parts.
Shape.
Size.
" Color. 
Surface. 
Structure. 
. Uses.
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5. L e a f .
7. F l o w e r
' Kind.
Parts.
Margin.
Base and apex. 
Petiole.
 ^ Blade.
Stipules.
Ribs.
Venation.
Drawings.
- Uses.
Receptacle.
Calyx.
Corolla.
\
Size.
Shape.
Structure.
Color.
Uses.
No. of Sepals. 
Shape.
Color.
Uses.
No. of Petals. 
Shape.
Color.
Uses.
Stamens.
Pistils.
Number.
Filaments.
Anthers.
Shape.
Color.
Uses.
Number.
Ovaries.
Styles.
Stigmas.
Carpels.
Shape.
Color.
Uses.
Drawings.
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7. S e e d .
Seed-coat.
Kernel.
Embryo.
■s Cotyledon. 
Radicle. 
Plumule. 
Germination.
8 F r u it .
Size. 
Shape. 
Parts. 
Color. 
Cells, 
j Seeds. 
Flesh. 
Flavor. 
Uses. 
Drawings.
9. M iscel­
l a n e o u s .
Classify and name. 
Where found? 
Position in growing. 
How multiply? 
Food.
Cultivation.
Fertilization.
ROCKS.
In the study of rocks use the Plan for the Study of 
Minerals,”  found on page 13 of 11 Guides for Science Teaching 
No. 15,” copies of which were furnished the teachers during 
last year.
SOIL.
\
How formed? Kinds. Composition of each. Value 
of each. Cultivation for each. Fertilizers for each. Crops 
each will produce. Rotation of crops. Why? Different 
systems of drainage. Best system of drainage. Why are
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weeds harmful ? Best ways of destroying them. Best methods 
of keeping soil mellow. Best methods of keeping soil moist.
GEOGRAPHY TOPICS.
1. S c h o o l .
2. T o w n , 
C o u n t y , 
S t a t e , 
a n d  
U n ite d  
S t a t e s ,
Diagram of room.
Points of compass.
Location of objects in building. 
Location of building in yard. 
Location of building in town. 
Map of school yard.
Map.
Size.
Divisions.
Soil.
Physical features. 
Natural resources. 
Productions.
Industries.
Population and people. 
History.
For what noted?
Places of interest.
Locate Town in County, County in State, State in United 
States, and United States in Continent. Take journeys through 
State and United States.
' Form . 
Size. 
Motions.
Land and Water Hemispheres. 
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. 
3. E a r t h . s Eastern and Western Plemispheres.
Divisions of land and water.
Physical features.
Climate, temperature and moisture. 
Productions, industries and commerce. 
Journeys.
Under above topics consider important items only.
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4. U sing 
C l a y ,
G lobes a n d  
M a p s , 
T each  :
f Form of earth.
Rotation and revolution.
Latitude, longitude and zones.
Great circles and poles.
Land and Water Hemispheres.
-< Northern and Southern Hemispheres. 
Eastern and Western Hemispheres. 
Routes of travel.
Ocean currents.
Climate, temperature and 
„ Moisture with causes.
c Position.
Size. (Compare.) 
Boundaries.
Latitude and longitude. 
Zones.
Surface.
Highlands. 
I Lowlands.
Mountains.
Plateaus.
Valleys.
Plains.
C o n t in e n t s . < ' Rivers. 
Lakes.
Waters. * Seas.
Gulfs.
Bays.
Islands.
Capes.
Peninsulas.
Political divisions.
Climate, temperature and moisture. 
Journeys.
Map.
Under above topics consider important items only.
7. O u tlin e  fo r  a n y  c o u n try  or se c t io n .
Political Divisions.
Divisions of Land and Water.
Physical Features.
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Position. ( Boundaries.
1 Latitude, longitude and zones.
Size. Length. Width.Absolute and relative area.
Surface.
Highlands.
Lowlands.
Mountains
Plateaus.
{ Systems. Ranges. 
Peaks.
Plains.
Interior.
Coast.
Extent.
Character.
( Extent.
_ Valleys.
( Character.'
Drainage.
Rivers.
'Source. 
Direction, 
■s Size. 
Branches. 
.Uses.
{ Size. Location. 
Uses.
Climate.'
Causes.
Temperature.
Moisture.
Healthfulness.
Soil.
Productions. <
f Fertile. 
Sterile.
I
l Causes.
Animal.
Vegetable.
Mineral.
Reasons.
18
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People.
Cities.
<
Races.
Intelligence.
Occupations.
( Routes.Exports— Where sent? 
Imports—From where?
Government.
Manners, customs, etc.
For what noted? Excel in what?
Location.
Size.
For what noted? 
Reasons.
8. M iscel-
I.AN E O U S.
' Maps.
Contrast and compare with other countries. 
Describe objects and places of interest. 
Important men and events.
. Special topics.
HISTORY TOPICS.
1. N orse 
E x p l o r e r s .
\ Where?
I By whom ? 
I Extent.
[ Results.
2. M ound B u ild e r s . ! Where they lived. What they did.
3. I n d ia n s .
Where found. 
Number. 
Appearance. 
Intelligence.
J Customs. 
Habits. 
Homes. 
Traits. 
Industries.
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4. C o lu m bu s .
5. 1492.
6. S p a n is h . 
E n g l is h . 
F r e n c h . 
D u t c h .
7. S p a n is h , 
E n g l is h , 
F r e n c h , 
and 
D u tch  
C o l o n ie s .
8. R e v ie w .
Parents.
Education.
Voyages before ’92.
Courts visited.
Failures. Successes.
Beliefs. Motives.
First voyage.
Subsequent voyages.
Last years.
Misfortunes.
Characteristics.
Results of his work.
Theories of shape of earth.
Regular routes to India.
New interest in geography and navigation. 
Spirit of Adventure.
Name and describe briefly their most 
J important discoveries, explorations and early 
settlements.
' Where?
When ?
Cause.
Permanent settlements.
Occupations.
Customs.
] Habits.
Homes.
Intelligence.
Character of people.
Rank and influence.
Leaders.
V.
Territory explored by each Nation.
Territory claimed by each Nation.
Territory settled by each Nation.
| Territory lost and gained by each Nation. 
Territory held by each Nation in 1775.
Maps indicating above data.
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9. R e v o l u t io n . «
10. C am paig n s  
of -< 
R e v o lu tio n .
Population.
Where ?
Troubles with England.
Remote causes.
Direct causes.
Leaders in Colonies.
Elements of strength. Weakness. 
Objective points. Where? When 
Forces. Commanders. 
Advantages. Difficulties.
Decisive battles.
Results. Consequences.
11. C o n fed ­
e r a t io n .
Formation.
Features.
-< Leaders.
Principal events. 
. Defects.
12. 1775-’ 87.
Condition at close of war. 
New troubles. How met? 
Growth.
Political changes.
13. C on stitu tio n  
of U. S.
Formation and adoption. 
Features.
Objections.
Amendments.
Who favored ? Why? 
Who opposed ? Why ?
14. P r e sid e n t ia l  
A d m in ist r a tio n s . <
Party. Its principles. 
Term of Office. 
Leaders.
Principal events. 
Progress made.
15. W a r s .
' Causes.
Leaders.
J Duration.
Principal events.
Results.
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Causes.
16. C iv il  
W a r .
<
Campaigns.
' Objective points.
Principal battles. 
| Commanders. 
Results.
Principal events. 
Duration.
Leaders.
Results.
Political, social and industrial
consequences.
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17. M isce l ­
l a n e o u s /
Territory—When and how acquired ? 
Population— Increase.
Industries— Development.
Inventions— Importance.
Learning— Extent and character. 
Literature— Growth.
Leaders—Work and influence.
18. P e o p l e .
Schools.
Homes.
Intelligence.
Character.
Occupations.
In what excel.
Extent and character .of progress made.
19. R e v ie w . „
Leaders in Colonies
Leaders in preparation for Revolution.
Leaders in Revolution.
Leaders in forming new government. 
Leaders in developing government. 
Leaders in defending government.
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' Navigation Act.
Stamp Act.
Boston Port Bill.
Fugitive Slave Law. 
Nullification Ordinance. 
Writs of Assistance.
Died Scott Decision. 
Toleration Act.
Mason and Dixon’s Line. 
Reconstruction Act.
Negro Sufi rage.
20. S p e c i a i . Civil Service Reform Bill. 
T o p i c s . ] State Sovereignty. 
Omnibus Bill. 
Kansas-Nebraska Bill. 
Alien and Sedition Laws. 
Missouri Compromise. 
Munroe Doctrine.
Trent Affair.
Tenure of Office Bill. 
Electoral Commission. 
Legal Tender Act. 
Articles of 1787.
Tariff Legislation.
LIST OF BOOKS.
FOR T E A C H E R S  A N D  FOR S U P P L E M E N T A R Y  W O R K  IN N A T U R E  
STU DIES, R E A D IN G , G E O G R A P H Y , H ISTO R Y  A N D  L A N G U A G E .
Although there are a large number of books published on 
the above subjects, teachers are often at a loss to know what 
to select that will meet their wants and the needs of their 
pupils. To simplify the matter somewhat the following lists 
have been compiled and a few of the best books under each 
sub-division of the above subjects have been named. These 
titles, with the introductory note given below, were distributed
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to the teachers last September. I am assured that they have 
been materially aided by these suggestions in making their 
selections from the Public Library.
A sincere effort to interest the children in these books 
cannot fail to give a larger and better view of the subjects 
studied than can be gained from text-books. If this work is 
well done the habit of reading will be formed, the work of the 
home and the school happily and profitably associated, a love 
of the beautiful in literature developed, and the judgment so 
trained that the pupils will separate the leading facts from 
those of minor importance. Are not these ends worthy of 
3'our best endeavor?
I trust that the accompanying “ Topics” will assist in 
putting the work in such form that the pupils must see and 
examine the things studied in full size or in miniature, study 
representations of these objects, and make drawings and form 
mental pictures of them. To do this work successfully they 
must read some of the books mentioned under the head of 
“ Books for Pupils.”
TEACHERS’ LIST.
M A G A Z IN E S .
American Teacher, Popular Educator, Teachers’ Institute, 
Review of Reviews, Cosmopolitan, Forum.
M E T H O D S .
Page’s Theory and Practice o f Teaching, Hughes’ Mis­
takes in Teaching, Howland’s Practical Hints for Teachers, 
Prince’s Courses and Methods, Swett’s Methods of Teaching.
BOOKS FOR PUPILS.
N A T U R E  STU D IES.
Eyes Bright. First Book of Botany, Youman. Each and 
All, Andrew. Child’s Book of Nature, Hooker. Natural 
History Readers, Johonnot. Leaves and Flowers, Spear.
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Guides to Science Teaching, Boston Society of Natural 
History. Sea-Side and Way-Side, Wright. Natural History 
Object Lessons, Ricks. Outlines of Lessons in Botanj, 
Newell. Star Land, Ball. Seven Little Sisters Prove Their 
Sisterhood, Andrews. Learning about Common Things, 
Abbott. Look-about Club, Bamford. Insects, Manton. 
Field Botany, Manton. Talks about Useful Plants, Barnard. 
Wake Robin, Burroughs. Silver Wings and Golden Scales, 
Burroughs. Birds and Bees, Burroughs. Birds and Bees 
and Sharp Eyes, Burroughs. Bird Ways, Miller. Natural 
Philosophy for General Readers, Atkinson. The Chemistry 
of Common Life, Johnston. A Study of Leaves, Dennis. 
Life and Her Children. Facts and Phases of Animal Life, 
Vernon. Science of Familiar Things, Brewer. First Book 
of Science, Procter. Little Folks in Feathers and Fur, Miller. 
Stories Mother Nature Told Her Children, Andrews. What 
Shall We Talk About? A  Boy’s Workshop, Waite. Birds 
Through an Opera Glass, Merriam. Friends Worth Know­
ing, Ingersoll. Fairy Land of Science, Buckley. History of 
a Mouthful of Bread, Mace. A  Year With the Trees, Flagg. 
Little People, Hook. The Earth in Past Ages, Herrick. A  
Naturalist’s Rambles About Home, Abbott. A  Young Me­
chanic, Lukin. The Five Gateways of Knowledge, Wilson. 
The Home Acre, Roe. The Playtime Naturalist, Taylor. 
Gleanings in Science, Molloy. Light Science for Leisure 
Hours, Procter. Young Folk’s Cyclopaedia of Common 
Things, Champlain. Fairy Land of Flowers, Pratt. Four 
Feet, Two Feet and No Feet, Richards. Little Flower Peo­
ple, Hale. Town Geology, Kingsley. Hand Book of House­
hold Science, Youmans. Scientific Agriculture, Luptons. 
Natural Resources of the United States, Patton. Nature 
Reader, Wright. First Book in Geology, Shaler. Leaves 
from Nature’s Story Book, Kelly. Stories from Anim'al 
Land, Chase. A  Year With the Birds, Flagg. Sketches of 
Nature, Burroughs. Wonders of Plant Life, Herrick. Phil­
osophy, Water, Abbott. Philosophy, Air, Abbott. Philoso­
phy, Fire, Abbott. Philosophy, Sky, Abbott.
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HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
S
Beginners in American Plistory, Montgomery. From 
Colony to Commonwealth, Moore. The Story of Our 
Continent, Shaler. Our Country, Strong. Stories From 
the Old World, Church. Little People of Asia, Mil­
ler. Boys of Other Countries, Taylor. Men of Iron, 
Pyle. Stories of India, Pratt. Stories of China, Pratt. 
Northern Europe, Pratt. American History Studies, 4 
vols., Pratt. The Great West, Pratt. Our Fatherland, Carver. 
True Stories from New England History, Hawthorne, 
Old Times in the Colonies, Coffin. The Boys of ’76, Coffin. 
Building the Nation, Coffin. Marching to Victory, Coffin. 
Redeeming the Republic, Coffin. Biographical Stories, 
Hawthorne. Lights of Two Centuries, Hale. Ten Boys 
who Lived on the Road from Long Ago to Now, Andrews. 
Tales from English History, Rolfe. Tales from Scottish 
History, Rolfe. George Washington, Scudder. The War 
of Independence, Fiske. Washington and His Country, Irv­
ing and Fiske. The Making of the Great West, Drake. 
Robert Fulton and Steam Navigation, Knox. Historic Boys 
Brooks. Historic Girls, Brooks. Peter Stuyvesant, Abbott. 
Paul Jones, Abbott. Daniel Boone, Abbott. Life of Ben­
jamin Franklin, Autobiography. The Patriot Boy. The 
Young Invincibles. The Old Bell of Independence, Watson. 
Daring Deeds of the Old Heroes of the Revolution, Watson. 
Good and Great Men. Famous Men of the Revolution, Jud- 
son. Stories of American History, Dodge. The Legends of 
the Northmen, Higginson. Columbus and His Companions, 
Higginson. Cabot and Verrazzano, Higginson. Strange 
Voyage of Cabeza De Vaca, Higginson. French in Florida, 
Higginson. Sir Humphrey Gilbert, Higginson. The Lost 
Colonies of Virginia, Higginson. Unsuccessful New England 
Settlements, Higginson. Capt. John Smith, Higginson. 
Henry Hudson and the New Netherlands, Higginson. The 
Pilgrims and Plymouth, Higginson. Eminent Women, Parton. 
World’s Famous Women, Parton. Young Folk’s History of 
England, Yonge. Young Folk’s History o f France, Yonge.
*9
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Young Folk’s History of Rome, Yonge. Young Folk’s His­
tory of Greece, Yonge. Young Folk’s History of Germany, 
Yonge. Boyhood of Living Authors, Rideing. Famous 
American Statesmen, Bolton. Famous English Authors of 
the Nineteenth Century, Bolton. Famous English Statesmen, 
Bolton. Famous Men of Science, Bolton. Famous Types 
of Womanhood, Bolton. Famous Voyagers, Bolton. The 
Farmer Bov, Bolton. Personal Recollections of John G. 
Whittier, Claflin. The Beginnings of New England, Fiske. 
Life of Alfred the Great, Abbott. The Discovery of America, 
Fiske. History of the United States and Its People, Eggleston. 
Men and Times of the Revolution, Watson. History of 
France, White. History of Germany, Bayard Taylor. The 
Sovereigns and Courts of Europe. The First History of 
Rome, Sewell. The First History of Greece, Sewell. The 
Story of Columbus, Pratt. Cortez and Montezuma, Pratt. 
Makers of Venice, Oliphant. Young Folks’ Book of Ameri­
can Explorers, Higginson. Stories of War, Hale. Life of 
Christopher Columbus, Irving. Boys of 61, Coffin. Tales 
of a Grandfather, Scott. Story of the American Sailor, 
Brooks. Story of the American Soldier, Brooks. Captains 
of Industry, Parton. Stories of American Progress, Wright. 
Portraits and Biographical Sketches of Twenty American 
Authors. Girls who Became Famous, Bolton. About Old 
Story-Tellers, Mitchell. Lodge’s Short History of English 
Colonies in America. The Printer Boy. The Bobbin Boy. 
Pizarro, Pratt. Stories from French History, Scott. Eng­
lish History, Strickland. Ancient History, Strickland. 
Modern History, Strickland. Queens of American Society, 
Ellet. Child’s History of England, Dickens. Pilgrims and 
Puritans. History of the United States, Higginson. Na­
poleon, Abbott. Life of Lincoln, Holland. French Revolu­
tion, Abbott. History of Germany, Lewis. Thirty Years’ 
War, Gardiner. Gardiner’s Students’ History. Moors in 
Spain, Lane, Poole. Spain, Hale. Our Own Country, 
Dunton; Our American Neighbors, Dunton. Modern Eu­
rope, Dunton. Boyhood of Lincoln, Butterworth. English 
History for American Readers, Higginson and Channing.
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G E O G R A P H Y  A N D  T R A V E L S .
Young Folks’ Travels in Europe. The World and Its 
People. Historical Geography of the United States, MacConn. 
Footprints of Travel, Taylor. Our World Reader, Hall. 
Geography Teaching and Land Modeling, Frye. Family 
Flight Around Home, Hale. Books of Notable Voyages, 
Kingston. Outward Bound, Optic. Shamrock and Thistle, 
Optic. Down the Rhine, Optic. Up the Baltic, Optic. 
Northern Lands, Optic. Cross and Crescent, Optic. Sunny 
Shores, Optic. Vine and Olive, Optic. Isles ©f the Sea, 
Optic. Doings of the Bodley Family, Scudder. The Bod- 
leys Telling Stories, Scudder. The Bodleys on Wheels, 
Scudder. The Bodleys Afoot, Scudder. Mr. Bodley Abroad, 
Scudder. The Bodley Grandchildren, Scudder. The Eng­
lish Bodley Family, Scudder. The Viking Bodleys, Scudder. 
To Siam and Java, Knox. To Ceylon and India, Knox. 
To Egypt and the Holy Land, Knox. Through Africa, 
Knox. In the Russian Empire, Knox. On the Congo, 
Knox. In South America, Knox. In Great Britain and Ire­
land, Knox. In Australia, Knox. In Mexico, Knox. In 
Northern Europe, Knox. In Central Europe, Knox. Zig- 
zag Journeys, 14 volumes. Shaler’s Story of Our Continent.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Little Lord Fauntleroy, Burnett. Young People’s Cyclo­
paedia of Persons and Places. Due North, Ballou. Due 
West, Ballou. Anecdotes of Animals, Lee. Alice’s Adven­
tures in Wonderland, Carroll. Aunt Joe’s Scrap Bag, Alcott, 
Five Little Peppers, Sidney. Gipsy Breynton Series, Phelps. 
Two Boys and What They Did in a Year, McKenzie. Water 
Babies, Kingsley. Stories of Industry, Clow. How to Get 
Strong, Blaikie. Boys of Other Countries. The Earth in 
Past Ages. The Secret of Character Building, Motte. Get­
ting on in the World, Mathews. Tom Brown at Rugby, 
Hughes. Twice-told Tales, Hawthorne. American Boy’ s 
Handy-book, Beard. American Girls’ Handy-book, Beard.
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How to Write Clearly, Abbott. Our Government, Macy. 
Politics for Young Americans, NordhofT. The American 
Citizen, Dole. Bivouac and Battle, Optic. Sea and Shore, 
Optic. A  Start in Life, Trowbridge. Biding His Time, 
Trowbridge. The Wonders of the World. Lessons in Man­
ners, Wiggin. This Continent of Ours, King. The Land 
We Live in, King. Self Help, Smiles. Duty, Smiles. Thrift, 
Smiles. Character, Smiles. Life and Labor, Smiles. Little 
Women, Alcott. An Old Fashioned Girl, Alcott. Little 
Men, Alcott. Jo’s Boys and How They Turned Out, Alcott. 
Eight Cousins, Alcott. Rose in Bloom, Alcott. Under the 
Lilacs, Alcott. Jack and Jill, Alcott. Silver Pitchers, Al­
cott. Spinning-Wheel Stories, Alcott. Learning to Read, Ab­
bott. Learning to Talk, Abbott. At Work, Abbott. At Play, 
Abbott. At School, Abbott. Vacation, Abbott. Experiments, 
Abbott. Travels, Abbott. Museum, Abbott. Hours with 
Men and Books, Mathews. Men, Places and Things, Ma­
thews. Wit and Humor, Mathews. Children of all Nations. 
The Doctor’s Daughter, Sophie May. The Asbury Twins, 
Sophie May. Our Helen, Sophie May. Quinnebasset Girls, 
Sophie May. Robinson Crusoe, Defoe. Swiss Family Rob­
inson, Wyss. Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Stories of Industry. 
Hawthorne’s Wonder Book. Black Beauty, Sewell. Win­
ners in Life’s Race, Buckley.
VISITING SCHOOLS.
There have been so many calls for the section of last 
year’s report that treated of visiting schools that I have de­
cided to reprint the suggestions made and the slips used in 
doing this part of the work.
The time that is spent in visiting schools, the care that is 
exercised in studying the work done and the methods used, 
and the effort that is made to aid the teachers in their work are 
indicated, to some extent, by the following questions and the 
way in which they are used.
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............. Building...............Grade.............................Teacher.
Observations made by the Supt.......................................189 <
Answers.
1. Has she the instincts and tact of a teacher?
2. Did she seem to have consulted the course of study?
3. Did she seem to have prepared herself for the recitation?
4. Had she some definite plan of work?
5. Did she possess the undivided attention of her pupils?
6. Did she teach more than was in the text-book?
7. Did she use the facts and objects with which the chil­
dren were familiar to illustrate principles studied !
8. Were her statements accurate?
9. Did her questions follow each other in a logical order?
10. Was her manner of questioning effective?
11. Were the essential points of the lessons emphasized by
practical applications?
12. Did she lead the children to discover their errors?
13. Did the work done seem to promise lasting results?
14. Were her explanations suited to the abilities and ad­
vancement of her pupils?
15. Were the important points of the lesson fully developed
and carefully summarized at the close of the recita­
tion ?
16. Did her teaching tend to make thinkers or machines?
17. Were the pupils taught how to reason by using the facts
learned?
18. Did she encourage her pupils to read the books and
papers found in the library, also books and maga­
zines found at home?
19. Did she test their knowledge of what they had read by
questions during the recitation period or in general 
exercises ?
20. Did they master the work of the lesson?
21. Were important points frequently reviewed?
22. Were her questions brief and searching?
23. Were her recitations so conducted as to develop thought?
24. Did she despatch the details of her work expeditiously
and quietly ?
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25. Did she secure promptness, accuracy and brevity in her
recitations?
26. Were the tones of the teachers and pupils natural and
pleasant?
27. Were her pupils respectful and courteous?
28. Did they speak distinctly?
29. Did they seem to make progress in their studies?
30. In what branch of study did the class seem to be weak?
31. Was the teacher too talkative?
32. Did it seem as if the teacher questioned the brighter
pupils only ?
33. Did the teacher always address her questions to the
whole class?
34. Did she indulge in repeating the pupil’s answer?
35. Did she say or do anything which the pupils might have
said or done themselves?
36. Were her pupils urged to prepare simple apparatus to
illustrate principles studied?
37. Were they energetic, self-reliant and progressive?
38. Did they stand, sit and walk as they should?
39. Was she careful in her manner, tone and words in her
intercourse with her pupils?
40. In arithmetic did her pupils give parrot or intelligent
analyses?
41. Did they analyze the problems or state the processes
used in the work?
42. Were different examples assigned to different pupils?
43. Were fractions so taught that they were readily used
mentally in interest and percentage?
44. Were the pupils rapid and accurate in mental work in
arithmetic ?
45. Did they thoroughly prepare their lessons before coming
to the recitation ?
46. Did she have them illustrate the principles involved by
practical demonstrations ?
47. Did she try to teach the cause and relation of facts
studied?
48. In reviews were the questions so worded as to require
the pupils to think if they answer them, and to use 
their own words in their answers ?
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49. Did the teacher watch the class steadily?
50. Did she change her position unnecessarily ?
51. Did she ignore faults and irregularities?
52. Was the class quiet?....diligent?
53. How was the order in passing and handling books and
apparatus ?
54. Was the teacher just in praising?....reprimanding?
55. Did she practice self-control?
56. Was order maintained by harsh measures?
57. Was she kind and firm in her treatment of her pupils?
58. Did she rule by muscle?....by will power?....by inspir­
ing self-control ?
59. Did the discipline of the school influence the pupils help­
fully outside of the schoolroom ?
60. Was the moral atmosphere of the school wholesome?....
mental ?
61. Were the relations existing between the teacher and pu­
pils kindly and intimate?
62. Did the pupils obey promptly....cheerfully ?
63. What was the temperature?....atmosphere?
64. Was the teacher’s writing on the board commendable?
65. Was the schoolroom tidy and attractive?
66. Were the pupils who were not reciting studying?
67. Were all the members of the class giving attention to the
work of the recitation ?
68. Was her instruction interesting enough to deserve atten­
tion ?
69. Did her questions include the answers desired?
70. Did she suggest by words or tones the answers required?
71. Did she assist her pupils to such an extent as to make
them dependent upon her?
72. Did they answer questions with the rising inflection?
73. Were they allowed to guess at answers?
74. Did their answers take the form of questions?
75. Did the teacher seem to be governed by the idea that it
was her principal business to hear recitations?
76. Did she stimulate her pupils to think by asking sugges­
tive questions?
77. Did she encourage healthful discussions?
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78. Were her pupils alert and interested?
79. Did she infuse life and energy into the pupils and the
work of the school?
80. Did she seem to be buried in her text-book?
81. Did she bring some new idea into each recitation?
82. Did the pupils read with good expression?
83. Did they speak in clear, distinct tones, and in a prompt
and decided manner?
84. Were they allowed to read without comment or sug­
gestion ?
85. Was the amount of text read too much?
86. Was there enough time spent in studying the thought
of the selection read ?
87. Were the pupils required to reread a paragraph until
they read it correctly?
88. Were mistakes in pronunciation and emphasis left un­
corrected ?
89. Was the pronunciation of the pupil clear and accurate?
90. Were mumbling, drawling, slurring tones permitted?
91. Did the pupils recite words or ideas?
92. Had the teacher read the Preface, General Remarks
and Notes in Bright’s work on language?
93. Did she embody the suggestions found therein in her
teaching ?
94. Did the younger pupils recite frequently enough?
95. Did she have some definite object to accomplish by
each lesson ?
96. Did she have some definite wav of accomplishing it?
97. Did her pupils master the work attempted, and state
clearly their ideas?
98. Was the work on the board and slates neatly done and
arranged ?
99. Were the pupils allowed to injure the text-books or
other school property ?
100. Were their answers indefinite or incomplete?
101. Did they use the words and sentences that expressed in
the briefest and clearest manner the answers desired?
102. Did they understand the words used?
103. Were they required to work?
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104. Did the teaching tend to develop the power of concen­
tration ?....memory ?. ...attention ?... .application ?
105. Did it tend to develop the power to see things in all
their parts and relations?....to grasp and analyze 
ideas?
106. Were the pupils told to do or taught how to do the
work required of them ?
107. Are the pupils’ vocabularies large and well selected?
108. In the assignment of lessons did the teacher indicate
that she had made a study of the abilities and needs 
of her pupils and of the text assigned ?
109. Is she familiar with current events?
110. Has she a special line of study or investigation not
directly connected with her school work?
111. Has she read some of the standard works on educa­
tion?....in general literature?
112. Is she a regular reader of an educational magazine?
113. Is she interested in the best interests of the community?
114. Is she instinctively a student?
115. Does she inspire her pupils ?
116. Is her knowledge of the “ common English branches”
broad and accurate ?
117. Is she energetic?....enthusiastic?....progressive?
118. Can she devise?....execute?
119. Is she up with the times in thought?....reading?
120. Is she interested in her work ?....in her pupils as indi­
viduals ?
121. Does she exert an influence for good over her pupils
because of the quality o f her personality?
122. Did she spend much time on non-essentials?
123. Did she save the time and energy of her pupils by
properly grouping facts that should be considered 
together ?
124. Did she do the required work in mental arithmetic?
125. Did she put her best effort into teaching the important
topics ?
126. Was the work on the charts satisfactory ?....oral com­
binations in number?....general exercises?....reviews? 
.... .synonyms ?... .phonics ?
20
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127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.
Could the pupils give the reason why the statements 
they made are true?
Was the recitation a means of making the pupils’ in­
formation more definite and extensive?
Did pupils study about things or study the things 
themselves ?
' Was each lesson so taught as to justify the teacher in 
feeling that something had been accomplished, some­
thing done?
Did she use her own and her pupils’ time and energies 
to the best advantage ?
Did her influence and teaching tend to make pupils 
thoughtf :1 ? ....considerate ? ... .gentle ? ... .generous ?.... 
erect and graceful in carriage?— courteous in man­
ner ?
Did she appeal to the best motives in her efforts to con­
trol or influence her pupils?
Did she have suitable work prepared and assigned to 
those who were not reciting?
Did she have the power of holding pupils to their work 
and good behaviour without a visible effort?
Did her teaching tend to develop the best qualities and 
abilities of her pupils?
Are her pupils doing more and better work than they 
did last term ?
Did she have the faculty of inducing them to voluntarily 
put forth their best efforts?
Did she “  clinch ” some point during the recitation?
Did she make the recitation accomplish all it was 
capable of doing for her pupils?
Did she use effectively the facts that are naturally tribu­
tary to the lesson ?
Did she, to a reasonable extent, go back to the first 
principles of the work being done?
Were oral reviews a part of the regular exercises of 
the school ?
Did they include only the essential facts and principles 
studied ?
Did she use facts, incidents and current events to illus­
trate and simplify the work o f the text books?
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146. Can her pupils apply in a practical way what they
learn from books?
147. Does she devise and adapt her methods, select the facts
she teaches and arrange the material she uses ?
148. Is her work in these particulars characterized by good
taste and sound judgment?
149. Did her pupils know how, and were they willing to
think?
150. Did their statements follow each other in natural
order?
151. Did she have drill exercises in the pronunciation
of words?i
152. Did her pupils use good English?....are they skilful
talkers ?
153. Were inaccuracies in pronunciation and construction
corrected ?
154. Could they use in an intelligent manner the facts and
principles which they had recited ?
155. Do they know what they should about the soil of
this section ?... .plants ?....'rocks ?....city ?....county ?..... 
state?....famous men?....great and current events?
156. Does she familiarize herself with what her pupils have.
been doing in preceding grades ?
157. Does she know and properly appreciate what they are
. to do in the higher grades ?
158. Is her work a continuation of what precedes and does
it best prepare the pupils for what follows?
159. Does she avail herself of anniversaries, current events,
the changes of the seasons, the phases of the moon, 
etc., to impart information?
160. Did she thoroughly verify and test the pupils’ ideas of
the statements made, and the definitions given?/
161. Did her questions show intelligence and an ample
grasp of the topic ?
162. Did she use good English ?
163. Did her sentences convey to her pupils the ideas she
desired ?
164. Were pupils impressed and influenced by what sh§
said ? .
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165. Do her pupils dawdle?
166. Does her teaching tend to help pupils to use their
faculties naturally?
167. Could they see things witli their intellectual eyes?
168. Could they use books and facts, or were they burdened
by them ?
169. Was there a state of hostility between teacher and
pupils ?
170. Did they do enough in a given time?
171. Did she have the faculty of leading pupils to work out
questions for themselves? .
172. Did she pump the lesson out of her pupils by leading
questions?
173. Did they understand the connection and relation of
facts recited ?
174. Does her teaching tend to encourage pupils to accumu­
late facts or to develop strength ?
175. Did she have pupils analyze words?
176. Were her statements clear, accurate and appropriate?
177. Was her manner decided?....inspiring?....controling?....
forceful ?
178. Have her pupils read some of the best authors?
179. Have they memorized some standard selections?
180. Did her teaching develop love of country and a just
regard for our best men and women ?
181. In what did she excel as a teacher?
182. In what was she weak?
183. In what were pupils specially proficient?
184. In what were they particularly deficient?
185. Was enough time spent on drill exercises?
186. Does she study the methods of other teachers?
187. Is she persistent in her efforts to learn the best methods?
188. Is she fertile in giving variety to her work?
189. Does she act on suggestions made to her?
190. Is she a better teacher than she was last term?
Remarks:
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COMMENTS.
I have believed for some years that any criticism of the 
school in the presence of the pupils is an injury to the teacher; 
that oral criticisms and suggestions are generally unsatisfactory 
and soon forgotten, and that a written statement of the par­
ticulars in which a teacher excels or fails will be much more 
helpful. My practice for some time has been to leave the 
teacher in full control of the school during my visit, call, for 
such classes or exercises as I wish to hear, and have the 
teacher conduct the recitation. Then I am at liberty to ask 
questions whenever I wish and make such remarks as will 
arouse a new interest on the part of the pupils and give the 
teacher new courage and better ideas of her work. To help 
in this work I have had the above questions printed on slips 
and by placing appropriate answers opposite the points that 
need special attention or deserve commendation I convey to 
the teacher in a concise form my estimate of her work. Of 
course but few of the above questions are checked at any one 
visit. It is understood that any point that is not clear to the 
teacher will be explained at a personal interview.
Among the things to be accomplished in visiting schools, 
I consider the following to be the most important.
1. To commend the work of the teachers and pupils 
whenever possible, and thus stimulate them to greater effort.
2. To call attention to their deficiencies.
3. To inspire them to larger and better views of what 
they should be doing.
4. To so place the work before the teacher that she will 
not be satisfied with anything less than the best that study, 
thought, ingenuity arid painstaking effort can accomplish.
NOTICE OF VISITS.
I herewith add the copy of one of the cards sent to teachers 
before making one of my regular visits. It will give some 
idea of what work is done and the preparation that must be 
made. All of my visits are not preceded by similar notes of 
warning.
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“ The hist time I visit your school this term I wish to hear 
any exercises or recitations in which your classes excel, or to 
which you have given special attention or effort. I shall also 
call for an oral review in one of the regular studies, the selec­
tion to be made after I enter the room. This review is to in­
clude the important facts and principles of the study named 
from the beginning of the subject to the point to which the 
class has advanced. Those having charge of ungraded schools 
may, if they prefer, combine all their classes and have them 
give the review together, dropping from the exercise the lower 
grades as they reach the point to which they have studied.
If there is any topic upon which you wish me to speak 
to your pupils, please call my attention to the matter before 
proceeding with the work called for above. If your pupils 
have been particularly interested or done special work in any 
given line, please call my attention to the facts so that I may 
comment upon them. '
I notice that the schools that take the highest rank in 
arithmetic and language use Colburn’s Mental Arithmetic and 
Bright’s Graded Lessons in English the most.”
COURSE OF STUDY FOR RURAL SCHOOLS.
The course of study found below was prepared during the 
summer vacation and has been in force during the fall and 
winter terms. It has proved as successful as was anticipated 
and it is expected that within the next year the schools of the 
rural sections of the city will be as well graded as are those of 
the city proper.
FIRST DIVISION.
1. Reading—Words and sentences from the board, 
Primer, First and Second Readers.
2. Spelling— Words read and used.
3. Language— “ Bright’s Graded Instructions in English 
for First Year or Grade.”
4. Writing—All the small and capital letters, Tracing 
book No. 1. Words and short sentences.
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5. Number— 1 to 10 by Grubc Method. Addition, Sub­
traction, Multiplication and Division Tables to include the 5’s. 
Rapid oral combinations. Notation and Numeration to 300. 
Slate work in addition and Subtraction, sum or minuend not 
to exceed 300 ; Roman letters to include L.
6. Nature Studies—Lessons on plants and animals.
7. General Exercises— Selected from published list or 
prepared by teacher.
8. Physical Culture— Selected from published list.
9. Miscellaneous— Conversations on common objects, 
politeness, truthfulness, chaste language.
10. Reviews— Brief oral reviews of all work done.
SECOND DIVISION.
1. Reading—Third and first half o f Fourth Readers. 1
2. Spelling— Words read, used and first half of Harring­
ton’s Speller, Part 1.
3. Language— Bright’s Second, Third and Fourth Years 
or Grades. Hyde’s First Book in English*
4. Writing— Tracing books Nos. 1 and 2. Copy books 
Nos. 1 and 2.
5. Number— Tables to include 12’s; Rapid oral com­
binations. Examples from Colburn’s Mental Arithmetic. 
Franklin’ s First Book in Arithmetic, pp. 1-115.
6. Geography— Through United States, using “ Topics.”
7. Nature Studies— Lessons on plants, rocks and ani­
mals. See “ Topics.”
8. General Exercises— Same as in “ First Division.”
9. Physical Culture— Same as in “ First Division.”
10. Hygiene— Laws of eating, drinking, clothing, study­
ing, sleeping and exercise.
11. Miscellaneous— Treatment of others in the house 
and on the street. Conversations on common objects, personal 
habits, five senses.
12. Reviews— Review thoroughly all preceding .work, 
the object being to select and fix in the memories of the chil­
dren the essential principles and facts.
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THIRD DIVISION.
1. Reading— Last half of Fourth and first half of Fifth 
Readers.
2. Spelling—Words read and used. Last half Part 1, 
and first third Part 2 of Harrington’s Speller.
3. Language—“ Bright’s Fifth and Sixth Years or 
Grades.” Hyde’s Second Book in English.
4. Writing— Copy books Nos. 3 and 4. Letter writing, 
notes, and invitations.
5. Number—Large Arithmetic, pp 1-185. Rapid oral 
combinations. Examples from Colburn’s Mental Arith­
metic.
6. Geography—Large Geography, pp. 1-98. See 
“ Topics.”
7. Nature Studies— Lessons on plants, rocks, soil and 
‘ animals. See “ Topics.”
8. General Exercises—Same as in “ First Division.”
9. Physical Culture— Same as in “ First Division.”
10. Physiology and Hygiene— Laws of health, narcotics 
and alcohol.
11. Miscellaneous—Conversations on common objects, 
industry, obedience, care of property.
12. Reviews—Same as in “ Second Division.”
FOURTH DIVISION.
1. Reading— Last half of Fifth Reader and books se­
lected by Superintendent.
2. Spelling—Words read and used and last two-thirds 
of Part 2 of Harrington’s Speller.
3. Language— “ Bright’s Seventh ai^ fl Eighth Years or 
Grades.” Complete and review Hyde’s Second Book in 
English.
4. Writing—Copy books Nos. 5 and 6. All business 
forms.
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5. Number— Complete and  review large Arithmetic.
Rapid oral combinations. Examples from Colburn’s Mental1
Arithmetic. i
6. Geography— Complete and review Large Geography 
See “ Topics.”  •
7. • History— Complete and review. See “ Topics.” 
Nature Studies—Same as in “ Third Division.”  
General Exercises— Same as in “ First Division.” 
Physical Culture— Same as in “ First Division.” 
Physiology and Hygiene— Same...as. in “ Third Di-
8.
9.
10.
11.
vision.”
12.
13.
Miscellaneous— Sketches of noted men and events. 
Reviews— Same as in ‘ ‘Second Division.”
The report of the Superintendent for 1893 contains de­
tailed directions of the work required and suggestions as to 
methods to be used. " See pp. 10-17, 19 and 20, and 30-33.
Give two written reviews in Reading,. Spelling, Language, 
Geography, Arithmetic and History each term. In reviews 
have the questions of such a character as to cover the impor­
tant topics taken up since the last review and so worded that 
the pupils must think to answer them and use their own words 
in what they write. In ranking all written work take into 
consideration the following points:  neatness, punctuation, 
spelling, capitalization, construction and correctness Of an­
swers. i Give careful instruction in these particulars.
In couclusion I desire to again thank the members,of the 
Committee for a support that has aided . largely in bringing 
the schools to their present state of efficiency.............. . • .
Respectfully submitted, ; ;
' w. W .  S t e t s o n
....................> M l '* ? *  .1 '  • . .  .*  •
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TABULAR STATEMENT.
SPRING TERM  1893.
Sc h o o ls .
Edward Little High School.......
il
it
«
II
Webster Grammar........... : ...........
I I  
it 
■ «  
it 
li 
it 
it
Lincoln Grammar.........................
K
Webster Primary.......... ...............«<
( I
Douglas Primary.............. •...........
it
a
a
Chamberlain Primary..................
a
a
Franklin Primary.........................
(( •
ti
ii
Washburn Primary................... ..
it
Auburn Heights...........................
tt
N. and W. Auburn Grammar.... ((
East Auburn................................
it
West Auburn..................■.............
North Auburn..............................
Dillingham Hill...........................
Auburn Plains..............................
Perkins’ Ridge.....................
Young’s Corner.............................
Cowell............................................
Woodman......................................
Jordan............................................
Penley............................................
Danville Junction.........................
Danville Corner ....................... .
Hotel Road..................................
Marston’s ......................................
Rowe’s...........................................
Littlefield......................................
Haskell’s.......................................
Stevens’ Mills...............................
Mt. Auburn Avenue....................
Plummer........................................
Eveleth....... ........................... .
T e a c h e r s .
J. F. Moody, P rin ....
F. W. Larrabee...........
Laura Mclntire............
Maude Rolfe..............
Florence Larrabee 
W. W. Stetson, Prin..
E. T. Simmonds.........
May E. Paul................
Lizzie 1. Ham.............
Mary E. Rideout........
Josie L. Cobb.............
Millie B. Young....... .
May Brown..................
Maude Bridgham, Asst
Flora R. Bunker.........
Albia White................
Hattie Briggs..............
Effie. Josslyn................
Tlursa Merrill.............
Belle Roak...................
Mamie Carroll.............
Nettie Curtis..............
Lizzie Cornish............ .
Daisy Smith................
Nellie M. Walker.. . . ,
Flora Hackett............. .
Bertha Brown..............
Addie C obb................
Sarah Ingcrsoll.........
Belle Pinkham............ .
Fannie Whitney.........
Maude Latham.............
Emma Walker..............
Ida Smith....................
Laura Cummings, Asst
Agnes Prince.............. .
Alice Merrill...............
Lizzie Hayes.................
Alice Packard..............
Margie Wilson........
Adella Whitman, Asst
Lucy D. Crafts......... '.
Emma Taber.............
Annie L. Hersey..........
Persis Young............... .
Sadie Hathaway.........
Lulu Vail.................... .
Etta Bearce..................
Nellie Houghton.. ...
Rilla Spaulding........... .
Maggie Horton............
Alice Cary....................
Alice Nye.................... .
Winifred Stevenson....
Angie Berry..................
Ethel Williams.............
Annie Young................
Leora Brown................
Mamie Payne................
Alice Trickey................
Eva Edgecomb.............
Ella Libby.....................
TABULAR STATEMENT
FALL TERn, 1893.
Sc h o o l s . T e a c h e r s .
Edward Little High School.. .. ..
<<
it
it
( (
Webster Grammar........................
it
a
a
a
tt
a
a
a
Lincoln Grammar..........................
it
Webster Primary...........................
tt
it
Douglas Primary...........................
tt ,
tt
tt
Chamberlain Primary..................
tt
tt
it
Franklin Primary.........................
tt
it
ii
Washburn Primary.....................
tt
it
Auburn Heights...........................«
N. and W. Auburn Grammar__
tt
East Auburn..................................
it . '
West Auburn...............................
North Auburn......... .....................
Auburn Plains..............................
Perkins’ Ridge...............................
Young’s Corner.....................
Gowell....... ;w ,...............................
Woodman. ...............'...................
Jordan............................................
Penley............................................
Danville Junction.. . . ' ...................
Danville C orner..........................
Hotel R o a d . . . . . ..........................
Marston’s . ...................................
Rowe’s . . . . ...................................
Littlefield ..'...................................
Haskell’s........................................ .
Stevens’ Mills....... ......................
Mt. Auburn Avenue....................
Plummer.........................................
Eveleth...................... ....................
J. F. Moody, Priu.......
Chas. H ill..._........... .! .
Laura Mclntire............
Maude R olfe...............
Florence Larrabee-----
W. W. Stetson, P.rin..
E. T. Simmonds.........
May E. Paul................
Lizzie I. Ham............. .
Mary E. Rideout........
Josie L. Cobb.............
May Brown.................. .
Millie B. Young.........
Maude Bridgham, Asst
Flora R. Bunker..........
Albia S. White.............
Hattie Briggs.......... ..
Thirsa Merrill
Hattie Maxwell...........
Belle Roak...................
Mamie Carroll.............
Nettie Curtis...............
Daisy Smith..................
Maude Latham............
Effie Jos'slyn.............. .
Annie Mason...............
Bertha Brown..............
Addie C obb .................
Sarah Ingersoll ..........
Fannie Whitney.........
Etta Bearce..................
Lizzie Cornish.......
Belle Pinkham..............
Ida Smith.... ...............
Laura Cummings.........
Alice Merrill................
Agnes Prince..............
Lizzie Hayes................
Mamie Payne................
Margie L. Wilson.......
Addie Whitman, Asst.
Lucy D. Crafts........... .
Annie S. Young............
Sadie Hathaway.........
Persis Young................
Lulu V ail.....................
Leonie Chapman.........
Alice Miller................. .
Edith Me.rrow.............
Lottie N eal...................
Alice Cary................... .
Addie Dow..................
Lottie Small.........
Angie B e r r y ... . . ........
Maggie Horton........... .
Althea Carville............ .
Leora Brown.................
Gertie Chase................
Annie Johnson............
Ella Dagneau....... ....
Ella Libby.......... ..........
TABULAR STATEMENT
WINTER TERM, 1894.
Sc h o o ls . T e a c h e r s .
Edward Little High School
it
n
tt
tt
Webster Grammar..............
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
Lincoln Grammar.........................
tt
Webster Primary..........................
tt
tt
Douglas Primary...........................
it
it
tt
Chamberlain Piimary..................
tt
It
tt
Franklin Primary.........................
it
tt
tt
Washburn Primary.......................
11
tt
Auburn Heights...........................«
N. and W. Auburn Grammar__
it
East Auburn.................................
tt
West Auburn................................
North Auburn..............................
Auburn Plains..............................
Perkins’ Ridge..............................
Young’s Comer............................
Gowell...........................................
Woodman......................................
Jordan............................................
Penley............................................
Danville Junction.........................
Danville C om er.........................
Hotel Road..................................
Marston’s ......................................
Rowe’s..........................................
Littlefield......................................
Stevens’ Mills..............................
Mt. Auburn Avenue....................
Plummer........................'...............
Eveleth.........................................
Haskell’s.......................................
J. F. Moody, Prin.......
Chas. Hill.....................
Laura Mclntire............
Maude Rolfe.............. .
Florence Larraboe 
W. W. Stetson, Prin..
E. T. Simmonds.........
May E. Paul................
Lizzie I. Ham............. .
Mary E. Rideout........
Josie L. Cobb.............
May Brown..................
Millie B. Young.........
Maude Bridgham, Asst
Flora R. Bunker.........
Albia S. White............
Hattie Briggs..............
Thirsa Merrill.............
Hattie Maxwell...........
Belle Roak...................
Mamie Carroll.............
Nettie Curtis..............
Daisy Smith.................
Maude Latham............
Eflie Josslyn................
Annie Mason..............
Bertha Brown..............
Addie C obb................
Sarah Ingcrsoll.........
Fannie Whitney.........
Etta Bearce..................
Helena Packard...........
Belle Pinkham............
Ida Smith....................
Laura Cummings........
Agnes Prince..............
Alice Merrill................
Lizzie Hayes................
Mamie Payne..............
Margie L. Wilson.......
Addie Whitman, Asst.
Lucy D. Crafts...........
Annie S. Young...........
Sadie Hathaway.........
Lulu Vail....................
Helen Willard.............
Leonie Chapman........
Persis Young...............
Edith Merrow.............
E. F. Davis..................
Alice Cary...................
Addie Dow..................
Lottie Small................
Angie Beriw................
Lottie Neal..................
Althea Carville............
G. S. Small..............
Alice Trickey.............
Daisy Hall..................
Ella Libby...................
Leora Brown...............
i fa.
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>
u
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i
0aa
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80 73 12
*#1700
*650
*600
*600
*400
*1500
13
45 42 12 10
44 41 12 10
53 50 12 10
53 49 12 10
53 48 12 9
56 45 12 9
23 21 12
6
10
31 29 12 10
41 38 12 8
41 36 12 8
38 35 12 7
37 33 12 9
55 46 12 8
46 40 12 8
41 30 12 7
36 25 12 7
29 25 12 8
28 23 12 7
41 37 12 7
44 39 12 8
33 27 12 10
33 27 12 7
41 36 12 7
37 28 12 7
44 39 12 8
33 30 12 7
38 34 12 7
31 29 12 8
35 30 12 7
14 13 12 9
21 20 12 7
30 28 12 10
19 17 12
2
8
17 16 12 7
15 14 12 7
12 11 12 6
22 19 12
6
6
20 16 12 7
8 7 12 6
9 6 12 7
23 20 12 7
21 18 12 8
14 11 12 6
9 7 12 7
19 13 12 7
28 22 12 7
23 17 12 7
10 8 12 7
13 11 12 6
15 9 12 7
16 12 12 7
00
0000
00oo
000000
*Per Year
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
8
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
g
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
GOVERNMENT OF THE CITY OF AUBURN
. - 1 8 9 4
M A Y O R .
HILLMAN SMITH.
C IT Y  C L E R K .I
■ FORREST E. LUDDEN.
A L D E R M E N .
W. D. CURTIS, President. 
W a r d  1. W. D. CURTIS.
2. CHAS. H. BRIGGS.
3. FRED M . TAYLO R.
4. ALGERNON M. ROAK.
5. JOHN C. W OODROW .
C L E R K  O F COM M ON C O U N CIL.
• . • *
J. H. NEAL.
• COM M ON C O U N CIL. • •
EMERY BAILEY, President. 
W a r d  1. ELTON D. BAILEY.
HENRY W . W HITE. 
i:" : '••• ^ALBION L. ROBINSON.
W a r d  2. A R TH U R C. SPRAGUE.
CHARLES F. BURR'. ' 
HERBERT L. F O SS .1’ ' -
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W ard  3. EMERY BAILEY.
GEORGE R. PAGE.
J. C. EMERTON.
W a r d  4. SALMON RECORD. 
JOHN R. BRETT.
JAMES L. MARTIN.
W a rd  5. JAMES J. SHIELDS.
JOSEPH M. STOCKMAN. 
FRANK G. VICKERY.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
F IN A N C E .
The Mayor.
Alderman. 
W. D. Curtis.
Councilmen. 
Emery Bailey.
George R. Page. 
Salmon Record.
ACCOU N TS.
Alderman. 
Fred M. Taylor.
Councilmen. 
Arthur C. Sprague. 
Elton D. Bailey.
H IG H W A Y S , S T R E E T S , A N D  B RID G E S.
Councilmen. 
H. W. White.
James L. Martin. 
Frank G. Vickery.
S E W E R S .
The Mayor.
Alderman. 
Charles H. Briggs.
The Mayor.
Alder man. 
John C. Woodrow.
Councilmen. 
Charles F. Burr. 
Herbert L. Foss. 
James J. Shields.
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Alderman. 
Algernon M. Roak.
Alder men.
W. D. Curtis.
Algernon M. Roak.
F IR E
Aldermen.
Fred M. Taylor.
John C. Woodrow.
PUBLIC
Aldermen.
Charles H. Briggs.
W . D. Curtis.
S T R E E T
Aldermen.
John C. Woodrow.
Algernon M. Roak.
E N G R O SSE D  BILLS
Alder tnen.
Algernon M. Roak.
John C. Woodrow.
P R IN T IN G .
Councilmen. 
George R. Page. 
Albion L. Robinson.
SCH OOLS.
Councilmen.
J. C. Emerton.
Albion L. Robinson. 
John R. Brett.
D E P A R T M E N T .
Councilmen. 
Arthur C* Sprague. 
Emery Bailey.
John R. Brett.
P R O P E R T Y .
Councilmen. 
Herbert L. Foss.
J. C. Emerton.
James J. Shields.
L IG H T S .
Councilmen. 
Albion L. Robinson. . 
Charles F. Burr. 
Joseph M. Stockman.
A N D  O R D IN A N C E S.
Conn oilmen. 
George R, Page. . .. 
Arthur C. Sprague.
H. W. White.
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STANDING COMMITTEES.
i
BOARD OF MAYOR) A N D  A L D E R M E N .
I
On Police.—The Mayor, Fred M. Taylor, Algernon M. 
Roak.
Licenses.— W. D. Curtis, John C. Woodrow, Charles 
H. Briggs.
Elections. — Charles H. Briggs, Algernon M. Roak, 
Fred M. Taylor. . . . .
STAN D IN G  C O M M ITTEE S OF COMMON COUN CIL.
On Election Returns.— Salmon Record, John R. Brett, 
Joseph M. Stockman.
Contingent Expenses.—James L. Martin, Frank G. 
Vickery, J. C. Emerton.
CITY OFFICERS.
A PPO IN TE D  BY T H E  G O V E R N O R .
fudge o f  Municipal Cotirt.—Jeremiah W. Mitchell. 
Clerk o f  Municipal Court.—A. E. Verrill.
CHOSEN BY T H E  C IT Y  COU N CIL.
City Treasurer.—Eben G. Eveleth.
Auditor.—Andrew W. P. Cobb.
Collector.— D. W. Kingsley.
City Solicitor.—James A. Pulsifer.
City Physician.— B. G. W. Cushman.
Assessors.—A. B. Latham, S. R. Robinson, E. G. 
Heath.
Overseers o f  the Poor.—J. M. Stevens, H. O. Whit­
man, A. A. Garcelon.
Street Cotnmissioner.—D. P. Field.
Board o f  Health.—Geo. S. Woodman, A. M. Peables, 
Secretary; Emery Bailey;
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Chief o f  Police.-—Thomas Vosmus.
Night Watchmen.-^John F. , W. B. Jenkins, 
 John J. Shields, Nathan B. Lord,, Elmer B. Lyon.
Chief E ngineer .— A. B. King.
Assistant Engineers.—J. H. Bradbury, Martin Larney,
G. Freeman Davis.
Weighers o f  Coal.—] .  E. Nye, George B. Smith, C. 
L. Turgeon, George I. Brown, ,H. A. Torsey, N. S. Coan,
H. R. Smith. .•
Measurers o f  Wood and Bark.-—Charles Dunn, Chas.
S. Chase, George I. Brown, D. W. Verrill, J. E. Nye, Geo.
B. Smith, E. S. Crafts, J. Q_. Edmonds, Cyrus C. Walker, 
P;. M. Austin, O. M. Barnard, H. A . Torsey, Charles F. 
Curtis; C. L. Turgeon, N. S. Coan, F. H. Turgeon, Frarik
Martin. . • • • ' •, /■
Measurers o f  Logs.—Allen C. Snow, C. C. Wilson, 
George B. Bearce, Melville A . Thompson, O. M. Barnard, 
E. H. Soper, J. Q_. Edmonds.
Measurers o f  Lumber.— Charles E. Greenleaf, O. M. 
Barnard, E. H. Soper, J. Q. Edmonds, J. G. Roberts, Cyrus
C. Walker, W . E. Whitman, John Coleman, Allen C. Snow,
George B. Bearce, C. C. Wilson, , C. L. Turgeon, S. K. 
Ballard, E. H. Parker, W . H. Jones, F. R. Conant, F. H. 
Turgeon. .< . . . .
Pound Keeper.— George L. Dustin.
Sealer of  Weights and Measures.—A. L. Robinson. 
Inspector o f  Vinegar.— O. W. Jones.
Inspector,.of M ilk.—A. L. Robinson.
Fence Viewers.— Randall Harriman, GranviHe,H. Field, 
Frank Vickery.
, Sealer o f  Leather.— S. P. Miller.
Superintending School Co?nmittee.—The Mayor, ex- 
officio, Amos C. Rich, Alfred Sails, James F. Atwood, A l­
bert M. Penley, William H. Plummer, Ansel Briggs, R. M. 
Mason, E. G. Heath, F. J. Bonney, A . C. Frank.
22
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Sziperintendent o f  Schools.— VV. W. Stetson.
Board o f  Water Co?nviissioners..—The Mayor, S. K. 
Ballard, President; (1 yr.) A. M. Pulsifer, (2 yrs.) H. G. 
Foss, (3 yrs.) R. M. Mason, (4 yrs.) E. S. Paul, (5 yrs.)
A. L. Goss, (6 yrs.)
Clerk.—J. B. Hunton.
Super i?itendent.—F. E. Bisbee.
Engineer Pumping Station. — L. L. Rand.
Co?istables.—Elton D. Bailey, Frank PI. Lyford, D. B. 
Holmes, C. C. Allen, J. W. Ricker, John T. Briggs, C. F. 
Curtis, M. C. Newton, Z. T. Newell, John T. Spooner, Benj. 
Mitchell, J. H. Bradbury, V. B. Taylor, C. C. Corey, F. B. 
Taylor, John F. Twombly, James Lowell, W. B. Jenkins, 
John Mullaney, H. C. Church, Llewellyn Maxwell, George 
Fred Rollins. VV. H. Lunt, C. A. Chandler, Israel Newell,
D. VV. Jones, W. W. Skillin, Fred Gleason, Ralph Elling- 
wood, C. C. Walker, John Garcelon, John Monteith. Elisha 
S. Coombs, Stephen Hayes, W. W. Pollister, W. S. Hunne- 
well, G. W. Day, John Boran, G. C. Libby, Charles Lafay­
ette, Herbert J. Wagg, W. S. Penley, John E. Shields, VV. 
S. Larrabee, C. E. Greenleaf, James Shields, Solomon Lar- 
rabee, N. H. Penley, E. H. Soper, YV. S. Huse, M. E. Gos$, 
S. B. Snell, Jeremiah McCarty, Freemont F. Dresser, Daniel 
Guthrie, Eben G. Eveleth, Spencer M. Wyman, Charles 
Lewis, Edwin W. Jones, Joseph H. Stockman, O. P. Goss,
A. C. Frank, S. S. Ashworth, O. B. Merrow, W. G. Stevens, 
A. L. McKenney, Clark Mitchell, John H. Neal, James E. 
Coombs, L. C. Dunham, Charles A. Kimball, Charles A. 
Boomer, Fred W. Hutchinson, Fred A. Ray, M. K. Dascomb, 
Levi N. Smith, Charles C. Small, James W. Carver, Barnum 
Jones, Columbus Faught, Thomas Vosmus, George A. Allen,
D. E. Blaisdell, Samuel Easter, A. H. Metcalf, Charles M. 
Goding, Alfred Giguere, Pierre Lamontague, Irving C. Rowe, 
Eli P. Boulanger, Joseph Lambert, U. S. Emery, Leslie A. 
Brackett, E. O. Higgins, J. C. Emerton, James W. Cross, 
L. O.. Brackett, Abraham F. Mullen, Warren D. Sawyer, A. 
L. Childs, George L. Sevey, D. W. Kingsley, H. W. Bowley,
\
N. B. Lord, E. B. Lyon, E. G. Carver, Christopher M. 
Walton, William H. Dale, Albert W. Benjamin, Henry C. 
Furbush, M. F. Crafts, John F. Horne, D. P. Field, John 
Frazier, John W. Robbins, Horace A. Cole, Francois Le­
gendre, Leander J. Bourgoue, H G. Crockett, Martin 
Lamey.
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CITY GOVERNMENTS 1869-1893.
CITY GOVERNMENT I860.
M a y o r .—Thomas Littlefield.
A l d e r m e n .—Ward 1, William H. Keith. Ward 2, 
Prentiss M. Woodman. Ward 3, Daniel P. Atwood. Ward 
4, Jeremiah Dingley, Jr. Ward 5, Daniel Field.
C ity  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
C ommon C ou n c il .— President, William B. Merrill; 
Clerk, William M. Harris. Ward 1, E. P. Crafts, Alex. 
Stinson, H. C. Briggs. Ward 2, Silas Sprague, Nathan 
Briggs, E. Eveleth. Ward 3, Wm. B. Merrill, S. P. Miller, 
O. B. Morse. Ward 4, E. T. Luce, William S. Young, 
John F. Cobb. Ward 0 , A. C. Pray, Geo. W. Bailey, A. J. 
Verrill.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1870.
M a y o r .— Seth P. Miller.
A l d e r m e n .— Ward 1, Hiram B. Briggs. Ward 2, 
Prentiss M. Woodman. Ward 3, John W . Perkins. Ward 
4, James Wagg. Ward 5, Almon C. Pray.
C it y  C l e r k .—George S. Woodman.
C ommon C ou ncil .— President, William B. Merrill; 
Clerk, William M. Harris. Ward 1, John M. Perry, Ben­
jamin Conant, Alvan Waterman. Ward 2, Ezekiel Eveleth, 
Charles S. Emerson, James White. Ward 3, William B. 
Merrill-, Albert Young, Oren B. Morse. Ward 4, Oren S. 
Libby, Hannibal R. Smith, Increase B.’Kimball. Ward 5, 
Charles Dunn, Nathaniel G. Sturgis, Andrew G. Haskell.
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CITY GOVERNMENT 1871.
, M a y o r .— Thomas Littlefield. •
A l d e r m e n .— Ward 1, Oscar D. Bailey. Ward 2, Silas 
Sprague. - Ward 3, John W. Perkins. Ward 4, James S. 
Robbins. Ward 5, Almon C. Pray.
, . C it y  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman. . t
C om m on  C o u n c il .— President, Charles Dunn. ; Clerk, 
William M. Harris. Ward 1, Alonzo Crafts, Benjamin 
Conant, Harrison O. Whitman. Ward 2, Josiah Penley, 
Silvester Oakes, Frank Bartlett. Ward 3, Oren B. Morse, 
Ansel L. Lombard, Wm. M. Chamberlain. Ward 4, J. W . 
Peables, Rufus Penley, Frank E. Young. Ward 5, Charles 
Dunn, Samuel Emerson, Charles O. Martin.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1872.
M a y o r .— Thomas Littlefield.
A l d e r m e n .— Ward 1, John M. Perry. Ward 2, Han­
nibal R. Smith. Ward 3, Oren B. Morse. Ward 4, James 
Dinglev. Ward 5, Charles Dunn.
C it y  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
C om m on  C o u n c il .— President, Richard Dresser ; Clerk, 
William M. Harris. Ward 1, Zibeon Crafts, George H. 
Dillingham, Ira T. Waterman. Ward 2, Frank Bartlett, 
Edward W . Gross, Benj. F. Sturgis. Ward 3, Ansel L. 
Lombard, William B. Merrill, William M. Chamberlin. 
Ward . 4, James Wagg, Wm. S. Young, Richard Dresser. 
Ward 5, George W. Bailey, James L. Martin, Alden J. Ver- 
ril'l. ------ " /• • •
CITY GOVERNMENT 1873:
. . . t
M a y o r .— Thomas Littlefield.
A l d e r m e n . —Ward 1, John M. Perry. Ward 2, Frank 
Bartlett. Ward 3, Seth P. Miller. Ward 4, Francis M. 
Jordan. Ward 5, Charles Dunn.
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C it y  C l e r k .—George S. Woodman.
C ommon C o u n c il .— President, Benj. F. Sturgis; Clerk, 
Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Zibeon Crafts, George H. Dil­
lingham, Alvan Waterman. Ward 2, Edward W. Gross, 
Benj. F. Sturgis, A. J. Coburn. Ward 3, Ansel L. Lom­
bard, James O. Foss, Wm. M. Chamberlin. Ward 4, Ben­
jamin F. Briggs, Wm. S. Young, Oren T . Libby. Ward 5, 
Thomas J. Freeman, Wm. D. Adams, Wm. D. Brewster.
CITY GOVERNMEFT 1874.
M a y o r .—Thomas Littlefield.
A l d e r m e n .— Ward 1, Oscar D. Bailey. Ward 2, Jo­
seph Littlefield.—Ward 3, Seth P. Miller. Ward 4, Francis 
M. Jordan. Ward 5, Charles Dunn.
C ity  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
C ommon C o u n c il . Prcside?it, Wm. H. Keith; Clerk, 
Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Alvan Waterman, William H. 
Keith, Joseph Q, Edmunds. Ward 2, A. J. Coburn, Ezekiel 
Eveleth, John Rolfe. Ward 3, John C. Symmes, B. C. 
Keen, Elery F. Goss. Ward 4, Edward A. Little, W. S. 
Rogers, Jacob Larrabee. Ward 5, Thomas J. Freeman, 
George W. Bailey, Dexter W. Verrill.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1875.
M a y o r .—James Dingley.
A l d e r m e n .—Ward 1, Fred A .  Allen. Ward 2, Hanni­
bal R. Smith. Ward 3, Seth P. Miller. Ward 4, John F. 
Cobb. Ward 5, Dexter W. Verrill.
C it y  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, William P. Bearce ; 
Clerk, Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Charles K. Packard, 
Richard Hutchinson, S. H. Stockman. Ward 2, Wm. P. 
Bearce, Dana Goff, Samuel F. Merrill. Ward 3, Elery F. 
Goss, B. C. Keen, Abram Atwood. Ward 4, Isaac Haskell, 
Andrew M. Peables, Rufus Penley. Ward 5, Geo. E. Strout, 
Leonard Hicks, Benjamin A. Rideout.
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CITY GOVERNMENT, 1876. ..
M a y o r .—James Dingley.
A l d e r m e n .— Ward 1, Fred A . Allen. Ward 2,. Wil­
liam P. Bearce. Ward 3, Elery F. Goss. Ward 4, William 
W. Bolster. Ward 5, Ether S. Paul.
C iTy  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
C om m o n  C o u n c il .— President, George E. Strout; Clerk, 
Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Alden B. Crafts, George H. A. 
Bradbury, Milburn Furbish. Ward 2,.Almon L. Goss, Benj.
F. Sturgis, Charles S. Emerson- Ward 3, Abram Atwood,
B. C. Keen, John B. Jordan. Ward 4, J. Dingley, Jr., 
Jacob Larrabee, Everett W. Burgess. Ward 5, Leonard 
Hicks, Geo. E. Strout, Benjamin A. Rideout.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1877.
M a y o r .— Hannibal R. Smith.
A l d e r m e n .—Ward 1, Oscar, D. Bailey. Ward 2^  Benj. 
F. Sturgis. Ward 3,. Elery F. Goss. ' Ward 4, Wth. W. 
Bolster. Ward 5, Freedom Haskell.
C it y  C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
C om m on  C o u n c il .— President, John B. Jordan ; Clerk, 
Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Charles A. Kinsley, Geo. H. 
A . Bradbury, H. O. Whitman. Ward 2, Almon L. Goss, 
Thomas Littlefield, Wm. P. Bearce. W'ard 3, John B. Jor­
dan, Jabez H. Merrill, Charles E. Smith. Ward 4, J. Ding­
ley, Jr., Jacob Larrabee, Everett W. Burgess. Ward 5, N. 
H. Woodbury, Dexter W. Verrill, Charles Flagg.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1878.
M a y o r .— Hillman R. Smith.
A l d e r m e n .— Ward 1, Oscar D. Bailey. Ward 2, 
Ezekiel Evcleth. Ward 3, Seth P. Miller. Ward 4, Na­
thaniel I. Jordan. Ward 5, George W. Wagg.
City C l e r k .— George S. Woodman.
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C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, Augustus M. Pulsifer; 
Clerk, Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Charles H. Record, 
Joseph E. Metcalf, Herbert S. Whitman. Ward 2, Thomas 
Littlefield, Joshua W. Beede, Daniel Lara. Ward 3, Jabez 
H. Merrill, John Pickard, Wallace K. Oakes. Ward 4, 
Calvin S. Libby, James W. Peables, Augustus M. Pulsifer. 
Ward 5, N. H. Woodbury, Charles C. Rowe, David S. 
Whitehouse.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1879.
M a y o r .— Thomas Littlefield.
A ld e r m e n .— Preside?it, Seth P. Miller. Ward 1, 
Charles H. Record. Ward 2, Ezekiel Eveleth. Ward 3, 
Seth P. Miller. Ward 4, Nathaniel I. Jordan. Ward 5, 
George W. Wagg.
C it y  C l e r k .—Henry M. Sprague.
C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, Wallace K. Oakes; 
Clerk, Murray B. Watson. Ward 1, Royal J. Bradbury, 
Edward W. Bird, Herbert S. Whitman. Ward 2, Daniel 
Lara, John Stinson, H. R. Bisbee. Ward 3, John Pickard, 
Wallace K. Oakes, Henry Willis. Ward 4, James W. Pea­
bles, Isaac Haskell, J. T. W. Stinchfield. Ward 5, Charles 
Thurston, George W. Woodbury, David S. Whitehouse.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1880.
M a y o r .— Thomas Littlefield.
A l d e r m e n .— President, Edwin T. Gile. W'ard 1, J.
E. Metcalf. Ward 2, Edwin T. Gile. Ward 3, Jabez B. 
Merrill. Ward 4, Benjamin F. Briggs. Ward 5, Moses 
Crafts.
C ity  C l e r k .— Henry M. Sprague.
C ommon C o u n c il .— President, Ebenezer Jordan ;
Clerk, Alton J. Shaw. Ward 1, E. W. Bird, Charles B.
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Record, W. F. Munroe. Ward 2, H. R. Bisbee, H. B. 
Sawyer, Joseph Goss. Ward 3, William A. Robinson, John'
F. Clifford, Nathan W. Harris. Ward 4, Albert M. Penley, 
Horatio B. Pulsifer,, Ebenezer Jordan. Ward 5, Charles 
Thurston, Daniel H. Rendall, Samuel Farnham.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1881.
M a y o r .— George S. Woodman.
A l d e r m e n .— President, Horatio B. Pulsifer. Ward 1, 
Lucius C. Dunham. Ward 2, Joseph Goss. Ward 3, Jabez
H. Merrill. Ward 4, Horatio B. Pulsifer. Ward 5, John 
Stimson.
C it y  C l e r k .—J. W . Mitchell.
C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, Nathan W . Harris; 
Clerk, Alton J. Shaw. Ward 1, Joseph Q. Edmonds, J. 
P. Garcelon, Francis Packard. Ward 2, David P. Field, 
Horatio B. Sawyer, Edwin O. Wells. Ward 3, William A. 
Robinson, John F. Clifford, Nathan W . Harris. Ward 4, 
John W . May, Edson G. Spofford, Winfield S. Larrabee. 
Ward 5, Algernon M. Roak, George W. Wagg, Isaiah V. 
McKenney.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1882.
- M a y o r .— George.S. Woodman.
A l d e r m e n .— President, George W. Wagg. Ward 1, 
W. F. Munroe. Ward 2, Daniel. Lara. Ward 3, N. W. 
Harris. Ward 4, E. G. Spofford. Ward 5, George W. 
Wagg.
. . . , • . ; '
C it y  C leric .— J. W., Mitchell.
C om m o n  C o u n c il .— President, William A . Robinson-;
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Clerk, Fred O. Watson. Ward 1, Francis Packard, J. P. 
Garcelon, William H. Briggs. Ward 2, David P. Field, 
Edwin O. Wells, Charles W. Campbell. Ward 3, William 
A. Robinson, B. F. Teague, Edmund Libby. Ward 4, A. 
M. Penley, L. W. Haskell, John T. W . Stinchfield. Ward 
5, D. W. Kingsley, S. R. Robinson, S. S. Merrill.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1883.
M a y o r .—George S. Woodman.
A l d e r m e n .— President, Nathan W. Harris. Ward 1, 
Harrison O. Whitman. Ward 2, David P. Field. Ward 3, 
Nathan W. Harris. Ward 4, Lewis W. Haskell. Ward 5, 
George W. Wagg.
C it y  C l e r k .—J. W. Mitchell.
C ommon  C o u n c il .—President, Charles W. Campbell; 
Clerk, Fred O. Watson. Ward 1, William H. Briggs, Seth 
Briggs, Fred W. Hutchinson. Ward 2, Charles W. Camp­
bell, Thomas Littlefield, George W. Curtis. Ward 3, Ben­
jamin F. Teague, Edmund Libby, Henry W. Oakes. Ward 
4, N. C. Estes, Solomon Larrabee, Albert Jordan. Ward 5, 
Samuel R. Robinson, Royal M. Mason, Charles E. Marvel.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1884.
M a y o r .—Benjamin F. Sturgis.
A l d e r m e n .— President, David P. Field. Ward 1, 
Harrison O. Whitman. Ward 2, David P. Field. Ward 3, 
Edmund Libby. Ward 4, Albert M. Penley. Ward 5V 
Samuel R. Robinson.
C it y  C l e r k .—J. W. Mitchell.
C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, Ansel Briggs; Clerk, 
Fred O. Watson. Ward 1, Seth Briggs, Fred W. Hutchin-
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son, Ansel Briggs. Ward 2, George W. Curtis, Benjamin 
F. Beals, Horace Goff. Ward 3, Henry W. Oakes, N. M.
Neal, John N. Foster. Ward 4, Henry Lowell, Frank A .
Haskell, Charles A . Jordan. Ward 5, Charles E. Marvel, 
Stephen S. Merrill, Delance Young.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1885.
. • • i * *.. • > • • -f . • r\ •
M a y o r .— L. W. Haskell.
 A l d e r m e n .—  President, Ansel Briggs. Ward 1, Ansel 
Briggs. Ward 2, George W. Curtis. Ward 3, A . P. 
Lamb. Ward 4, C. A . Jordan. Ward 5, Albert A: Young. 
C it y  C l e r k .—J. W. Mitchell. >, •
C ommon C o u n c il ."— President, John N. Foster; Clerk, 
Fred O. Watson. Ward 1, E. S. Crafts, H. N. Johnson, 
J. Wesley Ricker. Ward 2, B. F. Beals, James White, James 
L. Lowell. Ward 3, N. M. Neal, John N. Foster, W. F. 
Lord. Ward 4, C. S. Bond, G. M. Atkins, F. G. Vickery. 
Ward 5, Charles H. Stevens, Stephen S. Merrill, Peter M. 
Austin. . ’ • ;
CITY GOVERNMENT 1886.
. \ , . *
. «
M a y o r .— L. W. Haskell. . ' •
f  * M
A l d e r m e n .— President, A . P. Lamb. Ward 1, Ansel 
Briggs. Ward 2, Isaac W. Harris. Ward 3, A . P. Lamb. 
Ward 4, G. M. Atkins. Ward 5, Albert A. Young.
C it y  C l e r k .— Rodney F. Foss.
C ommon  C o u n c il  .— President, Charles S. '^eaton; 
Clerk, C. C. Jordan. Ward 1, H. N. Johnson, J. W . Ricker, 
Stafford B. Jones. Ward 2, John T. Hale, Charles S. Yeaton" 
Charles H. Parker. Ward 3, Charles E. Libby, Geo. E. 
Bisbee, P. M. Bickford. Ward4, S. K. Ballard, A . W. Mil­
ler, W. S. Larrabee. Ward 5, Josiah W , Littlefield, V. P. 
Buck, P. M. Austin. 1 • • •
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CITY GOVERNMENT 1887.
M a y o r .—A. M. Penley.
A l d e r m e n .— President, John N. Foster. Ward 1, 
J. W. Ricker. Ward 2, B. F. Sturgis. Ward 3, John N. 
Foster. Ward 4, H. C. Day. Ward 5, James L. Martin.
C it y  C l e r k .—J. W. Mitchell.
C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, N. M. Neal; Clerk, 
John H. Neal. Ward 1, H. N. Johnson, Geo. F. Rollins, 
Stafford B. Jones. Ward 2, John T. Hale, James L. Lowell, 
Herbert L. Foss. Ward 3, J. E. Tibbetts, E. G. Heath, Seth 
Manley. Ward 4, James Dingley, A. C. Snow, Laurent 
Laberge. Ward 5, N. M. Neal, F. R. Rounds, H. L. Has­
kell.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1888.
M a y o r .—Albert M . Penley.
A l d e r m e n .—Ward 1, Horace N. Johnson. Ward 2, 
Benjamin F. Sturgis. Ward 3, John N. Foster. Ward 4, 
Horace C. Day. Ward 5, James L. Martin.
C it y  C l e r k .—J. W. Mitchell.
C ommon  C ou n cil .— President, N. M. Neal; Clerk, 
John H. Neal. Ward 1, S. B. Jones, George Fred Rollins, 
Dana B. Holmes. Ward 2, Herbert L. Foss, D. B. Stevens, 
R. S. Bradbury. Ward 3, John E. Tibbetts, E. G. Heath, 
Seth Manley. Ward 4, A. C. Snow, Laurent Laberge, Chas.
E. Greenleaf. Ward 5, N. M. Neal, Harry L. Haskell, 
Charles Stackpole.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1889.
t
M a y o r .-^Albert R. Savage.
A l d e r m e n .—Ward 1, Stafford B. Jones. Ward 2, Ben­
jamin F. Sturgis. Ward 3, John E. Tibbetts. Ward 4, P. 
H. Kelleher. Ward 5, Harry L. Haskell.
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C it y  C l e r k .—J. W. Mitchell.
C ommon  C o u n c il .— President, T. E. Eustis; Clerk, 
j George E. McCann. Ward 1, Dana B. Holmes, Charles F. 
i Curtis, Daniel W. Kinsley. Ward 2, R. S. Bradbury, Her­
bert L. Foss, Daniel B. Stevens. Ward 3, T. Everett Eustis, 
Raymond Toothaker, Charles W. Dexter. Ward 4, Charles 
E. Greenleaf, L. O. Brackett, Thomas Marsden. Ward 5, 
Samuel B. Smith, Frank Martin, Charles Stackpole.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1890.
M a y o r .—Albert R. Savage.
A l d e r m e n .— President, T. E. Eustis. Ward 1, Dana
B. Holmes. Ward 2, Winchester G. Lowell. Ward 3, T. 
Everett Eustis. Ward 4 ,1. N..Haskell. Ward 5, Harry L. 
Haskell.
C it y  C l e r k .— George G. Gifford.
C om m on  C o u n c il .— President, George E. McCann; 
Clerk, J. H. Neal. Ward 1, Daniel W. Kinsley, Charles F. 
Curtis, Thomas Dillingham. Ward 2, Charles H. Briggs, 
George E. Davis, James M. Stevens. Ward 3, -Raymond 
Toothaker, Charles W. Dexter, Henry H. Hanson. Ward 4, 
George E. McCann, Oriel F. Brown, Edmund H. Soper. 
Ward 5, Samuel B. Smith, Isaiah V. McKenney, Elbridge
G. Robinson.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1891.
M a y o r .—Albert R. Savage.
A l d e r m e n .— President, T. E. Eustis. Ward 1, Daniel 
W. Kinsley. Ward 2, Winchester G. Lowell. Ward1 3, T. 
Everett Eustis. Ward 4, I. N. Haskell. Ward 5, Samuel 
B. Smith. • S. - •
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C it y  C l e r k .—George G. Gifford.
C ommon  C o u n cil .— President, Charles F. Curtis ; 
Clerk, J. N. Neal. Ward 1, Charles F. Curtis, Roland S. 
Woodward, Wellington D. Curtis. Ward 2, Charles H. 
Briggs, George E. Davis, James M. Stevens. Ward 3, Henry
H. Hanson, Henry W. Oakes, E. H. Hutchins. Ward 4, A. 
A. Garcelon, John P. Auger, Edmund H. Soper. Ward 5, 
Elbridge G. Robinson, Samuel S. Ashworth, Charles E. 
Marvel.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1892.
M a y o r .—Winchester G. Lowell.
A l d e r m e n .—P  resident, Samuel B. Smith. Ward 1 
Charles F. Curtis. Ward 2, Geo. E. Davis. Ward 3, J. P. 
Hutchinson. Ward 4, Eldreth Arnold. Ward 5, Samuel B. 
Smith.
C it y  C l e r k .—George G. Gifford.
C ommon  C o u n c il .—President,Henry W.,Oakes ; Clerk, 
J. H. Neal. Ward 1, W. D. Curtis, John A. Turner, E. C. 
Douglass. Ward 2, Hillman Smith, Fred M. Taylor, Wm. 
D. Brewster. Ward 3, E. H. Hutchins, Henry W. Oakes,
C. W. Locke. Ward 4, A. A. Garcelon, W. W. Pollister, 
John C. Woodrow. Ward 5, Charles E. Marvel, S. G. Ash­
worth, E. G. Robinson.
CITY GOVERNMENT 1893.
M a y o r .— W. W. Bolster.
A l d e r m e n .— President, Hillman Smith. Ward 1, W.
D. Curtis. Ward 2, Hillman Smith. Ward 3, Willard Lin- 
scott. Ward 4, A. A. Garcelon. Ward 5, V. P. Buck.
C it y  C l e r k .— William E. Ludden. . .
IC ommon  C o u n c il .— President, Emery Bailey ; Clerk, * 
J. H. Neal. Ward 1, E. C. Douglass, Elton D. Bailey, W.
S. Hathaway. Ward 2, Fred M. Taylor, William D. Strat­
ton, C. L. Turgeon. Ward 3, Emery Bailey, S. K. Ballard,
C. W. Jordan. Ward 4, W . W. Pol lister, Jeremiah Ding- 
ley, Jr., John C. Woodrow. Ward 5, S. P. Strickland, J.
C. Emerton, Charles E. Bangs.
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CHIEF OFFICERS OF THE CITY SINCE ITS INCORPORATION.
M a y o r C i t y  C l e r k T r e a s u r e r S t r e e t  C o m m is s io n e r C h ie f  E n g in e e r C o l l e c t o r  o f  T a x e s
1769
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874 
1575
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
188-1
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
Thom as L ittle fie ld  
Seth P . M iller 
T h om as L ittle fie ld  
T h om a s  L ittlefie ld  
T h om a s  L ittlefie ld  
T hom as L ittle fie ld  
Jam es D in g ley - 
Jam es D in g ley  
H an n iba l K  S m ith  
H a n n ib a l R . Sm ith  
T h om as L itte lfie ld  
T h o m a s  L ittlefie ld  
G eo . S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo . S. W o o d m a n  
B en j. F . S tu rgis 
L . W . H a sk e ll 
L . W . H a sk e ll 
A .  M . P e n le y  
A . M . P e n le y  
A lb e r t  It. S avage  
A lb e r t  R. S avage  
A lb e r t  R . Savage 
W in ch ester  G. L o w e ll 
W . W . B o ls te r  
H illm a n  Sm ith
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
Geo. S. W o o d m a n  
G e o . S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S . W o o d m a n  
G e o . S. W o o d m a n  
H enry M . S p ragu e  
H en ry  M . S p ragu e  
J . W . M itch e ll 
J . W . M itch e ll 
J . W . M itchell 
J . W . M itch ell 
J. W . M itchell 
R o d n e y  F. F o ss  
J. W . M itchell 
J. W . M itch e ll '
J . W . M itchell 
G eo. G. G iffo rd  
G eo . G. G ifford  
G eo . G . G ifford  
W illiam  E . L u d d e n  
F orest E . L u d d e n
G eo . S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W o o d m a n  
G eo. S. W ood m a n  
G e o . S. W o o d m a n  
G eo . S. W oodm an  
G eo . S. W ood m a n  
J. R . L e a rn e d  
J . R . L e a rn e d  
D . W . V e rr ill  
D . W . V e rrill 
D . W . V e rr ill 
D . W . V e rr ill 
D. W . V e rr ill  
D . W . V errill 
D , W . V e rr ill 
D . W . V errill 
D . W . V e rr ill 
G eo . B . A ttw o o d  
D. W . V err ill 
D . W . V errill 
D . W . V errill 
D . W . V erri 11 
G eo . E . M cC ann  
G eo. E. M cC ann 
E b on  G. E ve le th  
E ben  G . E ve le th
O. D. B a ile y  
C h arles R. J ord a n  
T hom as L ittle fie ld  
0 .  D. B a ile y  
D a v id  T . F ren ch  
D a v id  T . F rench  
J o se p h  G oss  
J o se p h  G oss 
J o se p h  G oss 
J a m e s  S. Nash 
Jam es S. Nash 
D avid  T . F ren ch  
F ra n k  F. G oss 
F ra n k  F . G oss 
F ra n k  F. G oss  
F ran k  F . G os3 
F ran k  F . G oss 
L . W . H a sk e ll 
F r a n k  F . G oss 
F ra n k  F . G oss  
F ra n k  F. G o ss  
F ra n k  F. G oss  
H . L . H ask ell 
H . L . H askell 
D a v id  P . F ie ld  
D a v id  P . F ie ld
J. A . W h itm an  
Seth P . M iller 
Seth  P . M iller 
A lm on  C. P ra y  
Ja m es W hite 
A . A . M iller 
A . A . M ille r  
A . A . M iller 
A . A . M iller , 
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